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I. INTRODUCTION
Background

The moral failures of some highly visible Pentecostal/Charismatic personalities have
logically prompted the question, “How could someone be so spiritually gifted and immoral at the
same time?” Sometimes, the Pentecostals’ explanation for the failures of their famous colleagues
is that the Pentecostal experience has little or no direct relationship with personal holiness. This
reasoning is used especially in non-Wesleyan Pentecostal traditions. It does not mean that
Pentecostal groups from non-Wesleyan traditions are not interested in a holy lifestyle. In fact,
just like all other Pentecostal groups, they maintain a high standard of ethics and holiness. They
were very strong in publicly condemning the sins committed by their colleagues. Even so, the
explanation, that the Pentecostal experience has little or no direct relationship with personal
holiness, will probably not be satisfactory to many. For a lot of people, the explanation simply
does not reflect God’s high standards of holiness.
Part of the reason for this separation between divine power and divine holiness could
perhaps be the way Pentecostals/Charismatics have founded their theology. Pentecostals and
Charismatics have relied primarily on Luke-Acts and the Pauline epistles for the theology of
their spiritual experiences, with Pentecostals focusing on Luke-Acts and Charismatics focusing
on the Pauline epistles, particularly 1Corinthians. This is because Pauline and Lucan writings
apparently have the most to say about the Holy Spirit. Even so, the emphases on Luke's
prophetic/missionary motif and Paul's charismatic/power motif may have been overdone at the
expense of a broader-based biblical theology. For example, the Matthean kingdom
1

culture/lifestyle motif described in the Sermon on the Mount is not specifically considered as
“Pentecostal” or “Charismatic.” It is merely Christian. It is therefore often taken for granted and
seldom picked up in Pentecostal/Charismatic polemics. This inadvertently diminishes Matthean
input in the broader framework of “Pentecostal theology.”
There is an over-reliance upon Luke-Acts (and, to a lesser extent, the Pauline and
Johannine charismatic passages) in the recent attempts to construct a biblical foundation for the
Pentecostal understanding of the Baptism in the Spirit.1 It may be true that Luke-Acts provides
sufficient biblical foundation for the distinctive Pentecostal experience. However, unless we
move out from our emphasis on Luke-Acts, we will always be trapped in a continuing polemics
for the Pentecostal experience and never build a broad-based scriptural foundation for a truly
biblical (instead of merely Lukan or Pauline) Pentecostal theology. To be truly biblical,
Pentecostal theology must move beyond the confines of the Lucan and Pauline corpuses.
Matthew can therefore be a good place for Pentecostals to explore.

Significance

There is a general consensus that Matthew is a carefully constructed literary work.
Matthew’s deliberate - though cautious - description of the Spirit’s role must therefore be taken
seriously.2 Coupled with Matthew’s strong ethical emphasis, today’s Pentecostal/Charismatic
1

In a survey of biblical studies in the Pentecostal tradition, Wonsuk Ma does not list any work
based on Matthew. The more significant ones are all based on Luke-Acts and First Corinthians. Wonsuk
Ma, “Biblical Studies in the Pentecostal Tradition” in Globalization of Pentecostalism: A Religion Made
to Travel, eds. Murray W. Dempster, Byron D. Klaus and Douglas Petersen (Oxford, UK: Regnum,
1999), 52-67. Another case in point is Roger Stronstad’s Spirit, Scripture and Theology: A Pentecostal
Perspective (Baguio, Philippines: APTS Press, 1995), where only Lukan, Johannine and Pauline texts are
being considered.
2

Blaine Charette has argued quite convincingly the case for more investigation into Matthew’s
theology of the Spirit, Restoring Presence: The Spirit in Matthew’s Gospel, Journal of Pentecostal
Supplement Series 18 (Sheffield, UK: Sheffield Academic Press, 2000), 11-13.
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community simply cannot ignore the message of Matthew. Therefore, this study will not only
help broaden the scriptural base for Pentecostal theology but will also hopefully provide the basis
for a Pentecostal dialogue with Matthew. It will be too naïve of me to expect that this study alone
will provide all the answers to the relationship between Pentecostal power and holiness.
However, it can perhaps provide a basis for a more holistic understanding of the Spirit for
Pentecostals – hopefully helping to produce the right balance of “power and purity” in
Pentecostal theology.
With Matthew being the most prevalent and recognizable authority in the early church for
the life and ministry of Jesus, a study of Matthew’s pneumatology will perhaps help us
reconstruct the earliest formal Christian pneumatology. As the first book of the New Testament
canon and generally recognized as having been written from the situation of the early church’s
decisive break from synagogue Judaism, Matthean pneumatology will also be significant in that
it provides a bridge between Old and New Testament pneumatologies.

Purpose Statement & Choice of Critical Methods

Therefore, the purpose of this study is to demonstrate the possibility of a critical and
meaningful role for a Matthean pneumatology within a broad-based biblical Pentecostal
theology. This study is minimalist and preliminary, based almost entirely on Matthew’s explicit
references to the divine Spirit in the Greek text.3 This research will deal only briefly with the
3

While our focus is on the Greek text of Matthew, there are reasons to suspect that Matthew could
have been originally written in Hebrew or Aramaic. Papias’ famous reference to Matthew’s “logia in the
Hebrew dialect” has been used as suggestions that perhaps Matthew was originally in Hebrew. However,
there are untranslated Aramaic terms (e.g. “mammon” in Mt. 6:24 and “Gehenna” in Mt. 5:22, 29, 30;
10:28; 18:9; 23:15, 33) that point to a possible Aramaic Matthew as the original. “Hebrew dialect” may,
in fact, be a reference to Aramaic. David R. Bauer, “The Literary and Theological Function of the
Genealogy in Matthew’s Gospel,” in Treasures New and Old: Contributions to Matthean Studies, eds.
David R. Bauer and Mark Allan Powell (Atlanta, GA: Scholars Press, 1996), 151.

3

issue of authorial intent and other such matters that go behind the text. While the findings of
redaction criticism will be taken into account, this paper will not focus just on the changes that
Matthew made to his sources. Instead, what Matthew has chosen to retain and keep unchanged
from his sources are also considered as equally valid evidences of Matthew’s theological agenda.
The focus is therefore on the “product” rather than the “process” of Matthean composition.4
However, this does not mean that I am foregoing the possibility of discovering the
objective historical meaning and that I am subscribing to a totally subjective, reader-response
approach to interpretation. What is being assumed here in this paper is that a basic Matthean
understanding of the Spirit can and should be derived primarily from the Matthean text itself.
Any extra-textual matter should underscore rather than overwhelm the exercise. The main thrust
of this exercise will therefore be an exegetical word study of Matthew’s usage of pneu`ma
(“spirit”), when it is applied to the divine Spirit.5 While some matters of etymology and
lexicology may also be explored, the study will be mainly synchronic in nature - limited mainly
to Matthew’s text.
Rather than limiting this exercise to a certain methodology, there will be a “principled
eclecticism”6 in the choice of the critical methodologies to be employed. Having made that

4

Bauer and Powell, eds., Treasures New and Old: Contributions to Matthean Studies, 2-3.

5

Despite his view that “it is not possible to gain a thorough understanding of Matthew’s theology
of the Spirit simply by means of a careful examination of those texts in which ‘Spirit’, or related
vocabulary occurs,” Blaine Charette concedes that this is still a “necessary element” (emphasis mine) in
researching the topic of Matthean pneumatology. Charette, Restoring Presence, 12-13. Scot McKnight
similarly affirms word studies: “Word studies are basic for both the exegete and preacher of the
Synoptics,” Interpreting the Synoptic Gospels, Guides to the New Testament Exegesis, ed. Scot
McKnight (Grand Rapids, MI: Baker, 1988), 107.
6

W. D. Davies, and Dale C. Allison, The Gospel According to Saint Matthew, vol. 1, The
International Critical Commentary, gen. eds. J. A. Emerton, C. E. B. Cranfield, and G. N. Stanton.
(Edinburgh, UK: T. & T. Clark, 1988), 61. Please see p. 32 of this paper for a further explanation of what
I understand to be “principled eclecticism.”
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commitment for a “principled eclecticism” in the choice of methodologies, as with Davies and
Allison, I must concede that the methods actually employed will “inevitably vary according to
(my) competence . . .”7 Therefore, “textual matters” in this paper does not suggest the highly
technical exercise of textual criticism. It merely refers to a focus on the canonical Matthean text
at hand.

Thesis Statement

Matthew’s usage of the word pneuma for the divine Spirit – especially when read against
Matthew’s nuanced presentation – suggests a developed and balanced, post-Pentecost
understanding of the Spirit, evidenced by a Trinitarian pneumatology that is both charismatic and
democratic in its eschatological expectations as well as ethical and relational in its practical
requirements.

Presuppositions

The two-source hypothesis (allowing for Marcan priority) has become the more popular
solution to the “Synoptic Problem” in recent studies of the Gospels.8 While recognizing that
tendency in contemporary studies of the Gospel, this paper will also give due recognition to the
fact that Matthew’s apostolic authority was accepted by the early church before Mark was
accepted as authoritative. Indeed, the early church took for granted the historical priority of
Matthew. Matthew will therefore be allowed to speak on its own authority as a canonical text and
will not be subsumed under Mark or Luke or any other book of the Bible. Anyway, historical
7

Ibid.

8

A comprehensive survey of the variety of solutions to the so-called “Synoptic Problem” is
available at the Synoptic Problem Homepage, http://www.mindspring.com/~scarlson/synopt/index.html;
Internet. The site is illustrative of how the “Synoptic Problem” is far from finding any definitive solution.

5

priority is often not critical. After all, “distinctiveness can be perceived even where direct literary
dependence cannot be assumed.”9
It will be presupposed that the Pentecostal event of Acts 2 will have as much a profound
effect on the early church as the Easter event. The interpretation of the Christian gospel should
therefore observe at least two loci: the Christ Event of Easter and the Spirit Event of Pentecost.
Matthew’s distinctive Jewish flavor brings to fore another important locus for the interpretation
of the Gospel: the Father event of Creation.10 Frank Stagg notes that it is a “highly precarious”
exercise to “draw sharp lines of distinction between the work of the Holy Spirit as over against
that of Father or Son.”11 Therefore, while it is not unreasonable to expect Matthew to have access
to Jewish traditions of the Spirit, one should also expect that this basic Jewish understanding of
the Spirit will be affected by traditions of Jesus’ teachings on the Spirit as well as the church
traditions following the Pentecost event. Indeed, one will find allusions to the Trinity in many
places in Matthew; especially in the pneu`ma texts.

9

R. T. France, Matthew, Tyndale New Testament Commentaries, gen. ed. Leon Morris (Grand
Rapids, MI: Grand Rapids, 1985), 38.
10

An example of this locus of Creation for the meaning of Matthew’s text is seen in Matthew’s
allusion to Genesis in the opening verses of Matthew, Mt. 1:1. This is followed up in Mt. 1:18, where the
Spirit can perhaps be seen as being actively involved in a new creative work.
11

Frank Stagg, “The Holy Spirit in the New Testament” Review and Expositor, 63 (1966): 146. A
good example of how this necessary Trinitarian approach can be applied to Christian theology and praxis
can be seen from Christian Schwarz’s recent development of a holistic theology for his Natural Church
Development ministry philosophy. Christian A. Schwarz, Paradigm Shift in the Church: How Natural
Church Development Can Transform Theological Thinking (Ohio, IL: Churchsmart Resources, 1999).
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II. REVIEW OF SOME KEY PRECEDENT LITERATURE
Despite the huge amount of work already done on Matthew12, there is very little
precedent literature that deals specifically with this subject of Matthean pneumatology. Most
Matthean scholars brush off the possibility of a Matthean theology of the Spirit and instead speak
of a Matthean “ambivalence” or even “silence” on the subject of the Spirit. This brief review of
key precedent literature will however not be limited to just the specific subject of Matthean
pneumatology but will cover the broader subject of Matthean studies as a whole. This review –
and this paper as a whole – will however be limited mainly to sources in the English language.

Greek Texts, Grammars and Word Studies

Nestle-Aland’s 26th edition of the Greek New Testament will serve as the main biblical
text. The English text will be my own translation from the Nestle-Aland text. Bruce Metzger’s A
Textual Commentary on the Greek New Testament13 and the United Bible Society’s A
Translator’s Guide to the Gospel of Matthew14 by Robert G. Bratcher will be helpful tools to see
how the Greek text has made the transition into the variety of English texts. Bauer, Arndt,

12

As an illustration of the huge amount of work already done on Matthew, Craig Keener’s latest
commentary on Matthew has a 150-page long bibliography of secondary sources and a 141-page long
index of ancient sources. Craig S. Keener, A Commentary on the Gospel of Matthew (Grand Rapids, MI:
Eerdmans, 1999).
13

Bruce M.Metzger, A Textual Commentary on the Greek New Testament (London & New York:
United Bible Societies, 1971).
14

Robert G. Bratcher, A Translator’s Guide to the Gospel of Matthew (New York, NY: United
Bible Societies, 1981).
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Gingrich and Danker’s Greek-English Lexicon of the New Testament15 will be the standard
lexicon consulted. Daniel B. Wallace’s Greek Grammar Beyond the Basics: An Exegetical Syntax
of the New Testament16 will be the main text consulted on issues pertaining to Greek syntax. For
word studies, Kittel’s Theological Dictionary of the New Testament17 and Colin Brown’s The
New International Dictionary of New Testament Theology18 would be important standard
references. Papers by A. A. Anderson19 and George Johnston20 will provide some basic
understanding into the Qumran usage of the word jwr (ruach) and therefore also provide a
background for the possible ways the concept of the “Spirit” could have been handled by
Matthew’s community. However, as this study is mainly synchronic in nature, etymological
issues raised in these articles will only be taken up if there is a proven line of development from
the Qumran to the Matthean community and if that line of development is significant to our
understanding of the Matthean pneu`ma.

15

Walter Bauer, A Greek-English Lexicon of the New Testament and other Christian Literature, 2nd
ed , trans. and adapted by William F. Arndt, F. Wilbur Gingrich and Frederick Danker (Chcago, IL:
University of Chicago Press, 1979). This will be referred to as “BAGD” in this paper.
16

Daniel B Wallace,. Greek Grammar Beyond the Basics: An Exegetical Syntax of the New
Testament (Grand Rapids, MI: Zondervan, 1996).
17

Gerhard Kittel and Gerhard Friedrich, Theological Dictionary of the New Testament, trans.
Geoffrey W. Bromiley, 10 vols. (Grand Rapids, MI: Eerdmans, 1964-1976). This will be referred to as
“TDNT” in this paper.
18

Colin Brown, Gen. ed., The New International Dictionary of New Testament Theology (Grand
Rapids, MI: Zondervan, 1978 & 1986). This will be referred to as “NIDNTT” in this paper.
19

A. A. Anderson, “The Use of ‘Ruach’ in 1QS, 1QH and 1QM” Journal of Semitic Studies 17
(1962): 293-303.
20

George Johnston, “‘Spirit’ and ‘Holy Spirit’ in the Qumran Literature,” in H. E. McArthur, ed.,
New Testament Sidelights (Hartford: Hartford Sem. Found., 1960): 27-42.
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Commentaries on Matthew

Because of the paucity of specific works on Matthean pneumatology, general Matthean
commentaries become important sources for this paper. Commentaries can perhaps be classified
generally as tending towards three directions: exegetical-critical, doctrinal-theological and
pastoral-devotional. Among the more recent commentaries available to the English-speaking
world, the International Critical Commentary series is perhaps the premier example of
commentaries in the exegetical-critical category. Following up on an earlier volume by W. C.
Allen,21 the latest commentary on Matthew in this series is the monumental three-volume
contribution by W. D. Davies and Dale C. Allison.22 Like W. C. Allen’s work, Alan Hugh
McNeile’s23 & Alfred Plummer’s24 may be a little dated but still valuable. Other more recent
commentaries having an exegetical-critical tendency include D. A. Carson’s,25 Donald
Hagner’s,26 Robert Gundry’s27 and Ulrich Luz’s works. Volume one, volume two and parts of
volume three of Luz’s commentary on Matthew have already been translated into English.28 All
21

Willoughby C. Allen, A Critical and Exegetical Commentary on the Gospel According to S.
Matthew, 3rd ed. (Edinburgh, UK: T. & T. Clark, 1912).
22

W. D. Davies and Dale C. Allison, The Gospel according to St. Matthew, 3 vols, The
International Critical Commentary, gen. eds. J. A. Emerton, C. E. B. Cranfield, and G. N. Stanton,
(Edinburgh, UK: T. & T. Clark, 1988-1997).
23

Alan Hugh McNeile, The Gospel According to St. Matthew: The Greek Text with Introduction,
Notes and Indices (Grand Rapids, MI: Baker, 1915).
24

Alfred Plummer, An Exegetical Commentary on the Gospel According to S. Matthew (London,
UK: Robert Scott, 1909).
25

D. A. Carson, “Matthew” in The Expositor’s Bible Commentary, gen. ed. Frank E. Gaebelein,
(Grand Rapids, MI: Zondervan, 1984), vol. 8:3-599.
26

Donald A. Hagner, Matthew 1-13, vol. 33A & Matthew 14-28, vol. 33B Word Biblical
Commentary, gen. Ed. Bruce M. Metzger (Dallas, TX: Word, 1993).
27

Robert Gundry, Matthew: A Commentary on His Handbook for a Mixed Church under
Persecution (Grand Rapids, UK: Eerdmans, 1994).
28

Ulrich Luz, Matthew 1-7: A Commentary, trans. Wilhelm C. Linss (Minneapolis, MN: Augsburg
Fortress, 1989); and Matthew 8-20: A Commentary, trans. James E. Crouch, Hermeneia: A Critical and
Historical Commentary on the Bible, ed. Helmut Koester (Minneapolis, MN: Augsburg Fortress, 2001).
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these commentaries are more focused on the Matthean text and often have detailed analyses of
the Greek text. Because of the nature of this paper, critical-exegetical commentaries will feature
more prominently among the sources consulted.
Doctrinal-theological commentaries often take a theological pre-supposition and are more
eager to draw broad theological conclusions than to get involved in detailed verbal analyses of
the text. Therefore, some will take a purely historical-critical rather than a historical-grammatical
approach to interpreting the text, e.g. Eduard Schweizer.29 An example of a purely doctrinaltheological commentary on Matthew will be the one by Jack Dean Kingsbury in the
“Proclamation Commentaries” series,30 except that most will not consider the book as a
commentary, because Kingsbury does not use the more conventional commentary format of
following the order of the text of Matthew in his commentary. He merely picks up the Matthean
theological themes (which, for Kinsbury revolve around the Messianic “son of God” title) and
comments on them. John P. Meier has responded to Kingsbury’s conclusion with his own
theological commentary on Matthew that focuses on Jesus’ moral message presented by
Matthew, as a “nexus” between Christ and the Church.31

29

Eduard Schweizer, The Good News According to Matthew, trans. David E. Green (Atlanta, GA:
John Knox Press, 1975).
30

Jack Dean Kingsbury, Matthew, Proclamation Series: The New Testament Witnesses for
Preaching, ed. Gerhard Krodel (Philadelphia, PA: Fortress Press, 1977). This book is actually a reworking of an earlier book by Kingsbury entitled, Matthew: Structure, Christology, Kingdom
(Philadelphia, PA: Fortress, 1975).
31

John P. Meier, The Vision of Matthew: Christ, Church and Morality in the First Gospel (New
York, NY: Paulist Press, 1979).
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For those doctrinal-theological commentaries that follow the more conventional
commentary formats, Frederick Dale Bruner’s two-volume commentary on Matthew,32 David E.
Garland’s Reading Matthew,33 and perhaps the volume on Matthew in the Anchor Bible series,34
have a doctrinal-theological tendency – taking Matthew as teaching and doctrinal material for the
church. Despite the expressed purpose that his commentary will help readers reapply Matthew’s
instructions in today’s contexts, Craig Keener’s latest commentary35 on Matthew is far too
involved in historical-critical issues. I will categorize his commentary as a doctrinal-theological
commentary because he often draws theological truths from the text with little or no detailed
verbal analysis.
There are many commentaries that fit the pastoral-devotional category, where the
commentary is often done in a “less academic” and “more readable” way so as to make it
accessible to both the clergy and the laity. These commentaries are concerned with the relevance
of the Gospel of Matthew in the daily lives of Christians in today’s contexts and therefore often
include suggestions on how Matthew’s message could be applied in specific circumstances.
Some of them may also be organized around sermon outlines. They include those done by J. C.
Fenton,36 William Barclay,37 John Walvoord,38 Warren W. Wiersbe,39 Michael Green,40 Ivor

32

Frederick Dale Bruner, Matthew: A Commentary, The Christbook 1-12, vol. 1 (Dallas, TX: Word
Publishing, 1987) and Matthew: A Commentary, The Churchbook 13-28, vol. 2 (Dallas, TX: Word
Publishing, 1990).
33

David E. Garland, Reading Matthew: A Literary and Theological Commentary on the First
Gospel (New York, NY: Crossroad Publishing Co., 1993)
34

W. F. Albright and C. S. Mann, Matthew: Introduction, Translation and Notes, The Anchor
Bible, gen. eds. William Foxwell Albright and David Noel Freeman (Garden City, NY: Doubleday & Co.,
1984).
35

Craig S. Keener, A Commentary on the Gospel of Matthew (Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 1999).

36

J. C. Fenton, Saint Matthew SCM Pelican Commentaries, ed. D. E. Nineham (London: SCM,

1963).
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Powell,41 Robert Mounce,42 and R. V. G.. Tasker.43 Although their commentaries on Matthew are
a little more academic, R.C. Lenski,44 David Hill,45 Ed Glasscock,46 Craig Blomberg,47 Leon
Morris,48 F. W. Beare,49 R. T. France,50 and - more recently - James Montgomery Boice51 have all
produced commentaries that can perhaps be included in the pastoral-devotional category as well.
Together with John Meier’s commentary, Daniel J. Harrington’s volume in Sacra Pagina52
and George T. Montague’s Companion God: A Cross-Cultural Commentary on the Gospel of

37

William Barclay, The Gospel of Matthew, 2 vols., rev. ed. The Daily Study Bible Series
(Edinburgh: The Saint Andrew Press, 1975).
38

John F. Walvoord, Matthew: Thy Kingdom Come, A Commentary on the First Gospel (Grand
Rapids: Kregel Publications, 1974).
39

Warren W. Wiersbe, Be Loyal: Following the King of Kings (Colorado Springs: Chariot Victor
Publishing, 1980).
40

Michael Green, The Message of Matthew: The Kingdom of Heaven The Bible Speaks Today, ed.
John Stott (Leicester, England: IVP, 1988 & 2000).
41

Ivor Powell, Matthew’s Majestic Gospel (Grand Rapids: Kregel Publications, 1986).

42

Robert H. Mounce, Matthew New International Biblical Commentary, ed. W. Ward Gasque
(Peabody: Hendricksen, 1991).
43

R. V. G. Tasker, Matthew Tyndale New Testament Commentaries, gen. ed. R. V. G. Tasker
(Grand Rapids, MI: Grand Rapids, 1961).
44

R. C. Lenski, The Interpretation of St. Matthew’s Gospel. (Minneapolis, MN: Augsburg
Publishing House, 1943).
45

David Hill, The Gospel of Matthew The New Century Bible Commentary, eds. Ronald E.
Clements and Matthew Black (Grand Rapids, MI: Eerdmans, 1972).
46

Ed Glasscock, Matthew Moody Gospel Commentary (Chicago, IL: Moody Press, 1997).

47

Craig Blomberg, Matthew The New American Commentary, gen. ed. David S. Dockery
(Nashville, TN: Broadman Press, 1992).
48

Leon Morris, The Gospel According to Matthew (Grand Rapids, MI: Eerdmans, 1992).

49

F. W. Beare, The Gospel according to Matthew: A Commentary (Oxford, UK: Blackwell, 1981).

50

R. T. France, Matthew Tyndale New Testament Commentaries, gen. ed. Leon Morris (Grand
Rapids, MI: Grand Rapids, 1985).
51

James Montgomery Boice, The Gospel of Matthew: The King and His Kingdom, vol. 1, Matt. 117 and The Triumph of the King, vol. 2, Matt 18-28 (Grand Rapids, MI: Baker, 2001).
52

Daniel J. Harrington, The Gospel of Matthew, Sacra Pagina, ed. Daniel J. Harrington.
(Collegeville, MN: The Liturgical Press, 1991).
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Matthew53 provide the Roman Catholic perspectives on Matthew. Montague’s work can be
classified as pastoral-devotional while Harrington’s work would probably be closer to an
exegetical-critical commentary.
Among the most recent English commentaries on Matthew, Craig S. Keener’s 1,000-page
commentary on Matthew could be valuable for this paper because of his background as a former
Pentecostal. Ulrich Luz’s four-volume commentary on Matthew in German may also be
interesting because of his “history of influence” (Wirkungsgeschichte)54 approach to interpreting
Matthew. Emerson Powery notes in a review of Luz’s work that the approach taken by Luz may
prove helpful for a Pentecostal reading of Matthew.55 Together with the commentaries by Davies
and Allison, by Robert Gundry and by Donald Hagner, Keener’s and Luz’s commentaries make
up perhaps five of the most important and comprehensive Matthean commentaries for the
English-speaking world today.

General Matthean Studies

Among the most important books on general Matthean studies is The Interpretation of
Matthew, edited by Graham Stanton.56 This book contains eight watershed articles on topics
related to Matthean studies, all of which have been translated into English for this book. Apart
from Stanton, the other contributors are: Ernst von Dobschutz, Otto Michel, Nils Alstrup Dahl,
53

George T. Montague, Companion God: A Cross-Cultural Commentary on the Gospel of Matthew
(New York, NY: Paulist Press, 1989).
54

The “history of influence” (Wirkungsgeschichte) concept as a dimension of hermeneutics was
introduced by Gadamer. H. G. Gadamer, Truth and Method (New York, NY: Seabury, 1975), cited by
Ulrich Luz, “The Final Judgment (Matt 25:31-46): An Exercise in ‘History of Influence’ Exegesis” trans.
Dorothy Jean Weaver; in Treasures New and Old: Contributions to Matthean Studies, 271.
55

Emerson B. Powery, “Ulrich Luz’s Matthew in History: A Contribution to Pentecostal History?”
in Journal of Pentecostal Theology 1 (April 1999): 3-17.
56

Graham N. Stanton, ed., The Interpretation of Matthew. (London, UK: SPCK, 1983).
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Kirster Stendahl, Georg Strecker, Günther Bornkamm, Ulrich Luz, and Eduard Schweizer. A
recent follow-up to Stanton’s approach is a book edited by Bauer and Powell, Treasures New and
Old: Contributions to Matthean Studies.57 Bauer and Powell’s book has more recent contributors,
mostly from the English-speaking world. The Gospel of Matthew in Current Study: Studies in
Memory of William G. Thompson, edited by David E. Aune, is the latest book taking a similar
approach.58
In the area of Matthew’s literary structure, David R. Bauer’s The Structure of Matthew’s
Gospel: A Study in Literary Design59 can be a good reference while R. T. France’s Matthew:
Evangelist and Teacher60 has a good account on historical and background matters. Both Bauer
and France are well documented and can lead to good primary sources. Because this thesis is
focused on the exposition of just one word of the Matthean text, care will be taken not to get too
involved with these sources unless they impinge on the understanding of the specific Matthean
texts being considered.

The Internet & Electronic Media

As many of the major journals are already on the Internet, there will be sites on the
Internet that could be helpful for this thesis. An important Internet resource is the B-Greek61
discussion group on the Internet. Searches done on the B-greek archives located at
57

David R. Bauer and Mark Allan Powell, eds. Treasures New and Old: Recent Contributions to
Matthean Studies (Atlanta, GA: Scholars Press, 1996).
58

David E. Aune, The Gospel of Matthew in Current Study: Studies in Memory of William G.
Thompson (Grand Rapids, MI: Eerdmans, 2001).
59

David R. Bauer, The Structure of Matthew’s Gospel: A Study in Literary Design (Sheffield:
Almond Press, 1988).
60

R. T. France, Matthew: Evangelist and Teacher (Grand Rapids: Zondervan, 1989).

61

B-Greek [mailing list]; available from http://metalab.unc.edu/bgreek; Internet; accessed 4
October 2003.
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http://lists.ibiblio.org/pipermail/b-greek/62 can sometimes prove helpful in providing leads to
other primary and secondary sources. Aleck Crawford’s expository notes from his book The
Spirit: A General Exposition on New Testament Usage63, is another resource available from the
Internet. Crawford’s notes are however very basic and often idiosyncratic.
I have searched electronic library catalogues and computer databases for resources where
the topics “Matthew” and “Spirit” would converge. Unfortunately, I have found none. I even
tried the tedious method of listing all articles (from 1980-1993) in the Religious Index One that
contains specific scriptural references from Matthew that are relevant to this paper. I found none
that dealt specifically with Matthean pneumatology.
Other electronic media include software versions of some of the sources from the library
of books available from The Scholar’s Library produced by Logos Reserch Systems,64
Theological Journal Ver. 4 produced by Galaxie Software,65 and the New International
Dictionary of New Testament Theology produced by Thomas Nelson.66 For translation of the
Greek text into English, Bibleworks67 proved to be a very helpful tool. These softwares have
been particularly helpful for word searches and cross-referencing.

62

Accessed on 4 October 2003.

63

Alex Crawford, The Spirit: A General Exposition on New Testament Usage [book on-line]
(Hallett Cove, South Australia, 1990, accessed on 4 October 2003); available from
http://www.christadelphia.org/books/spirit/index.html; Internet.
64

Scholar’s Library, 7th ed. [CD-ROM] (Oak Harbor, WA: Logos Research Systems, 1999).

65

The Theological Journal Library 4.0 [CD-ROM] (Garland, TX: Galaxie Software, 1999).

66

Colin Brown, ed., New International Dictionary of New Testament Theology, Zondervan
Reference Software ver. 2.7 [CD-ROM] (Grand Rapids, MI: Zondervan, 1989-1999)
67

BibleWorks for Windows, ver. 5.0.020w [CD-ROM] (Big Fork, MT: BibleWorks, 2001).
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Specific Precedent Literature on Matthean Pneumatology

Blaine Charette has written a number of articles on Matthew, particularly on the Spirit’s
role in Israel’s eschatological and Messianic expectations. Most of his articles have been updated
and collected in his recent book, Restoring Presence: The Spirit in Matthew’s Gospel. Charette
suggests that the Matthean Spirit is the divine agent of re-creation for the Messianic age and is
being restored to the renewed Temple, which is raised up to replace the temple of the Old
Testament. Charette describes this restorative work of the Spirit in the three areas of Christology,
soteriology and ecclesiology, the outline being taken from Mt. 1:21. Jane Schaberg’s dissertation
entitled, The Father, the Son and the Holy Spirit: The Triadic Phrase in Matthew 28:19b68 deals
with the climactic “Spirit” passage in Matthew. She however takes a rather narrow approach to
interpreting the baptismal formula, interpreting it almost totally in the light of the Danielic vision
of Dan. 7. She also focuses on the implications of this verse to the development of Trinitarianism
in general rather than the climatic induction of the Holy Spirit into the Godhead, which would be
our specific interest in this paper.
Leander E. Keck’s article, “Matthew and the Spirit” from a festschrift for Wayne H.
Meeks,69 has some insightful thoughts related to my topic; especially with reference to the
concluding Great Commission passage of Matthew. Keck takes a rather negative approach and
argues mainly from his perception of Matthew’s “ambivalence” to the Spirit.

68

Jane Schaberg, The Father, the Son and the Holy Spirit: The Triadic phrase in Matthew 28:19b.
SBL Dissertation Dissertation Series 61, ed. William Baird. (Chico, CA: Scholars Press, 1982).
69

Leander E. Keck, “Matthew and the Spirit” in The Social World of the First Christians: Essays
in Honor of Wayne H. Meeks, eds. L. Michael White and O. Larry Yarbrough. (Minneapolis, MN:
Fortress Press, 1995),145-155.
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Some from the Pentecostal/Charismatic tradition have written on Matthew. They include
John Christopher Thomas,70 Emerson Powery, 71 Charles Holman72 and Craig S. Keener.73 We
can also include James B. Shelton,74 who contributed the article on Matthew for the Full Life
Bible Commentary to the New Testament, and Ben C. Aker, whose article on the Gospel of
Matthew is in the Dictionary of Pentecostal and Charismatic Movement,75 in the list. George T.
Montague’s Companion God: A Cross-Cultural Commentary on the Gospel of Matthew76 could
perhaps be considered as giving a Catholic Charismatic perspective on the interpretation of
Matthew. All of these Pentecostal/Charismatic authors, however, do not deal with the issue of the
Spirit in Matthew specifically.

70

John Christopher Thomas, “The Kingdom of God in the Gospel According to Matthew,” New
Testament Studies 39 (1993): 136-146.
71

Powery has written a critique of Ulrich Luz’s methodology, which we referred to earlier in this

paper.
72

Holman has written one short article on Matthew, Charles L. Holman, “A Lesson from
Matthew’s Gospel for Charismatic Renewal” in Faces of Renewal: Studies in Honor of Stanley M.
Horton, ed. Paul Elbert (Peabody, MA: Hendrickson, 1988), 63.
73

Although an ordained minister in the National Baptist Convention, Keener had his roots in the
Assemblies of God. (Information from a conversation with Paul Lewis, 30th July 30, 2001 and reconfirmed by Robert P. Menzies.) Apart from his recent, A Commentary on the Gospel of Matthew by
Eerdmans, Keener has two other titles that may be pertinent to the subject of Matthean pneumatology:
The Spirit in the Gospels and Acts: Divine Purity and Power (Peabody, MA: Hendrickson Publishers,
1997); Matthew, IVP New Testament Commentary Series, ed. Grant R. Osborne (Downers Grove, IL:
IVP, 1997). For the rest of this article, Keener’s commentary by IVP will be referred to simply as
Matthew while the one by Eerdmans will be referred to as A Commentary on the Gospel of Matthew.
74

James B. Shelton, Full Life Bible Commentay to the New Testament: An International
Commentary for Spirit-Filled Christians, eds. French L. Arrington & Roger Stronstad (Grand Rapids, MI:
Zondervan, 1999), 9-253.
75

Ben C. Aker, “Matthew, Gospel of” in The New International Dictionary of Pentecostal and
Charismatic Movements, eds. Stanley M. Burgess, Gary B. McGee and Patrick H. Alexander (Grand
Rapids, MI: Zondervan, 1988), 588-598.
76

George T. Montague, Companion God: A Cross-Cultural Commentary on the Gospel of Matthew
(New York, NY: Paulist Press, 1989).
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III. PRELIMINARY ISSUES IN MATTHEAN STUDIES
Leading Questions in Matthean Scholarship

In surveying the leading questions in Matthean scholarship, John Riches provides his
readers with what he describes as the “raw data” that has drawn the attention of scholars working
on Matthew over the years:
1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

Matthew has ten quotations from the Old Testament which are typically introduced
by a formula of the form: “to fulfil what the Lord declared through the prophet”:
Matt. 1:22-23; 2:15, 17-18, 23; 4:14-16; 8:17; 12:17-21; 13:35; 21:4-5; 27:9-10.
Matthew uses a range of titles for Jesus: Lord, Son of David, Son of Man, Son of
God, Son, Christ, King of the Jews. Some of these titles occur more frequently than
in Mark.
A number of traits in Matthew’s story indicate a strong sense of separation between
Matthew’s community and the people of Israel: references to “their synagogues”
(Matt. 12:9, cf. Mk. 3:1; Matt. 13:54, cf. Mk. 6:2); statements to the effect that the
Kingdom has been taken away from the Pharisees and High Priests (Matt. 21:43,
cf. 22:1-14); the crowd’s calling down Jesus’ blood on themselves and their
descendents (Matt. 27:25); Jesus’ sending his disciples to the Gentiles after the
resurrection (Matt. 28:18-20).
Nevertheless, Matthew has a strong interest in the Law as is evidenced by his
grouping of Jesus’ teaching into the Sermon on the Mount and by the sayings
strongly affirmative of the Law in that complex (Matt. 5:17-20, especially, 5:18).
At the same time, however, Matthew underlines the difference between the
traditional teaching of Israel and Jesus’ teaching by the “antitheses” in the Sermon
on the Mount (statements of the form “You have heard it said . . . but I say unto
you”: Matt. 5:21-22, 27-28, 31-32, 33-34, 38-39, 43-44).
Matthew is the only evangelist who refers to the “church” (ejkklhsia): Matt.
16:18; 18:17.77

We may perhaps add to Riches’ “raw data” another item that has drawn the attention of
scholars: the relative scarcity of the mention of the Spirit.78 All the above five items listed by

77

John Riches, Matthew (Sheffield, UK: Sheffield Academic Press, 1996), 13.
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John Riches have determined the direction of Matthean studies. On the other hand, Matthew’s
infrequent mention of the Spirit has unfortunately determined where Matthean studies have
traditionally not led to, although there are some rare scholars who have probed Matthew’s
pneumatology based on Matthew’s “silence” on the subject.79
Graham Stanton’s lengthy list of common questions in Matthean studies illustrates the
kind of questions that could be drawn from Riches’ “raw data”:
Was the evangelist himself a Jew or a Gentile? Were his Christian readers mainly Jews or
Gentiles? Was Matthew’s community still under strong pressures from neighboring Jewish
synagogues? Or was Jewish persecution of Christians a matter of past history for the
evangelist’s community?
On what theological principles did Matthew rearrange and reinterpret his sources? Did he
intend to set out his five lengthy discourses and related narrative sections as a counterpart to
the Pentateuch? Is the evangelist primarily concerned with Christology or with ecclesiology?
Is this Gospel a record of the life and teaching of Jesus as the central period in salvation
history – a period of past time which has now been replaced by “the time of the Church”? Or
is Matthew using his account of the actions and words of Jesus to address directly Christian
readers in his own day? Does Matthew have a distinctive understanding of the significance of
Jesus?
Can this Gospel be criticized as a retrogression from the teaching of Jesus of Paul – or,
for that matter, of Mark? Do some parts of the evangelist’s “anti-Jewish” teaching have to be
rejected by Christians today as profoundly un-Christian? What criteria can the Christian
theologian use in deciding which aspects of this Gospel to accept, which aspects to reject and
which to neglect? If Matthew’s Gospel was originally written to meet quite specific pastoral
or historical circumstances towards the end of the first century, how can it still speak to
Christians today?80
To be able to participate meaningfully in Matthean scholarship dialogues, a serious
student of Matthew will have to honestly confront this list of questions despite the fact that many
of the probings will produce only tentative and conjectural answers. Unfortunately, it is obvious

78

Davies and Allison, Gundry and Luz have compiled in their books word lists of “Matthean”
words. All of them leave out pneuma, although Gundry includes ìaJgion pneuma/pneuma aJgionî as a
subheading under aJgion. Gundry, 641.
79

Keck, 145.

80

Stanton, The Interpretation of Matthew, 1-2.
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from the list of questions that pneumatology does not feature at all. For most Matthean scholars,
Matthean pneumatology may be read incidentally into Matthew’s Christology and ecclesiology
but it remains very much on the periphery of existing research into Matthew. In any case, the
questions above are those that have intrigued and challenged many Matthean scholars in their
endeavors. Serious Pentecostal participation in the dialogue on Matthean studies would no doubt
open new grounds and move the discussion along oft-overlooked tracks like the pneumatology of
Matthew.

General Areas of Matthean Studies81

Depending on the leading questions they have chosen to major on and their convictions
about the nature of Biblical literature, Matthean scholars have taken a variety of directions in
their endeavors. All of these may however be generally categorized into three areas of
investigation into the Gospel of Matthew: (1) Matthew’s Historical Context; (2) Matthew’s
Literary Structure; and, (3) Matthew’s Theology.

Matthew’s Historical Context
This area of investigation assumes that it is possible to re-create Matthew’s contemporary
socio-historical context with some measure of meaningful historical accuracy. This may move
beyond the text of Matthew and require us to employ interdisciplinary approaches.82 The purpose
is to arrive at what the text would have meant to Matthew’s original readers. Issues dealt with in
this area of research include historical background material, e.g., the date, authorship and
81

Donald Senior also has a brief survey of Matthean studies. That survey is however based mainly
on W. D. Davies and Dale C. Allison’s three-volume commentary. “Directions in Matthean Studies” in
The Gospel of Matthew in Current Studies, 5-21.
82

David L. Balch, ed., Social History of the Matthean Community: Cross-Disciplinary Approaches
(Minneapolis, MN: Augsburg Fortress, 1991).
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provenance of Matthew, as well as the nature of the Matthean Christian community and the
original purpose of the composition. The questions of date and authorship will also involve the
Synoptic questions of the priority and sources of Matthew with respect to the Gospels of Mark
and Luke.
Conservative scholars in this area of investigation often assume Matthew’s historicity,
with the onus of proof laid squarely on those who would choose to be skeptical of the historical
reliability of Matthew’s record. Alan Hugh McNeile’s approach represents the historicalgrammatical method of many conservative scholars. He says in the introduction to his
commentary on Matthew, “The literary problems are important mainly in their bearing on the
historical.”83 A historical approach is important for conservative scholars because an a-historical
approach may be an “attempt to avoid the anchorage of the Christian faith of every age in the
Christ-event of the first century (and consequently,) turn Christianity into a timeless Gnostic
myth or a ‘supreme fiction.’”84 This search for historicity is, however, not limited to the
historical-grammatical method. Robert Gundry relies on the redaction-critical method to help
him identify Matthew’s original historical agenda. His research leads him to conclude that the
Matthean community is a mixed community of Jews and Gentiles at the critical point of the early
church’s break from Judaism. Therefore, for Gundry, Matthew was written as a “Handbook for a
Mixed Church under Persecution.”85

83

McNeile, xii.

84

Meier, 7.

85

Robert Gundry, Matthew: A Commentary on His Handbook for a Mixed Church under
Persecution (Grand Rapids, MI: Eerdmans, 1994).
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To deal with the Synoptic question, source criticism and redaction criticism have been
employed. 86 The “two-document hypotheses” (i.e. Mark and “Q” as the sources for Matthew and
Luke) has been widely accepted since Günther Bornkamm’s study of Matthew’s redaction of the
stilling of the storm pericope, published in 1948.87 Markan priority has been worked out by New
Testament scholars during the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries; even though early
Church Fathers like Augustine had always assumed Matthean priority.88 The Synoptic question is
still unresolved and it may have lost some of its significance in the studies of the Gospels
because of the lack of concrete solutions. J. A. Fitzmyer concedes that “the history of Synoptic
research reveals that the problem is practically insoluble.”89 However, France advises that “an
open verdict on the literary relationships of the Synoptics is not a barrier to fruitful study of the
distinctive methods and message of each of them.”90 We can still “listen to (Matthew’s) gospel as
a whole, allowing it to make its own distinctive impact through its structure, its selection of
themes, and its recurrent emphases.”91
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For an overview of the “Synoptic Problem” and the continuing discussion on the issue, see the
Synoptic Problem Homepage, available from http://www.mindspring.com/~scarlson/synopt/index.html;
Internet; accessed 4 October, 2003.
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Graham N. Stanton, A Gospel for a New People: Studies in Matthew (Edinburgh, UK: T & T
Clark, 1992), 28.
88

Augustine described Mark as “the follower and abbreviator (pedisequus et breviator) of
Matthew,” De Consensu Evangelistarum I 2, cited by R. T. France, Matthew: Evangelist and Teacher
(Grand Rapids, UK: Zondervan, 1989), 18.
89

J. A. Fitzmyer, cited by Morris, xi; emphasis Fitzmyer’s.
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France, Matthew: Evangelist and Teacher, 49.
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Perhaps, some of the most intriguing data in the historical area of Matthean research
comes not from the text itself but from extra-biblical evidences.92 E. Massaux’s study on the
influence of the Gospel of Matthew in the early church, indicates that the early Church Fathers
were very familiar with Matthew.93 Based on Massaux’s findings, R. T. France could conclude
that “in the first century after the writing of the New Testament gospels it was Matthew which
quickly established itself as the (emphasis by France) gospel par excellence, the natural place
from which to expect to derive the authoritative account of the words and deeds of Jesus”94 and
that “it is a fact that mainstream Christianity was from the early second century on, to a great
extent Matthean Christianity.”95
Ulrich Luz suggests that one important reason for Matthew’s importance in the early
church was that, unlike Mark and Luke, Matthew was regarded to have been written by an
apostle.96 Indeed, Matthew’s apostolic authority seemed to have been recognized very early, with
official recognition given by church synods as early as AD 119.97 Luz also suggests the fact that
Matthew has more direct sayings of Jesus compared with the other two synoptic gospels as
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Matthew’s influence can be clearly seen in the following: Apollinaris of Hierapolis, Clement of
Rome, the Epistle of Barnabas, Ignatius, Polycarp, the Apocryphal Gospels, Justin, the Didache, etc.,
France, Matthew: Evangelist and Teacher, 15-16.
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Ibid., 15-18.
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France, Matthew: Evangelist and Teacher, 17.
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Ulrich Luz, The Theology of the Gospel of Matthew, trans. J. Bradford Robinson, New Testament
Theology, gen. ed. James D. G. Dunn (Cambridge, UK: Cambridge University Press, 1995), 154.
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B.H. Streeter, The Four Gospels (London, UK: Macmillan, 1924) 525-526, suggests that a
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another reason for Matthew’s popularity with the early church.98 Furthermore, Matthew was
popular because it “arranged the words of Jesus in an attractive and cathechistically useful
order.”99
Riches sees the issue of Matthew’s community as being of “enormous significance in the
development of the cultures of Europe. . . . (because) it stands in the parting of ways between
church and synagogue. It also marks a significant point in the development of the church into an
institution with rules and formal organization.”100 Stephenson H. Brooks has followed others in
studying the issue of Matthew’s community by investigating the unparalleled material in
Matthew (often designated the M source).101 His conclusion is not unlike the general perception
that Matthew was writing in the midst of a mixed Jew-Gentile Christian community at the
juncture of its break with the synagogue. Apart from this ethnically-mixed trait of the Matthean
community, Riches concludes that it was a community of “wandering charismatics and urban
communities.”102 Geographically, E. Schweizer is inclined to identify Syria (or some areas in
Galilee) as the Matthean community because of the central role of Peter in Matthew, rejecting
Jerusalem because James, the brother of Jesus, would have featured in Matthew if Jerusalem had
been the location of the Matthean community.103
As to the authorship of Matthew, the bulk of evidence seems to suggest that Matthew was
accepted as apostolic and authoritative very early on in church history, perhaps well before Luke
98
99

Luz, The Theology of the Gospel of Matthew, 154.
Ibid.
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Riches, 44.

101

Stephenson H. Brooks, Matthew’s Community: The Evidence of His Special Sayings Journal for
the Study of the New Testament Supplement Series 16 (Sheffield, UK: Sheffield Academic Press, 1987).
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(London, UK: SPCK, 1983), 129-155.
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and Mark were considered authoritative. This suggests that the apostle Matthew could well have
been the author or at least the apostolic source providing the authority for the Gospel of
Matthew.104 Some scholars are now inclined towards an early date for Matthew, with the final
form of Matthew settled possibly even before the destruction of Jerusalem in AD 70.105
Matthew’s provenance has been suggested as Syrian Antioch because of the Jewish-Gentile
character of Matthew.106 The missionary mood of Syrian Antioch would also have fit well with
the universalistic commission of Matt. 28:18-20.

Matthew’s Literary Structure
The investigation into Matthew’s literary structure has dominated recent studies into
Matthew. Some have noticed that this new interest in Matthew’s literary structure is concurrent
with the emergence of literary criticism in Biblical studies.107 Despite the confidence of some of
those involved in the investigation into Matthew’s historical context, there is increasing
skepticism of the reliability of the historical data that can be obtained. George Montague
suggests that sometimes the research into the historical context of Matthew amounts to little
more than “guesswork”:
In the text of Matthew before us, there are three different levels of historical
development: (1) The events and the words of the historical Jesus; (2) The reshaping of those
events and words by the oral and early tradition of the early church in the first decades after
104

It must be noted, however, that while many scholars may be reluctant to commit clearly to the
apostle Matthew as the author, the great majority of them would identify the author as a Hellenistic Jew which would probably fit the profile of the apostle Matthew anyway. See table in pp. 10-11, Davies and
Allison.
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Jesus; (3) The final shape of the tradition under the pen of Matthew. The only level
immediately available to us is the third. Recovering the first two levels is a difficult process
and sometimes it is guesswork. Thus, while there is no serious reason to doubt Matthew’s
fidelity to the meaning of Jesus, we must remember that the Jesus we are seeing and hearing
in this gospel, is Matthew’s Jesus. . . . (who is) in a text. Even so, that text becomes living in
the church that lives and preaches it and in the person who reads it with faith. So there is a
fourth level of meaning in Matthew’s gospel, and that is the here-and-now meaning for
today’s reader.108
Scholars are now suggesting that the way around this is to focus on the final form of the
canonical text given to the church.109 As such, Bauer suggests that literary criticism110 is
“uniquely qualified to deal with the issue of the structure of Matthew’s Gospel, since in fact
literary structure has to do with the arrangement of materials in the final document. Moreover,
one of the concerns of literary criticism is the identification of rhetorical elements that point to
the literary structure of books and passages.”111 Others like, Donald A. Hagner, however, are
more cautious about this trend towards literary criticism; suggesting that the methodology has
perhaps moved beyond mere literary criticism to narrative criticism (sometimes also called “new
literary criticism”), where the Gospels “are increasingly regarded as documents worth studying
in their own right, apart altogether from any referential aspect (emphasis mine).112 He also
108

Montague, Companion God, 5.
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warns that narrative criticism will inevitably entail a reader-response hermeneutic, “wherein the
reader constitutes the meaning of the text entirely apart from any consideration of the intention
of the author (emphasis mine).”113 Davies and Allison warn against taking the attitude where the
Gospels become “art for art’s sake.”114
Nonetheless, almost all scholars agree that Matthew has carefully and deliberately
structured his Gospel. Matthew’s literary structure (or, at least Matthew’s rhetorics) must have
impressed Gundry, who subtitled the earlier edition of his book as: “A Commentary on His
Literary and Theological Art.”115 Interest in Matthew’s structure has inspired a number of
scholarly investigations that focused solely on Matthew’s literary structure.116
One striking feature of Matthew’s literary art is its use of the Old Testament. Matthew is
easily the most Jewish or Hebraic of the Gospels. The fulfillment “formula-quotations”117, “This
was to fulfill what was spoken by the prophet, saying . . .” is typically Matthean. France notes
that, “if the quotation and its formula were removed, the story would flow on without an obvious
gap.”118 It illustrates the critical role of this first Gospel in the canon, as a bridge between the Old
and New Testaments.
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Introducing his work on the literary criticism of Matthew, Bauer offers four general views
of Matthew’s structure that have been propounded by various scholars119:
1. Structured along topical outlines based on the contents of individual sections, with
little regard for the movement of the book as a whole. (This may perhaps be
viewed as a “geographical-chronological” structure with a “life-of-Jesus”
approach.120)
2. Structured along the role of the major discourses of the book. This was advanced
by B. W. Bacon, who divided Matthew into five “books” based on the Pentateuch.
Each “book” culminates with a discourse and closes with a formula, “and it
happened when Jesus finished . . .” or some similar phrases.121
3. Structured along the formulaic sayings of Matt. 4:17 and 16:21, “From that time
Jesus began . . .” This would divide Matthew into three major sections.122
4. Structured along the concept of salvation history. For example, Georg Strecker123
would divide Matthew into the three epochs of salvation history: the ages of
prophecy, of Jesus, and of the church.
Having considered the various approaches and possibilities to structuring Matthew, Bauer
suggests that one of the ways to consider the structure of Matthew is to see the “five books” and
other structural features of Matthew climaxing in 28:16-20. The themes in Matthew which Bauer
sees as coming to a climax in the passage are: (1) the authority of Jesus; (2) universalism; (3)
presence of Jesus with his community.124 The variety of Christological (Messianic) titles
accorded to Jesus in Matthew is climaxed with “all authority in heaven and on earth” given to
Jesus. The Jew-Gentile tension throughout the book is resolved with this climactic universal
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commission. The climactic structure is bound together with another structural feature, the
inclusio (or literary bracket) formed by the symbolic promise of Emmanuel (“God with us”) in
Matt. 1:21-23 and the climactic promise of Jesus’ presence in Matt. 28:16-20. Some have also
noticed the book is neatly framed by genesi~ (“beginning”) of Mt. 1:1 and sunteleia (“end” or
“completion”) of Mt. 28:20.125

Matthew’s Theology
This area of investigation makes the important assumption that Matthew has a theological
underpinning. It should be easily apparent that this area of study is very dependent on the results
of the investigation into Matthew’s history and Matthew’s literary structure. However, despite all
the hard work done on Matthew’s history and literary structure, it is impossible and unnecessary
to probe Matthew’s consciousness so as to get at a complete Matthean systematic theology.
Matthean theology is not necessarily the apostle Matthew’s theology. Matthean theology should
be postulated based on what is expressly revealed in the Matthean text. Data from studies in
Matthean history and literary structure can however underline and even enhance our postulation
of a Matthean theology.
Regardless of the views that Matthew is not systematic, coherent or consistent enough to
be labeled a theologian,126 there is enough said in Matthew about God and his dealings with His
people to derive a Matthean theology. R. T. France lists four central emphases in Matthew’s
theology:127 (1) The fulfillment of all of God’s purposes in Jesus; (2) The identity of Jesus as
125
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the Christ; (3) The resolution of the Law in the church age, and, (4) The nature of the true
people of God. Stanton, preferring to see Matthew’s concerns as mainly “pastoral and
catechetical” still manages to identify Christological, ecclesiological and eschatological
concerns in Matthew.128
When speaking of Matthean theology, Ulrich Luz’s alternative approach to Matthew
carries exciting possibilities. Luz’s stinging critique of the historical-critical method is that it
“creates a distance between the biblical text of the past and us, but it does not by itself offer the
possibility of bringing the text back to us.”129 With that, Luz suggests that we employ yet another
approach to interpreting scripture, which he describes as a “history of effects” or “history of
influence” (Wirkungsgeschichte) approach; 130 an approach which Luz demonstrates by applying
to his commentary on Matthew. In his approach, Luz takes into account the shaping of the
meaning of the text over time; how it has spoken to the church through successive phases of
church history.131 Luz’s approach is perhaps comparable to Thomas C. Oden’s theological
methodology of “lay consensus,” where theological developments throughout church history are
brought to bear upon contemporary formulation of theology.132 Church history is used to help our
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understanding of Matthew. Luz’s hermeneutic finds a sympathetic critique in Pentecostal scholar,
Emerson Powery: “If the recent direction of Pentecostal hermeneutics takes seriously Scripture,
community and the Spirit’s activity, then Luz offers us a component not only for appreciating
Scripture but also the interpretive tradition of Scripture by the community.”133 If strictly adhered
to, Luz’s approach is tedious, but the direction taken should certainly excite Pentecostals, who
have always maintained that the real power of the scriptures is in its actualization in the life of
the believer.
The data currently available from historical and literary investigations shows a clear
Christological focus in Matthew. The inclusio and climax are particularly telling as evidences to
this Christological focus. The story begins with Jesus the Emmanuel, “God with us” and
concludes with Jesus the promised presence. Jane Schaberg, in her study of Matthew’s ending,
could conclude: “ . . . I can safely say that Matthew’s conception of God and of the Holy Spirit is
central in the revelation of and by Jesus of Nazareth. The conception of Jesus in this Gospel, on
the other hand, is centered in the belief that his source and destiny are one: in God and through
the Holy Spirit.”134 If the unique, climactic ending of Matthew is taken seriously, Schaberg’s
comment on the Holy Spirit should be worth a second thought.

Summary

Many methods have been employed in the three general areas of Matthean studies. Is
there one method better than others? Is there one field of investigation more critical than
another? In this respect, the observation from Davies and Allison is particularly pertinent:
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. . . the multiplicity of genres in Matthew calls for flexibility in method and aim. No one
approach or aim should have a monopoly: each needs the stimulus of the other. Many, if not
most, literary and structuralist scholars, for example, assume the necessity and importance of
the historical approach as well as of their own. And biblical critics from the beginning have
frequently employed historical-critical and literary methods simultaneously and have
sometimes raised the question of the place of documents in the Canon. The choice of method
or methods will, however, inevitably vary according to the competence of the
commentators.135
Davies and Allison further propose a “principled eclecticism” in the choice of methods in
Matthean studies.136 If we are to capriciously ignore other methods in favor of only one method,
we will only emphasize our blind-spots. And, to limit ourselves to only one area of investigation
in Matthean studies will close other important windows to a clearer understanding of the
Matthean text. There must be openness to different approaches so that we allow as much light to
fall on the text as possible.
It should be apparent by now that Matthean studies have had only a tenuous working
relationship with Pentecostal studies. Quite unlike investigations into the Lukan, Johannine and
Pauline corpuses, Matthew has drawn very little interest from Pentecostal scholars. So far, only a
handful of Pentecostal/Charismatic scholars can be identified as having written directly on topics
related to Matthew: Emerson B. Powery, Blaine Charette, John Christopher Thomas, Charles
Holman, Ben C. Aker, James Shelton and Craig S. Keener. Almost all of these, however, write
generally on Matthew. Only Charette has focused specifically on the subject of the Spirit in
Matthew.
Perhaps, part of the reason for the lack of Pentecostal interest in Matthew is alluded to by
Ben Aker in his suggestion that, in the dispensationalist schema of the Bible, Matthew pertains
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mainly to the national interest of Israel – with little relating to the church.137 Therefore, despite
being in the New Testament, Matthew is seen in many ways as belonging to the Old Covenant.
Even the applicability of such crucial Matthean passages as the Sermon on the Mount for the
church age is being questioned.138 With many Pentecostals being traditionally dispensationalist,
their lack of interest in Matthew is perhaps understandable.
However, the main reason is really the unfortunate misconstruction – drawn from
Matthew’s apparent lack of reference to the Spirit – that Matthew has little interest in the Spirit.
This has led George T. Montague to title his chapter on Matthew as “The Discreet Pneumatology
of Matthew.”139 Leander E. Keck, in his article, “Matthew and the Spirit,” had to infer from
Matthew’s “marked silence” 140 and “ambivalence”141; implying that the effort was akin to a
detective making inferences from “the dog that did not bark.”142 Charles Holman confessed that
he had to “read between the lines”143 in Matthew to come up with some interesting things for his
article, “A Lesson from Matthew’s Gospel for Charismatic Renewal.” However, it does not seem
to be good practice to draw theology from what is not said in the Bible. If we are going to draw
any pneumatology from Matthew, it must be from what Matthew does say on the matter.
Fortunately, as the following sections will demonstrate, there is enough said about the divine
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Spirit in Matthew and that to label Matthew as “silent” or “ambivalent” on the subject of the
Spirit may be to ignore the statistical evidence.
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IV. OVERVIEW OF THE PNEUMA PASSAGES IN MATTHEW
While it may be true that Matthew’s contribution to pneumatology may not be as
significant as that of Luke or John, the incidences of pneu`ma in Matthew is at least comparable
to the other Gospels. Therefore, it may be unfair to suggest that Matthew lacks a theology of the
Spirit. There are, in fact, enough references to suggest a rather developed Matthean
pneumatology. The following are passages in the Gospel of Matthew where pneu`ma, in all of its
various forms, is found.144
Mt. 1:18-20 (2 times)
Mt. 3:11
Mt. 3:16
Mt. 4:1
Mt. 5:3
Mt. 8:16
Mt. 10:1
Mt. 10:20
Mt. 12:18
Mt. 12:28
Mt. 12:31-32 (2 times)
Mt. 12:43-45 (2 times)
Mt. 22:43
Mt. 26:41
Mt. 27:50
Mt. 28:19

pneu`ma in the Birth Narrative
pneu`ma in the Baptist’s Prophecy
pneu`ma in the Baptism of Jesus
pneu`ma in the Testing of Jesus’s Sonship
Human disposition (pneu`ma Poverty in the Beatitudes)
Evil spirits
Evil spirits
pneu`ma in the Commissioning of the Twelve
pneu`ma upon Messianic Servant of God (Is 42:1-4)
pneu`ma in Exorcism by Jesus
pneu`ma in Teaching of Unpardonable Sin
Evil spirit
pneu`ma upon David (Ps 110:1)
Human disposition/spirit
pneu`ma at the Death of Jesus
pneu`ma in the Trinitarian Baptismal Formula
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Of the 19 occurrences of pneu`ma, 4 clearly refer to evil spirits: Mt. 8:16, 10:1 and 12:4345. Mt. 5:3 and Mt. 26:41 are probably referring to the human spirit or disposition.145 Quoting
Liddell-Scott, Luz concludes that it is “philologically impossible” to translate pneuma in Mt. 5:3
as the divine Spirit.146 Luz also refers to the immediate context in Mt. 5:8, where thÛ kardiaÛ
(“the heart”) parallels pneumati, as support for interpreting pneuma here as human spirit. 147
pneumati in Mt. 5:3 is therefore probably a dative of reference to qualify oiJ ptwcoi (“the
poor”) so that they are not economically poor but poor in reference to their disposition or
attitude; that is, they are humble.
The majority of scholars give pneu`ma in Mt. 26:41 an anthropological connotation
although there are a few who take the view that it may refer to the divine Spirit.148 The context
seems to suggest that the word should properly refer to the human spirit. pneu`ma here is the
human spirit seen in contradistinction to the sa;rx (“flesh”) side of man. The pneu`ma side of
man is “the moral life, including will and emotions.”149 Therefore, Mt. 26:41 will not be included
in the list of pneu`ma references to be investigated in this paper.
Although many scholars tend to interpret Mt. 27:50 as referring to Jesus’ human spirit or
psyche, it could also very well be referring to the divine Spirit that had come upon Jesus at His
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conception in Mary’s womb (or at his baptism).150 Logically, Jesus would have to give that Spirit
up before he could die physically. Furthermore, the human spirit could have been described with
the Greek yuch (cf. Gen. 35:18 LXX) instead of pneu`ma. In fact, Bruner notes that the “usual
way to depict death in Jewish writings is to write, ‘he gave up his yuch.’”151 If it is accepted that
Mt. 27:50 refers to the Holy Spirit in Jesus, the pneu`ma references would be quite evenly spread
over the whole book of Matthew, covering every important aspect of the life and ministry of
Jesus - from His miraculous conception to His death. This may be yet another evidence of
Matthew’s literary art.
A cursory perusal of the texts will show how closely the activity of the Spirit is related to
the Messianic identity of Jesus. Matthew’s pneumatology can also be seen to develop through the
book. Matthew takes the Jewish understanding of the Spirit further so that from being an
empowerment of the Messiah, the Spirit becomes the Father’s Spirit (Mt. 10:20) and later to
become a “blasphemable” (and thus, divine) Personality (Mt. 12:31-32), climaxing in Mt. 28:19
where the Spirit becomes an equal member of the Trinitarian Godhead.

Distribution of Pneuma in Matthew and the Other Gospels

F. D. Bruner’s “deliberately and provocatively overstated” comparisons among the four
Gospels illustrate how Matthew is perhaps the richest of the four in terms of theological
formulations:
Matthew took Mark’s rough technicolor stories and “catechized” them in Matthew’s
distinctively black and white, rounded, christologically focused, doctrinally stylized, and
easily memorized narratives and discourses. Matthew is Revised Standard Version Mark and
150
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the church's Iron Catechism. Mark is the Gospel for evangelists, Matthew for teachers, Luke
for deacons or social workers, and John for elders and spiritual leaders.152
We should therefore expect Matthew’s choice of words to be much more deliberate and
carefully thought out. Charette suggests that Matthew has “a thoughtful and carefully nuanced
description of the activity of the Spirit.”153 Indeed, Graham Stanton describes Matthew as a
“Creative Interpreter of the Sayings of Jesus.”154 An investigation into the distribution of the
word, pneu`ma in the Gospels - collated from the data in Appendix I - demonstrates in some way
the differences between the four Evangelists. There are 102 occurrences of pneu`ma (in its
various forms) in the Gospels distributed as follows: 19 in Matthew, 23 in Mark, 36 in Luke and
24 in John. Of these occurrences, 13 in Matthew, 155 6 in Mark, 17 in Luke and 15 in John can be
identified as referring to the divine Spirit. The tables below show how these occurrences are
distributed.

TABLE 1: Distribution of pneu`ma Incidences in the Gospels

Divine Spirit
Evil spirit(s)
Others
TOTAL

Matthew
13
4
2
19

Mark
6
14
3
23
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Luke
17
12
7
36

John
15
0
9
24

51
30
21
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TABLE 2: Distribution of Incidences Where pneu`ma Refers to the Divine Spirit

Matthew

Mark

Luke

John

1

John the Baptist’s birth
Jesus’ Birth Narratives

2

John the Baptist’s Prophecy

1

1
1

1

1

Other Sayings of John the Baptist
Baptism of Jesus

1

1

1

Temptation of Jesus

1

1

2

Teachings/Sayings of Jesus

6

3

3

At Jesus’ death

1

O.T. Quotation

1

2

Spirit upon individuals

5
13

2
11

1

Spirit upon Jesus during ministry
TOTAL

1

6

17

15

Tables 1 & 2 can help debunk the myth about Matthean ambivalence concerning
pneumatology. In fact, Table 2 demonstrates that, except for John, Matthew has perhaps the most
didactic material on the Spirit. More than half (7 out of 13) of the pneu`ma occurrences in
Matthew are reported as a part of Jesus’ teachings; compared to half (3 out of 6) in Mark and
only less than a quarter (4 out of 17) in Luke. Almost all of the occurrences in Matthew and
Mark revolve around the person and ministry of Jesus while Luke has at least 6 instances where
the Spirit is at work in individuals (including John the Baptist while he was still in the womb)
other than Jesus. Luke’s narrative perhaps anticipates the work of the Spirit in the church in Acts.
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V. EXEGESIS OF MATTHEAN PNEUMA PASSAGES
As stated earlier in this paper, this exegesis section is mainly a word study, focusing
specifically on the usage of pneu`ma in Matthew. The exegesis will be done generally under three
headings: Contextual Analysis, Verbal Analysis and Theological Analysis. Under “Contextual
Analysis,” I will investigate the siting of the word pneu`ma within the specific pericope and,
where useful, also consider how the said pericope relates with the larger context of Matthew’s
Gospel. Some background matters may also be discussed under this section. Where necessary
and helpful, parallel passages in the other Gospels will be referred to as well. “Verbal Analysis”
means the lexical, grammatical and syntatical analysis of pneu`ma and connected phrases or
clauses. Related key words in the verse or pericope may also be similarly analyzed. The third
heading, “Theological Analysis,” is the theological commentary section. It will summarize the
thoughts gleaned from the investigation into the pericope that will help in advancing an
understanding of Matthew’s pneumatology. The three headings serve only as a rough guide for
the exegetical process as well as the organization of this paper, and it should be expected that
there are overlapping elements in these three sections. Therefore, some repetitions may be
necessary to maintain the flow of thought within the individual sections.
To facilitate the exegetical exercise, an English translation will be done from the Greek
text of the verses concerned at the beginning of each section. The translation will be as literal as
possible within the bounds of idiomatic English.
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Pneu`ma in the Birth Narrative (Mt. 1:18-25)
Mt 1:18

Tou` de; jIhsou` Cristou` hJ gevnesi" ou{tw" h\n. mnhsteuqeivsh" th`" mhtro;" aujtou` Mariva"
tw`/ jIwshvf, pri;n h} sunelqei`n aujtou;" euJrevqh ejn gastri; e[cousa ejk pneuvmato" aJgivou.
Mt 1:20

tau`ta de; aujtou` ejnqumhqevnto" ijdou; a[ggelo" kurivou kat∆ o[nar ejfavnh aujtw`/ levgwn:
jIwsh;f uiJo;" Dauivd, mh; fobhqh`/" paralabei`n Marivan th;n gunai`ka sou: to; ga;r ejn aujth`/
gennhqe;n ejk pneuvmato" ejstin aJgivou.
English Translation
Mt. 1:18
And thus was the beginning (or, birth) of Jesus Christ. His mother Mary was betrothed to Joseph;
before they came together she was found to be pregnant (literally, “having in her womb”) from
the Holy Spirit.
Mt. 1:20
And as he was pondering these things, behold an angel of the Lord was revealed to him as a
dream saying, “Joseph, son of David, do not be afraid to take Mary (as) your wife; for the one in
her is begotten by the Spirit that is holy.”
Contextual Analysis
This pericope is nestled within a set of narratives in the opening two chapters of Matthew
that relate to the “genesis” (Mt. 1:1 and 1:18) or origin of Jesus. Luke is the only other Gospel to
have recorded any similar material relating to the birth and infancy of Jesus. The Matthean
version of the birth and infancy narratives is told from the viewpoint of Joseph, unlike the Lukan
version, which is told from Mary’s perspective, perhaps suggesting two different sources for
Matthew and Luke. Differences should be expected and there is no need to harmonize them
because “these differences do not amount to contradictions . . . they are confined to details.”156
Alfred Plummer suggests that the differences only confirm the general trustworthiness of both
accounts because even though they have different sources, “the two accounts agree, not only as
to the main fact of the Virgin-birth, but also as to the manner of it, - that it took place through the
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agency of the Holy Spirit.”157 For Plummer, the description of the role of the Holy Spirit in the
virgin birth of Jesus was significant because:
(It) cannot be due to the influence of the Old Testament upon both writers. There is no such
operation of the Holy Spirit on a virgin in the Old Testament, in which the very expression
“Holy Spirit” is rare. And elsewhere in the New Testament the Incarnation is indicated in a
totally different way (Jn. 1:14).158
The two accounts also differ in their genealogies of Jesus. The Matthean account opens
with a deliberately reconstructed genealogy of Jesus Christ, which immediately reveals the
author’s agenda. Much has been said about the significances of this genealogy and its Lukan
counterpart. The genealogy traces Jesus back to Abraham and David. This identification of Jesus’
ethno-religious and royal origins is important for Matthew’s attempt to prove Jesus’ messiahship.
To further this agenda of proving Jesus’ messiahship, Matthew also describes various incidents
related to the birth of Jesus as fulfilled prophecies of the Old Testament. These fulfilled
prophecies identify Jesus as the promised messiah of the Old Testament that the Jews had waited
for so earnestly. However, these alone do not seem enough for Matthew. Matthew needed to
prove Jesus' divine identity as well. His messiahship was to have more than nationalistic and
religious significance. To do that, Matthew emphasizes the role of the Holy Spirit in the
conception of Jesus, twice assigning the conception to the Holy Spirit (Mt. 1:18, 20). The
presence of the Holy Spirit seems to be the ultimate authentication for Jesus’ pedigree to be the
Messiah.
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Verbal Analysis
The first two mentions of pneu`ma appear in a passage that begins with what seems like a
formal subtitle to the section: “This is how the birth of Jesus Christ came about . . .” (NIV). The
word genesi"159 – translated by the New International Version and almost every other English
version as “birth” – could also be translated “beginning”160 and perhaps harks back to the
genesew" of Matt. 1:1, which in turn could well reflect Gen. 1:1. This hints at the Holy Spirit’s
creative role in the new eschatological creation, counterpart to the creation of Genesis. Donald
Hagner concedes that the argument that the creative role of the Holy Spirit is being suggested
here, as “theologically sound, although it may be more than Matthew means to say.”161 Tou`
jIhsou` Cristou (“of Jesus Christ”) should be objective genitive, likewise with jIhsou in Mt.
1:1; despite some scholars’ suggestion otherwise.162 Therefore, it is the beginning concerning
Jesus Christ rather than the beginning effected by Jesus Christ.
In both the instances of pneu`ma in this passage, the word is anarthous. However, this
does not mean that the word is not referring to the Holy Spirit. When pneu`ma is modified by
aJgio" in the New Testament, the resulting phrase becomes a monadic or “one-of-a-kind” noun.
Monadic nouns do not need the article to be definite.163 Furthermore, it is the object of a
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preposition in both cases and objects of a preposition do not require the article to make them
definite.164
Robert G. Bratcher, reading Luke 1:35 into the present passage, suggests that it is the
“power of God” that is implied by the two pneu`ma references in 1:18 and 1:20.165 This is
unnecessary and subsumes Matthew under Luke. Some have argued that the absence of the
article is another evidence that the power is being referred to here rather than the Holy Spirit
himself.166 But, as pointed out earlier, the absence of the article is not significant and does not
render pneu`ma indefinite.
The passage uses the adjective “Holy” (aJgio") in two different grammatical positions:
attributive in verse 18 and predicate in verse 20. If we are to be totally literal, verse 20 would be
translated “the Spirit that is holy” rather than merely “Holy Spirit.” With the two variations
appearing so close to each other in Matthew, it perhaps demonstrates Matthew’s understanding of
the significance of the appellation. “The Spirit is called ‘Holy,’ an adjective not applied to him in
Philo or Josephus. The idea that the Spirit is holy is distinctively Christian.”167 Indeed, the
designation, “Holy Spirit” is very rare in the Old Testament; found only in Psa. 51:11 and Isa.
63:10-11. For Matthew, the Holy Spirit is not merely a new title for the jwr (ruach, “Spirit”) in
the New Testament church. Georg Strecker suggests that Matthew is not just the result of a
“historicization” of the Jesus tradition but an “ethicization” as well.168 While this New Testament
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ethicization of the divine Spirit is not a Matthean innovation, Matthew seems to be making a
deliberate effort here to put the emphasis on the “ethicized” Spirit.
In the Greek text, both mentions of pneu`ma are in the genitive case and preceded by the
preposition ejk, which literally means “out of.” However, the New International Version has
chosen to translate the two identical constructions differently. In 1:18, ejk+genitive is translated
by the English “through” to indicate the idea of means or agency while the same construction in
1:20 is translated “from” to suggest the idea of source. Although some may prefer the New
International Version to be consistent here, both translations are legitimate.169 Perhaps, we can
say that the virgin pregnancy has been effected by the Holy Spirit while the resulting child came
from the Holy Spirit. In any case, the role of the Holy Spirit in the birth of Jesus is certainly
highlighted by Matthew by this double reference.
ejk appears a total of seven times in Matthew chapter one: twice in reference to the Holy
Spirit’s role in Jesus’ birth and the five other times in reference to the women in Jesus’
genealogy, including Mary. Taking note of the unique way that ejk is used in the first chapter of
Matthew, Bruner notices the significance of ejk here and involves it in a word-play of his own:
“ . . . Matthew’s Jesus comes to us literally “out of” (ejk) the Holy Spirit. This word means
that ‘Jesus’ entry into the life of Mary (and thus of the world) is the work of the Holy Spirit
and not of any human being. ejk (“out of” or “by”) is used seven times in the first chapter:
four times of the four preceding mothers, a fifth time of Mary herself, and now twice of the
Holy Spirit. By pointing to the ek-centric births of the four irregular women, Matthew was
preparing the way for the eccentricity of the Spirit-conception of Jesus in the virgin Mary.
God’s work is often, to human eyes, eccentric, off-center, odd, indeed even foolish and weak,
as the cross most dramatically revealed (1 Cor. 1), but as now Christmas reveals, too.”170
The reference to Joseph as uiJo;" Dauivd (“son of David”) connects this passage with Mt.
1:1. If Davidic sonship is all that matters, this reference to Joseph’s pedigree should suffice.
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However, the fulfillment quotation in Mt. 1:22 suggests that Matthew has a higher agenda than
merely proving Jesus’ Davidic lineage. Matthew needed to prove the presence of God with Jesus
and he does it by giving the Holy Spirit a central role in the birth of Jesus. This perhaps
envisages another Matthean pneu`ma passage in Mt. 22:41-46, where Jesus’ Davidic sonship is
irrefutably declared to be on a higher level than even David himself.

Theological Analysis
The early reference to the Spirit in chapter one of the book “removes the tension, (and)
presupposes knowledge of the reader.”171 In fact, one can reasonably assume that Matthew’s
reader is post-Pentecost; and yet not too far off to have forgotten the power of Pentecost.
Evidence in the text suggests that the Matthean community is still charismatic in nature, with a
keen interest in the charismatic manifestations of the Spirit; e.g. Mt. 7:15-23. But, it is not just
the power of the Spirit that is in focus here. Matthew directs his reader’s attention to the holiness
of the divine Spirit as well. Bruner sees the work of the divine Spirit in the human realm here as
perhaps paradigmatic for the work of the Spirit in the disciples when he says that, “the greatest
systematic importance in this text is the truth that the office of the Holy Spirit, from the very
beginning of the Christian story, is to bring Jesus Christ into human life. . . . We can learn from
Matthew’s first two references to the Spirit that the Spirit’s main work is the earthly, historical
work of making Jesus a living person in the inner life of another historical person.”172
But, the Spirit is not just an instrument of God’s purpose on earth. Matthew also presents
the Spirit as the supreme authority. It is not just a divinely-inspired dream that convinced Joseph
but the fact that the Holy Spirit is involved in the conception. That perhaps is evidence that the
171
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Holy Spirit has already taken a very significant and authoritative role in the Matthean
Community. By attributing the conception of Jesus to the work of the Holy Spirit, Matthew also
gives the messianic identity of Jesus a divine authentication.
Although the divinity of the Spirit has yet to be overtly affirmed in this early stage of
Matthew’s narrative, some authors already see Matthew’s Trinitarian theology even in this early
mention of the Holy Spirit. For example, Michael Green observes:
This passage is strongly, if not unself-consciously, Trinitarian. God the Father reveals himself
through his Son, Jesus Immanuel. But all this is brought about through the agency of the
Holy Spirit. . . . All three persons of the Trinity are brought before our gaze, and this is not a
dogmatic construction but a very natural piece of writing. The doctrine is not something
superimposed on Scripture, . . . it emerges out of the natural allusions in the text itself.173
This pericope carries a veiled reference to Genesis and therefore also suggests an
important carry-over in the understanding of the work of the jwr (“Spirit”) in the Old Testament
to the New Testament Holy Spirit. And yet, there is a radical newness to the Spirit’s New
Testament work:
The Holy Spirit is not only the source of creation and life (Gen. 1:2) but also the initiator
of the messianic age (Isa. 61:1). Jesus' conception is thus understood by Matthew to be an
eschatological event of a new creation. It sets it off as a radical disruption of what preceded it
in the genealogy in 1:2-16. Human genealogical possibilities have been completed and
exhausted. God now steps in. This divine intervention marks a new beginning; and while
there is continuity with the past, there is also an unmistakable discontinuity.174
While the roles of Jesus as the Son of David and descendent of Abraham suggests Jesus’
continuity with human history, the role of the Holy Spirit in Jesus’ birth speaks of the
discontinuity of Jesus with that genealogy. Mt. 1:1-17, which begins with, “A record of the
genealogy of Jesus Christ the son of David and the son of Abraham” (cf. Mt. 1:1) records his
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human ancestry and continuity with the sacred history of the Jews. On the other hand, the section
of Mt. 1:18-25, which begins with, “This is how the birth of Jesus came about” (Mt. 1:18)
records his divinity and describes how he is different from his human ancestors and therefore his
discontinuity as the Son of God from human history. This discontinuity is emphasized by the
manner of his birth and role of the Holy Spirit in his birth. “(Jesus’) father, in essence, was God,
through the work of the Holy Spirit; his mother was the fully human woman, Mary.”175 Although
the title, “Son of God” is not used in this pericope, this title is by implication being applied to
Jesus.
Charette suggests that the association of gevnesi" with pneu`ma conveys to Matthew’s
readers the “two distinct and yet related events” of creation and redemption.176 Matthew’s
eschatological Holy Spirit that is at work in the new creation is the same Spirit at work during
the original creation of the universe.

Pneu`ma in the Baptist’s Prophecy (Mt. 3:1-12)
Mt 3:11

jEgw men uJma" baptizw ejn uJdati eij" metanoian, oJ de ojpisw mou ejrcomeno" ijscurotero"
mou ejstin, ouj oujk eijmi iJkano" ta uJpodhmata bastasai: aujt o" uJma" baptisei ejn
pneumati aJgiw/ kai puri:
English Translation
Mt. 3:11
I (emphatic) baptize you (plural) in water into repentance, but the one who comes after me is
stronger than I, whose shoes I am not worthy to carry; he (emphatic) will baptize you (plural) in
the Holy Spirit and fire.
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Contextual Analysis
All the four Gospels describe the preparatory ministry of John the Baptist (Mt. 3:1-12;
Mk. 1:3-8; Lk. 3:2-17 and Jn. 1:19-34). Narrative critics may perhaps label John the Baptist as
the “reliable character” (cf. Mt. 11:7-11) of Matthew's story.177 However, Robert Webb would
argue that there is little value for the early church to create the Baptist traditions because for the
people of Jesus’ time, Messianic identity finds its authority in the Old Testament and not in John
the Baptist’s preaching.178 In fact, Walter Wink even suggests that the early church has brought
John the Baptist into the kerygma “at extreme risks to the uniqueness of Jesus.”179 Therefore, the
authenticity of the Baptist pericopes need not be doubted.
This pericope is part of a larger two-pericope section that is bounded by the inclusio,
“Repent, for the kingdom of heaven is near” (Mt. 3:2 and 4:17 NIV). Both the two pericopes
within this larger section – the Baptist’s ministry and the temptation of Jesus – have a common
theme: Jesus’ sonship with God.180 The section therefore seems to have been structured to allow
for a comparison between the ministries of John the Baptist and Jesus. Luz also notices how the
description of John the Baptist’s successful ministry in Mt. 3:5 is paralleled by the description in
Mt. 4:25 of Jesus’ successful ministry.181
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Verbal Analysis
In the specific verse considered here where pneuma is found, Mt. 3:11, the baptism
offered by Jesus is contrasted against John's baptism. This is borne out by the men . . . de (“on
the one hand . . . on the other hand”) construction. The emphatic use of ejgw (“I”) and the
intensive aujto" (“he”) also emphasizes the contrast rather than merely comparing the two
baptisms. The tone of this construction is expressed by the word “indeed” in the King James
Version. Therefore, W. C. Allen’s suggestion that “baptism with water and baptism with the Holy
Spirit need not be regarded as antithetical and exclusive”182 may need to be qualified. While it is
true that the two baptisms are not antithetical in that they are not opposed to each other, it still
remains that John's statement is clearly aimed at demonstrating the enormous difference between
the two. It seems unlikely from John's statement that he would claim any overlap between the
two baptisms. The two baptisms seem to be at least exclusive – if not antithetical – as far as John
is concerned. There is a higher and superior order to Jesus’ ministry in comparison to John’s
ministry. This is perhaps the main significance to the puri (“fire”) symbol, which can be easily
recognized as a contrast to water.
The immediate context of the Baptist’s preaching may suggest that puri should be more
than a contrast to water but also a figurative reference to judgment. David Hill agrees to the
judgment interpretation but makes a distinction between puri in Mt. 3:11 and in Mt. 3:12,
suggesting that the fire of Mt. 3:11 is “redemptive judgment” while the fire of Mt. 3:12 is
“destructive judgment.”183 Redemptive, purifying or refining fire has Old Testament precedence
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in Zech. 13:9 and Mal. 3:2-3. Beyond this understanding of fire as judgment, J. Daryl Charles,
points out the “theophanic use” of fire in the Old Testament:
The OT witness to the severity of judgment not withstanding, the significance of another
aspect of fire, however, should not be lost sight of: its theophanic use. The presence and
appearance of Yahweh was, of all things, most akin to fire. Fire and glory become virtually
synonymous. Note in particular Exodus 13:21; 19:18; 24:17; Leviticus 9:23, 24;
Deuteronomy 4:11, 12; Psalms 50:2, 3; Ezekiel 1:4, 13, 26-28; Daniel 7:9, 10. 184
There is therefore only one baptism described by the baptisei ejn pneumati aJgiw/ kai
puri (“baptism of the Holy Spirit and fire”). puri (“fire”) is only a symbolic further description
of the Holy Spirit. That there is only one baptism described here is suggested by the fact that
there is only one preposition, ejn (“in”), governing both pneu`mati aJgiw/ and puri. It may not be
possible to bring in Granville Sharp’s Rule185 unless we apply that rule in an implicit and indirect
manner by arguing that the article is implicit in a monadic noun like pneumati aJgiw and that
puri is a personification and therefore functions as a personal pronoun. Nonetheless, the
grammatical construction seems more likely to be indicating only one baptism instead of two
different baptisms. Therefore, Keener’s suggestion that the reference is to two separate works of
Jesus – “works inaugurated at the first coming of Jesus (such as baptism in the Spirit) . . . (and
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works) inaugurated at the second (such as baptism in fire)” 186 – seems overextended and
unlikely.
Among those who agree that pneumati aJgiw/ kai puri refers only to one baptism,
Gundry suggests that pneumati aJgiw/ and puri may refer to two possible consequences of that
baptism administered by Jesus; depending on the fruit produced. “Those producing good fruit
will receive the gift of the Holy Spirit. Those producing bad fruit will suffer unending
punishment.”187 Blomberg also subscribes to one baptism with two effects: “For believers this
would most likely refer to the Holy Spirit’s purifying and refining activity, but the same
convicting power when spurned by unbelievers leads ultimately to judgment.”188 Still others see
this construction as a hendiadys and interpret puri as adjectival, so that the phrase could be
translated: “baptism in the fiery Holy Spirit.”189
As Jesus was described as “coming up from the water” (Mt. 3:16) after his water baptism,
we can perhaps conclude that Jesus was down in the water at his baptism. If so, ejn here will have
to be dative-locative, especially in the first mention about water baptism. We may perhaps also
conclude by virtue of the parallelism between the two baptisms that the second ejn here, used in
reference to Spirit baptism, would also be dative-locative.
As pointed out earlier, pneu`ma aJgion is monadic and the absence of the article does not
make it indefinite. Therefore, despite E. Schweizer’s suggestion to the contrary,190 the absence of
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the article is not significant and there is no sufficient evidence to suggest that pneu`ma here refers
to “wind” instead of “Spirit.” And even if we allow for the meager manuscript evidence that
aJgiw may have been a scribal addition to the Lukan parallel (Lk. 3:16), it does not substantially
change the meaning of the verse.191
Matthew has the substantive participle oJ ejrcomeno" instead of the indicative verb
ejrcetai in Mark and Luke. This perhaps allows for Matthew’s readers to understand oJ ojpisw
mou ejrcomeno" (“The One who comes after me”) as the "Coming One," which has become a
technical term for the Messiah in later messianism (cf. Mt. 11:3; 21:9; 23:39; cf. Heb. 10:37; Ps.
118:26).192 Jesus’ ministry is then recognized as the fulfillment of John the Baptist’s
announcement about “the Coming One” and the coming Kingdom of God.

Theological Analysis
The appearance of John the Baptist in the Gospel story has an important theological
significance because he represents the Old Testament and the Law. After four centuries of
prophetic silence, if John the Baptist had not come on the scene, the continuity between Jesus as
the Christ of the New Testament and the Messiah of the Old Testament will not be evident.
Therefore, Bruner characterizes John as “the law of God in person” while Jesus is “the gospel of
God in person.”193
John the Baptist’s ministry should also have special significance to Pentecostals. After all,
it was John the Baptist who coined the term, “baptism in the Holy Spirit.”194 In fact, it has been
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noted that the phrase, “to baptize with the Holy Spirit” occurs in the New Testament “only in
connexion with, and contrast to, John’s baptism with water (Mt. 3:11, Mk. 1:8, Lk. 3:16, Jn.
1:33, Acts 1:5, 11:16).195 Pentecostals will perhaps note the strong contrast made between the
figures of John the Baptist and Jesus as well as between the two baptisms represented by them. It
is unlikely that Matthew will have any problem with the Pentecostal doctrine of the separability
of Spirit baptism from regeneration represented by the initiatory rite of water baptism.
John Chrysostom also seems to imply two different baptisms as he describes dramatically
the relationship and the different effects of the two baptisms - in water and in the Holy Spirit/fire:
He took dust from the earth and made the man; He formed him. The devil came, and
perverted him. Then the Lord came, took him again, and remolded, and recast him in
baptism, and He suffered not his body to be of clay but made it of harder ware. He subjected
the soft clay to the fire of the Holy Spirit. . . . He was baptized with water that he might that
he might be remodelled, with fire that he might be hardened.196
In fact, we can see the two baptisms as paradigmatically different. The Christian initiation
rite of baptism in water is clearly a carry over from John the Baptist’s water ritual, with “John’s
baptism (serving) as the prototype for Christian baptism,”197 just as the Jewish Passover meal is
the prototype for Christian Holy Communion. However, the contrast between John’s repentancewater baptism and Jesus’ Spirit-fire baptism is so strongly emphasized that it seems unlikely that
the two can be considered as belonging to the same paradigm.
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Pneu`ma in the Baptism of Jesus (Mt. 3:13-16)
Mt 3:16

baptisqei;" de; oJ jIhsou`" eujqu;" ajnevbh ajpo; tou` u{dato": kai; ijdou; hjnewv/cqhsan ªaujtw`/º oiJ
oujranoiv, kai; ei\den ªto;º pneu`ma ªtou`º qeou` katabai`non wJsei; peristera;n ªkai;º
ejrcovmenon ejp∆ aujtovn:
English Translation
Mt. 3:16
And after he was baptized, Jesus immediately came up from the water; and behold the heavens
were opened [to him], and he saw the Spirit of God coming down like a dove [and/even] coming
on him.
Contextual Analysis
The pericope of Mt. 3:13-16 begins in a similar fashion as that of Mt. 3:1-15 with the
same word paraginetai (“appear”) introducing John in Mt. 3:1 and Jesus in Mt. 3:13. Matthew
is calling his readers to compare the ministries of these two men by placing these two pericopes
next to each other.
. . . the real point of the passage is not the baptism of Jesus itself but the threads of continuity
and discontinuity between John and Jesus. Only through contact with the forerunner can
Jesus be launched into his own ministry. That contact and the formal beginning of Jesus’
ministry are filled with theological significance.198
The baptism of Jesus seems to have strong foundations in the gospel traditions, with all
the Synoptics reporting the event (Mt. 1:13-17; Mk. 1:9-11; Lk. 3:21-22). Although John did not
describe the event, he refers to it in a way to suggest that he has knowledge of it (Jn. 1:31-34).
The incident of the baptism of Jesus at the Jordan River is the only direct encounter between
Jesus and John the Baptist recorded in the Gospels. However, one may reasonably assume that
Jesus and John the Baptist could have some contact growing up because of the close relationship
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between Mary and Elizabeth.199 Matthew expands on this contact at the baptism of Jesus with an
exchange between Jesus and John in Mt. 3:14-15. The baptism of Jesus by John the Baptist is
intriguing from a theological viewpoint and Matthew wants to provide an explanation for the
event.200 E. Schweizer doubts the authenticity, especially of the exchange here between Jesus and
John, because if John were to have said what was reported here, John would have to become a
follower of Jesus.201 However, the very implausibility of that exchange within the narrative may
very well suggest an authentic non-Matthean tradition and militates against any innovation on
Matthew’s part.
Although we can imply from Matthew’s record that Jesus was baptized by John the
Baptist, Matthew (and Luke) does not describe the actual baptism of Jesus. Instead, Matthew
focuses on what happens immediately after Jesus was baptized. Mark alone records explicitly
that Jesus was baptized by John (Mk. 1:9).

Verbal Analysis
Matthew alone has pneu`ma qeou (“Spirit of God”); Luke has pneuma aJgiou (“Holy
Spirit”) while Mark and John have pneu`ma (“Spirit”). Some manuscripts have the article before
pneuma and qeou but the presence or absence of the article does not affect the meaning. This is
the first time in Matthew where pneu`ma is modified with something other than aJgio". pneuma
aJgiou is almost totally a New Testament appellation whereas pneuma qeou has clear Old
Testament precedence. to pneuma tou qeou is interchangeable with to pneu`ma tou kuriou
199
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(the Spirit of the Lord) and therefore could be an allusion to the Old Testament anointing of the
Servant of the Lord in Isa. 11:1ff, 42:1ff and 61:1ff.202 These verses are alluded to in the Holy
Spirit resting upon Jesus after the baptism as well as in the declaration by the voice from heaven
in Mt. 3:17.203
Gundry, however, sees Matthew’s ton pneuma tou qeou as signaling a trinitarian
emphasis for a continuity between Jesus’ baptism and later Christian baptism in the name of the
Father and of the Son and of the Holy Spirit.204 This is reasonable as it would be inconceivable
for Matthew to make reference to baptism without any thought of the climactic passage of Mt.
28:16-20 where the command to baptize is given. The Matthean “Spirit of God” is perhaps
Matthew’s effort to draw attention to the Spirit’s divinity in a context where both the Father’s
and the Son’s divinity is clearly implied. Gundry further strengthens his argument by suggesting
that the Matthean ejrcomenon here and ejrcomeno" in Mt. 3:11 (both of which are not in Markan
and Lukan parallels) are Matthew’s deliberate effort to advance “a trinitarian correspondence
between the Spirit as coming and Jesus as the one who is coming.”205
ejrcovmenon is neuter singular, agreeing with pneuma, so that the one that is coming upon
Jesus is not the physical dove but the Holy Spirit. The word, especially when read together with
its usage in Mt. 3:11, also emphasizes Matthew’s interpretation of the significance of Jesus’
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baptism - and the Spirit’s role - in the authentication of Jesus as the Messiah. It is possible that
kai should be translated with the emphatic “even,” to further reflect Matthew’s intention for the
emphasis on the Spirit’s coming upon Jesus.
Robert Hanna describes oiJ oujranoi (“the heavens”) as “an exceptional use of the plural
(because) generally the singular is used for the material sense of ‘sky’.”206 Perhaps, it will not be
so “exceptional” if we consider that Matthew may be referring to something more than a
physically open sky. OiJ oujranoi here refers to both the sky that has physically parted and to the
abode of God, which was the source of the “dove.” McNeile comments that oiJ oujranoi is
“virtually, though not actually, a periphrasis for God.”207 We may also reference this to the Lord's
Prayer where God is “Our Father in the heavens” (pater hJmwn oJ ejn toi" oujranoi").
wJsei; peristera;n ejp∆ aujtovn (“as a dove upon him”) describes the coming of the Holy
Spirit upon Jesus the Messiah. wJsei almost negates the physical dove and transforms it into a
mere metaphor for the Holy Spirit. It is unlikely that Matthew is challenging Luke’s account of
an actual physical dove (Lk. 3:22). Matthew simply wants to divert the focus away from the
physical dove so that his readers will focus on the Holy Spirit. It was not simply a dove that is
coming upon Jesus – it was the Holy Spirit from heaven.
peristera is usually translated “dove” but Morris comments that word could refer to a
variety of doves and pigeons.208 “The dove which, from the viewpoint of ancient natural science
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has no bile, was for the early Christians the symbol of all kinds of virtues.”209 However, one
should not read future Christian symbolism into the dove here.
Some have compared Gen. 1:2 (but no dove appears there) and Gen. 8:8-12 (but the
Spirit does not appear there). The lack of OT precedent and the failure of the comparison to
appear in known Jewish literature of the NT era favor historical tradition over ecclesiastical
invention.210
Davies and Allison cites sixteen different possible explanations for the symbolism of the
dove211 but the meaning of that symbolism seems mainly to be one of gentleness (even weak and
naive, cf. Hos. 7:11) and purity, and perhaps attenuates somewhat the more violent “fire-purity”
symbolism of John’s prophecy in Mt. 3:11.

Theological Analysis
The coming of the Holy Spirit at this point cannot be interpreted as evidence for an
adoptionist Christology in Matthew. Matthew’s account shows that the Holy Spirit had already
been actively working in Jesus’ earthly life from the very beginning. Matthew had already
mentioned the Holy Spirit twice in the birth narratives (Mt. 1:18, 20). With the dialogue between
Jesus and John the Baptist just before the baptism of Jesus (Mt. 3:14-15), Matthew was
indicating that both of them were aware of the Messianic identity of Jesus. Jesus did not become
the Son of God at his baptism. He was already the Son of God before his baptism.
Up to this point, the Messianic identity of Jesus has only been implied by the miraculous
conception and the Baptist’s prophecy. But now, his messianic identity is spectacularly and
publicly announced. Despite the suggestion in the text that only John and Jesus witnessed the
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open heavens and the dove, neither of them needed to be informed of Jesus’ messianic identity.
Therefore, “the voice from heaven is a narrative aside directed to the reader.”212 This suggestion
is strengthened by Matthew making the voice from heaven an “open proclamation” (“This is my
son . . .” Mt. 3:17) compared to Mark’s “personal word” (“You are my son . . .” Mk. 1:11).213
The divine Sonship of Jesus implies the Fatherhood of God, which is picked up again in
the Sermon on the Mount (Mt. 5:1-7:27, especially the Lord’s Prayer – where the disciples were
commanded to pray, “Our Father . . .”) and the Commission to the Twelve (Mt. 10:5-42). In the
Sermon on the Mount and the Commission to the Twelve the divine Fatherhood is extended
beyond being just the Father of Jesus to include the disciples. In this Baptism episode, the
significance of that divine Fatherhood comes through the activity of the Spirit. This close
association of the Father and the Spirit is further highlighted in the Commission to the Twelve by
the uniquely Matthean appellation for the Holy Spirit, “the Spirit of your Father” (Mt. 10:20).
Reading Mt. 10:20 and 3:16 together may perhaps suggest that, as we share in Jesus’ divine
sonship, we should also share in His anointing of the Spirit. The same Spirit that came upon the
Son of God now comes upon the children of God.
The appellation to pneuma tou qeou, the open heavens and the “incipient
trinitarianism”,214 all point to the divinity of the Holy Spirit. It also identifies the Christian “Holy
Spirit” with the Old Testament’s “Spirit of God.” Even at this early point in Matthew's gospel,
one can see evidence of a “high” Matthean pneumatology where the Spirit is divine. The Spirit is
not just the “power of God” to accomplish God’s purposes on earth. In Matthew, the Spirit is
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more than a functionary of Yahweh. Just like Jesus, the Spirit is also “the Coming One” – God
Himself coming down from the heavens.

Pneu`ma in the Testing of Jesus’ Sonship (Mt. 4:1-11)
Mt 4:1

Tovte oJ jIhsou`" ajnhvcqh eij" th;n e[rhmon uJpo; tou` pneuvmato" peirasqh`nai uJpo; tou`
diabovlou.
English Translation
Mt. 4:1 Then Jesus was led up into the desert by the Spirit to be tempted by the devil.

Contextual Analysis
All the Synoptic Gospels describe the temptation episode (Mt. 4:1-11; Mk. 1:12-13; Lk.
4:1-13), with Matthew and Luke describing it in detail. All the three records place the temptation
episode immediately following the baptism of Jesus. And, all three describe a key role of the
Spirit in the episode, although they imply slightly different roles to the Spirit. In Mark, the Spirit
forcefully “drives” or “casts” Jesus out into the desert. In Luke, the emphasis seems to be on the
abiding presence of the Spirit that has remained since the baptism and continues during the
whole temptation episode. Matthew describes Jesus as being led by the Spirit, less dramatic than
the Markan version but more straightforward than the Lukan version.
In all the three Synoptic Gospels, the temptation pericope is closely related to the baptism
pericope. At the baptism, Jesus was declared the Son of God. The criterion of true sonship is
obedience, and now that obedience will be tested. The first two temptations focus overtly on
Jesus’ sonship: “If you are the Son of God . . .” (Mt. 4:3, 6 NIV). Gundry suggests that Jesus’
postbaptismal obedience to the law of Moses is a paradigm for postbaptismal obedience in a
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Christian to the law of Christ, and that Matthew was thus attacking antinomianism.215 Hagner
points out that the motif of testing occurs again later (in Gethsemane) but it is here “in a
definitive and tone-setting manner.”216 The same Spirit that came upon him at the baptism in the
Jordan River now leads him to be tested in the wilderness.

Verbal Analysis
By using tovte (“then”) here, Matthew connects the temptation pericope logically to the
declaration of Jesus’ divine Sonship. The temptation only makes sense after the declaration of
Jesus’ divine Sonship at his baptism. The main verb Matthew chooses here, ajnhvcqh (“lead” or
“bring up”), is not as dramatic as Mark’s ejkballei but it is more straightforward than Luke’s
attempt to emphasize the Spirit’s continued presence throughout the whole temptation episode.
The Matthean nuance on the episode suggests Jesus’ role in responding willfully to the Spirit’s
leading while Mark and Luke focus on a stronger role of the Spirit.
th;n e[rhmon (“the wilderness” or “desert”) probably refers to the local desert in the
Transjordan area. In Matthew’s narrative, this continues the comparison between Jesus and John
the Baptist, whose ministry has been characterized by its “wilderness” accent (Mt. 3:1-4).
However, it also reminds Matthew’s readers of Israel’s past history, especially when this
wilderness reference is read together with the number forty in Mt. 3:2.217
This is the first instance in Matthew where pneu`ma is not accompanied with a modifier in
the appellation. It is close enough to Mt. 3:16 to identify this as the same Spirit that came upon
Jesus at his baptism. The article also makes pneu`ma here definite so that there is no confusion as
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to the meaning. Matthew's peirasqh`nai is infinitive of purpose and defines the objective of the
Spirit’s leading upon Jesus. The Markan and Lukan parallel passages acknowledge the role of the
Spirit but do not have Matthew’s description of the Spirit’s purposefulness. Matthew recognizes
here a definite purpose to the leading of the Spirit. The Spirit is not a capricious spiritual force
but is wise and purposeful.
There are two uJpo; (“by”) phrases here: uJpo; tou` pneuvmato" (“by the Spirit”) and uJpo;
tou` diabovlou (“by the devil”), representing the roles of the Spirit and the devil. Hagner finds it
significant that the Spirit’s role is prior to that of the devil.218 The devil does not have the
initiative here.

Theological Analysis
Keener suggests that the temptation is a test of Jesus’ mission as the Son of God “vis-avis some contemporary models of divine sonship,” and a demonstration that Jesus is not a
magician, a deluded visionary or a political revolutionary. 219 In fact, his sonship is representative
of the relationship that Israel has with God.
In the temptation episode, Matthew seems to be deliberately drawing his readers into a
comparison between the experiences of Jesus and those of Israel in the wilderness:
After the experience of her deliverance from Egypt and the establishment of the covenant
relationship, Israel experienced a season of testing in the wilderness. The sequence in
Matthew’s account is similar: following the return from Egypt, we have the baptism (likened,
by some scholars, to Israel’s crossing of the Sea of Reeds), the divine declaration of Jesus as
God’s son, and the time of testing in the wilderness. The parallel is heightened by the fact
that all of Jesus’ answers to the tempter are drawn from Deut. 6-8, the very passage that
describes her hopes, repeats in his own experience the experience of Israel – with, of course,
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the one major difference, that whereas Israel failed its test in the wilderness, Jesus succeeds,
demonstrating the perfection of his own sonship.220
As the nation Israel was Yahweh’s son, so is Jesus (Hos. 11:1; Mt. 2:15) in Matthew.
Therefore, Jesus, under the Holy Spirit’s leading, becomes the embodiment of the new Israel.
Similarly, the temptation is also “archetypical”221 of the spiritual conflict between God’s Spirit
and the Enemy. His victory in this temptation episode brings assurance of victory for Matthew’s
Spirit-led Community.
As in the baptism, the temptation of Jesus is another defining moment in the development
of the Messianic persona of Jesus Christ. While the pericope is sometimes given a “parenetic
interpretation” to “show how Jesus withstood the human temptations of gluttony, of vainglory
and of greed and thus admonish the community,”222 a Christological interpretation is perhaps
more likely to be Matthew’s intention. It is Jesus’ divine sonship that is at stake here, “If you are
the Son of God . . .” (Mt. 4:3, 6 NIV). The close association between the temptation and the
baptism, where the heavenly declaration of Jesus’ sonship was made, also suggests that a
Christological interpretation is more likely. However, with the suggestions in the immediate
literary context of this pericope that Jesus may be identifying with the people of God, this victory
of the Spirit-led Son of God can also be seen as a victory for all who are Spirit-led and who
declare God as the Father. Therefore, a Christological interpretation of this passage does not
necessarily have to exclude the parenetic interpretation.
This is the first instance in Matthew’s story where Jesus responds to the leading of the
Holy Spirit. The ministry of Jesus was Spirit-led even from the beginning. Abraham Kuyper
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remarks, “The Church has never sufficiently confessed the influence of the Holy Spirit exerted
upon the work of Christ. The general impression is that the work of the Holy Spirit begins when
the work of the Mediator on earth is finished. . . . Yet the Scripture teaches us again and again
that Christ performed His mediatorial work controlled and impelled by the Holy Spirit.”223 The
role of the Spirit is critical and continuing in the divine program of redemption.

Pneu`ma in the Commissioning of the Twelve (Mt. 10:17-20)
Mt 10:20

ouj ga;r uJmei`" ejste oiJ lalou`nte" ajlla; to; pneu`ma tou` patro;" uJmw`n to; lalou`n ejn uJmi`n.
English Translation
Mt. 10:20 For you (plural) are not the ones who are speaking but the Spirit of your Father (is) the
One speaking through you (plural).

Contextual Analysis
This pneu`ma reference comes after a lapse of more than five chapters, the last reference
coming from Mt. 4:1. Between 4:1 and 10:20 there was the inaugural ministry of Jesus in
Galilee, the calling of the His disciples, the description of the growth of His ministry, the great
Sermon on the Mount section (ch. 5-7), and the reports of powerful miracles in His ministry
(including healings, exorcisms, calming of a storm, and even the raising of a dead girl). All this
led to growing crowds following Jesus. Jesus therefore called twelve disciples and delegated
them to have authority to drive out evil spirits and to heal. H. J. Held makes the point that the
great teaching section of chapters 5 to 7, followed by the collection of the accounts of the
miraculous deeds of Jesus in chapters 8 and 9, has the Christological function of presenting Jesus
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as the “Messiah of the word” and also as the “Messiah of deed.”224 Matthew’s intention that
these two groups of chapters (5 - 7 and 8 - 9) be read together can perhaps be seen in the
“framework-verses”225 of Mt. 4:23 and 9:35.
The reference to the twelve disciples in 10:1 and 11:1 form an inclusio marking out the
entire chapter 10 as an identifiable block. It follows the lament in Mt. 9:37 of the lack of
workers. Chapter 10 responds with the calling and commissioning of the twelve apostles. The
specific verse that is of interest to this paper forms part of the instructions given to the twelve
apostles at their commissioning. This commissioning was given for the exclusive purpose of
reaching the Israelites. “Matthew was eager to record that Jesus sent his disciples first
exclusively to the Jews, thus highlighting the fulfillment of the promises to Israel and confirming
that Christianity is not a different ‘religion’ nor one intended primarily for the Gentiles, although
Jews were quickly becoming a minority in the Church of Matthew's day.”226 It is perhaps also
significant that these instructions to preach only to the “lost sheep of Israel,” comes just before
the remarks of Jesus about John the Baptist in chapter 11. The reader will be reminded that John
the Baptist represents the Old Covenant directed towards Israel.
Ulrich Luz, however, goes beyond this common interpretation that the commissioning of
the Twelve was to fulfill the divine obligations of the Old Covenant to Israel.227 For Luz,
Matthew chapter 10 is fundamental to a Matthean ecclesiological perspective and should be seen
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as the “ecclesiological prolongation of chapters 5-9.”228 Indeed, the formulation kai; qerapeuvein
pasan novson kai; pa`san malakivan (“and healing every disease and every sickness”) in 10:1
closely follows that of Mt. 4:23 and 9:35, suggesting an identification of the disciples here with
the ministry of Jesus.229 Chapter 10 therefore challenges today’s mere “conceptual definition” of
the church and confronts us with a “non-idealistic understanding” of the church – one that is
dynamic “in its obedience and its deeds”:230
For (Matthew), the church is not something static and primarily institutional. His concept is
that of a dynamic church. The church in its institutional appearance is not yet the church, but
only in its obedience and its deeds. It is the church insofar as it has a task, authority, and
power from the Lord and insofar as it lives according to its mission, is obedient, and
practices what is given and commanded to it (emphases all Luz’s).231
Hagner, however, takes a somewhat softer stand about applying chapter 10 to the church.
He doubts if Matthew’s church would be expected to fulfill literally the commandments given
here. Nontheless, he still believes that the church “was called to exhibit a similar mindset . . .
(allowing) nothing to distract from the call to spread the message of the kingdom. . . . (And,) be
prepared for a mixed response to their message”232
Morris follows up on this opinion that chapter 10 may apply to the church but limits its
application only to certain sections of the chapter. For him, 10:16ff forms a different section and
refers perhaps to a future situation beyond the immediate mission of the twelve. Instructions
given by Jesus in the earlier section (10:5-15) seem to suggest that the twelve will expect a
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friendlier reception, unlike the section of 10:16ff, which suggests that the twelve should expect
to undergo severe persecution.233
In fact, the Matthean context for the saying of Mt. 10:19-22 is unique among the
Synoptics. Both Mark and Luke have the eschatological teachings of Jesus as the context for the
same sayings (Mk. 13:11-13; Lk. 21:12-17). Matthew seems to have a much more
contemporaneous application for this saying with perhaps a continuing application for the church
of all ages, rather than a purely futuristic application.

Verbal Analysis
The main finite verb in the sentence, ejste (“you are”) is in the present tense so that the
promise of help to the disciples becomes more vivid. Very likely, Matthew’s readers are already
experiencing the fulfillment of this promise.
to; pneu`ma tou` patro;" uJmw`n (“the Spirit of your Father”) is a uniquely Matthean
contribution. The phrase is found nowhere else in the New Testament. Mark has the Holy Spirit
(Mk. 13:11-13) in the parallel passage while Luke leaves out the Spirit entirely (Luke 21:12-15).
Matthew relates the Spirit very closely to the Father. The phrase is also very specific and speaks
of your (i.e. the disciples’) Father. This description of the Spirit as the Spirit of the Father seems
closer to the more developed Johannine (Jn. 14:26) and Pauline (Rom. 8:15; Eph. 2:18)
pneumatologies.
patro;" (“father”) anticipates the following verses (Mt. 10:21 and 34ff) where family
members will betray each other as well as 10:29-32 where the Heavenly Father is also
mentioned. pathr is one of Matthew's favorite words, found 20 times in Matthew, only once in
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Mark and 3 times in Luke. The reference to the Father in the midst of persecution echoes Mt.
5:44-45 in the Sermon on the Mount, “But I tell you: Love your enemies and pray for those who
persecute you, that you may be sons of your Father in heaven . . .”
patro;" uJmw`n (“your Father”) will surely also echo the Lord’s Prayer’s, patro;" hJmw`n,
(“our Father”) especially when read together with Mt. 10:32 and 33. Matthew, in fact, places
pathr in critical places of his story-telling. One could also relate these references to the
promised provisions of the Father in 6:31-34 in the Sermon on the Mount. The fatherhood of
God is a very important theme here as well as the Sermon on the Mount (Mt. 5:16, 45, 48, 6:4,
6:9, 6:15, 6:18, 6:32, 7:11, 7:21, 10:20, 10:29, 10:32). In Mt. 7:21, the concept of the fatherhood
of God is applied to the test of a true charismatic: a true charismatic (cf. Mt. 7:22) is one “who
does the will of (Jesus’) father in heaven.” uJmw`n makes the Spirit available to the disciples who
are children of the Heavenly Father. Harrington perhaps unwittingly highlights the importance of
this word here when he notes that, “(it) is unusual to talk about the availability of the gift of the
Holy Spirit to the disciples, since during his ministry Jesus is the primary bearer of the Spirit.”234
Davies and Allison ask provocatively if there was an early Christian tendency to use
lalew (“speak”) rather than legw (“speak”) for inspired or ecstatic utterance (cf. 1 Cor. 12:3;
13:1; 14:2).235 Despite Grundmann’s suggestion, 236 most interpreters prefer to take ejn (“in”), as
a dative of instrument and translate the phrase as “speaking through you.” However, if we
translate ejn as “in” and take Davies and Allison’s suggestion seriously, we can easily follow
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Keener to see the “Holy Spirit of prophecy”237 here. France even suggests that Matthew may
have Joel 2:28-29 in mind here.238

Theological Analysis
Despite the importance of this verse for understanding Matthew’s pneumatology, there is
little theological follow up in commentaries on this verse. In fact, Luz notes that “a certain
reserve toward this promise is frequently evident” in the history of interpretation.239 Luz suggests
that this could be due to the concern that preachers may neglect careful study of the scriptures
and take the lazy way of “depending on the Spirit of their Father”!240
The unique phrase, “the Spirit of your Father,” is another important evidence of
Matthew’s “advanced” pneumatology, reflecting once again Matthew’s Trinitarian
pneumatology. It hints at the Trinitarian baptismal formula that will climax his narrative. The
phrase also allows us to relate Matthew’s pneumatology with Johannine and Pauline
pneumatology. This “advanced” pneumatology is Matthew’s own post-Pentecost reading of his
tradition. There are perhaps three implied elements in Mt. 10:20 that should especially interest
Pentecostals today: the prophetic-missionary dimension, the democratic dimension and the
ethical dimension.
The missionary dimension is implied by the context of this verse, where the “Spirit of the
Father” is promised for those who are being commissioned to preach the good news. The related
prophetic dimension is seen in the specific application of this promise to inspired speech. The
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disciples are promised supernatural help in their witness before “governors and kings.” The
activity of the Father’s Spirit here is to inspire prophetic speech to be a witness, which is one of
the common approaches to understanding the Pentecostal Spirit.241 Luz agrees: “Behind this
promise is the experience of early Christian prophecy.” 242
The democratic dimension is suggested by the possessive pronoun, uJmw`n. Apart from Mt.
10:20, the Baptist’s prophecy in Mt. 3:11 is the one other place in Matthew where the Spirit is
made available to the disciples, although Luz sees the Trinitarian baptismal formula in Mt. 28:19
as yet another evidence of Matthew’s understanding of Spirit’s availability to the disciples.243 In
Matthew, although the Holy Spirit is seen mainly as an endowment for the Messiah, the Holy
Spirit is also clearly available to the Messiah’s disciples. Matthew’s post-Pentecost community
will understand that the Spirit is available to them: “. . . the Spirit, though it is that of the
transcendent Father, is immanent in the disciples.”244 Here, the disciples are promised that they
will have the Spirit in them and it is the same Spirit that was upon Jesus.
The appellation of God as the disciples’ Father could refer back to the Lord’s Prayer,
which is the central focus of the Sermon on the Mount.245 This relationship between Matthew’s
understanding of the Spirit and the Sermon on the Mount is also highlighted by Matthew’s
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repetitious usage of pathr as an important “catchword”246 in the Sermon on the Mount. Janice
Capel Anderson has made a case for reading the Sermon on the Mount as part of the Matthean
narrative and she concluded that if one does that, one should see that “there are important links
between sermon and story.”247 If so, we may bring to fore the relationship between the
Pentecostal Spirit and the Kingdom ethics of the Sermon on the Mount. Those who have the
Spirit of the Father are expected to have the Spirit speak through them (Mt. 10:20) and at the
same time, do the will of the Father (Mt. 7:21). Thus, Matthew’s unique appellation here can
perhaps be seen as having an ethical dimension, in addition to the prophetic dimension.

Pneu`ma upon Messianic Servant of God (Mt. 12:15-21)
Mt 12:18

ijdou; oJ pai`" mou o}n hJ/revtisa, oJ ajgaphtov" mou eij" o}n eujdovkhsen h Jyuchv mou: qhvsw to;
pneu`ma mou ejp∆ aujtovn, kai; krivsin toi`" e[qnesin ajpaggelei`.
English Translation
Mt. 12:18 Behold my child/servant whom I have chosen, my beloved in whom my soul takes
delight; I will place my Spirit on him, and he will proclaim judgment to the nations (or,
Gentiles).
Contextual Analysis
The passage “bears a remarkable formal similarity”248 to 8:16-17. Both 8:16-17 and here
report the powerful healing ministry of Jesus, followed by Isaianic quotations about the
Messianic servant of God. This pericope comes after the revelation of a plot to kill Jesus (12:14)
and after Jesus commanded those he had healed, not to tell who he was (12:15-16). The
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quotation taken from Isa. 42:1-4 does not seem to have come from the LXX or the Hebrew
Masoretic Text. It seems to have been a free rendering done to remind the reader of the baptism
of Jesus (3:13-17) as well as to anticipate the Mount of Transfiguration (17:1-8). “It also links
up nicely with the following pericope, where the theme is Jesus and the Spirit (12:22-37).”249
There are evidences that this passage has been drawn from pre-Matthean tradition, especially the
fact that the quotation contains several Matthean hapax legomena.250 It is therefore unlikely, that
Matthew provided this liberal translation of Isaiah. The authenticity of the usage of the Isaianic
quotations about the Messianic servant of God in the Jesus traditions is also affirmed by the
frequent quotations from Isaiah in the Gospels. Isa. 42:1 is either quoted or intimated elsewhere
and by other evangelists as well (cf. Mt. 3:17; 17:5; Lk. 3:22; 9:35; 23:35), but it is only here in
Matthew that all four verses are used. Matthew’s unique quotation of the whole passage of Isa.
42:1-4 seems like a tradition that is either unavailable to the other evangelists, or one they have
not seen the need to use.
This free rendering from Isa. 42:1-4, the longest Old Testament quotation in Matthew’s
gospel, seems to be used here as an explanation for the “Messianic secret” motif. The quotation
also serves other purposes as well because, if the “Messianic secret” motif is the only purpose, v.
19 would have been sufficient.251 For Luther, this passage “paints the whole Christ.”252
Garland suggests that the reason for Jesus not allowing those who had been healed to
testify of him was the unreliability of the crowd.253 Jesus’ lack of confidence in the crowd is also
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hinted at in 10:17 (“Be on your guard against men . . ” ) and in 16:13-20 (Peter’s Confession of
the Christ). Jesus therefore turned to the scripture as a witness for his Messianic identity.
Matthew’s report of the voice from heaven in the baptism of Jesus (Mt. 3:17) and the Mount of
Transfiguration (Mt. 17:5) both are free adaptations of portions from this Isaiah passage. The
other reliable witness to Jesus’ Messianic identity, John the Baptist, also quoted from Isaiah.

Verbal Analysis
oJ pai`" may be translated servant or child. The second chapter of Matthew uses a
dimunitive form of pai`" (paidion) nine times to refer to the child Jesus. When read in the
context of hJ/revtisa (“chosen” or “adopted”254) and oJ ajgaphtov" mou (“my beloved”), it
probably seems more logical to translate oJ pai`" with “child.” Therefore, Gundry sees this free
adaptation of 42:1-4 as an effort to “underscore the Father’s love for Jesus in the midst of his
suffering persecution.”255 Once again, we see the Spirit featuring prominently in conveying the
divine fatherhood of God.
However, in the declarations from heaven in Mt. 3:17 and 17:5 – both of which seem to
have the same Isaiah passage in view – Matthew uses uiJo;" instead of pai`". This change from
uiJo;" in Mt. 3:17 and 17:5 to pai`" in Mt. 12:18 is significant enough to support Hagner’s
opinion that this passage is of “central significance to Matthew’s servant Christology.”256
Another evidence that Matthew may have intended for pai`" to be translated “servant” is the
omission of “Son of God” found in the Markan parallel text of Mk. 3:11. This quotation from the
Old Testament anticipates the rest of Matthew 12 – especially vv. 46-50, suggesting that
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Matthew understands Jesus’ works in the chapter as characteristic of this “Son-Servant
ambiguity.”257
to; pneu`ma mou (“my Spirit”) clearly identifies the source of the Spirit. The Spirit comes
from the Father to rest upon the Son-Servant. When read together with the phrase in Mt. 10:20,
“the Spirit of your (disciples’) Father,” we may imply that as much as the disciples have his
Spirit, they also have his Son/Servant messianic mission.
kai; krivsin (“and judgment” or “and justice”) could be positive258 (“justice” or
“righteousness”) or negative259 (“judgment”). When read in the positive context of Mt. 12:21
(“In His name the nations will put their hope.”), krivsin seems to carry a positive connotation.
toi`" e[qnesin ajpaggelei` (“he will proclaim to the nations or Gentiles”), together with Mt.
12:21 anticipates the climactic commission of Mt. 28:19-20 where Gentiles or nations are the
target of that commission.

Theological Analysis
Jesus’ healing ministry is interpreted not in terms of his position of power and authority,
e.g., “Son of God” or “Son of David.” It is perhaps ironic that, after declaring himself to be the
Lord of the Sabbath and demonstrating it by healing on a Sabbath, Jesus should interpret his
actions in terms of Yahweh’s Spirit-anointed Servant. The power element is very evident in the
healings and miracles but the Spirit’s anointing also has an ethical and non-charismatic element
as well. By quoting the entire passage of Isa. 42:1-4, Matthew is able also to present an irenic
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Jesus who will not quarrel or cry out in the streets (Mt. 12:19), while continuing to affirm Jesus’
messianic identity. Jesus’ irenic approach contrasts with the antagonism of the Pharisees towards
Jesus.260 “(These verses from Isaiah 42) show the Christ who practices the Sermon on the Mount
. . .”261 Matthew’s Spirit-anointed Son needs also to be the Spirit-anointed Servant to become the
divine Savior of the nations.
The Old Testament Yahweh is speaking here and the reader is made to understand that He
is the Father who has not only sent the Son/Servant Jesus but that the Father has also sent the
Spirit to rest upon the Son/Servant. As noted earlier in this paper, the ultimate authentication of
the Son/Servant is the presence of the Spirit in Him. That this affirmation of the Spirit’s presence
upon the Son/Servant comes immediately after the record of Jesus’ healing ministry is indication
perhaps of Matthew's intention to highlight the fact that the authentication provided by the Spirit
supersedes the affirmation provided by supernatural manifestations like miracles, healings and
exorcisms. The supernatural may draw the curious crowds but genuine disciples focus on the
presence of the Holy Spirit. This became evident when after healing a demon-possessed man
who was blind and mute, instead of having his messianic status or divine Sonship affirmed, Jesus
was accused of using the power of Beelzebub, the prince of demons. Supernatural manifestations
do not automatically authenticate the Messiah . . . even those who had asked for a sign were not
impressed!
The twin themes of Spirit and nations/Gentiles here are programmatic in Matthew.262
These two themes appear together again in the Great Commission passage of Mt. 28:19-20. The
divine “name” also appears together with these twin themes in both Mt. 12:15-21 (especially v.
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21) and the Great Commission. Matthew’s universalistic theology has the divine Spirit and the
authority of the divine name ultimately invested beyond Israel into the nations/Gentiles. Those
who truly have the Spirit of God will be inclined to see a universalistic vision.

Pneu`ma in Exorcism by Jesus (Matt 12:22-28)
Mt 12:28

eij de; ejn pneuvmati qeou` ejgw; ejkbavllw ta; daimovnia, a[ra e[fqasen ejf∆ uJma`" hJ basileiva
tou` qeou`.
English Translation
Mt. 12:28 And if by the Spirit of God I cast out the demons, then the kingdom of God has come
upon you..
Contextual Analysis
The passage was Jesus' answer to two groups of people: the crowd in v. 23 and the
Pharisees’ in v. 24. These two groups represented two different responses to Jesus’ healing of a
blind and mute demoniac. The crowd’s response was an honest query: “Could this be the Son of
David?” The Pharisees, on the other hand, accused Jesus of collaborating with Beelzebub, the
prince of demons. This “sub-pericope” is actually part of a bigger pericope that resolves the
contrasting responses of these two groups with the concluding words of Jesus in vv. 36 & 37:
“But I tell you that men will have to give account on the day of judgment for every careless word
they have spoken. For by your words you will be acquitted, and by your words you will be
condemned.”
Matthew continues to draw from the long Isaianic quotation in Mt. 12:18-21 and perhaps
extends the application of that passage by attributing Jesus’ activity of exorcism and supernatural
healing to the presence of the Spirit upon Jesus. Matthew does this by combining different
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sources into “a long reflection on the Holy Spirit as the source of Jesus’ power.”263 When
compared with the parallel passages in the Mark (Mk. 3:22-30) and Luke (Lk. 6:43-45; 11:14-15;
12:10), the composite nature of the Matthean pericope is evident.
The mention of the Pharisees here, especially the reference to “brood of vipers,” (cf. 3:7)
suggests a continuing rivalry between the religious tradition of the Pharisees and the prophetic
lineage of John and Jesus.

Verbal Analysis
eij (“if”) is a first class condition; that is, “if, as is actually the case.” Verses 26 and 27
also begin with the first class condition. While it is expected that Jesus believes he is driving out
demons by the Spirit of God, it is unlikely that He believes that Satan is driving out Satan (v. 26)
or that He is driving out demons by Beelzebub (v. 27). Verses 26 and 27 may perhaps be
suggesting: “If, as you say, . . .” Verse 28, on the other hand, is a logical conclusion Jesus is
drawing, in contrast to the illogical arguments of Pharisees. de (“and” or “but”) is an adversative
conjunction, signifying the contrast between Jesus’ exorcist activity with that of the “Pharisees’
sons” (Mt. 12:27).
ejn pneuvmati qeou (“by the Spirit of God”) is definitely the emphasis here, being placed
in front of even the emphatic subject ejgw (which is missing in the best manuscripts of the Lukan
parallel). The emphasis is further heightened when this construction is compared to v. 27, where
ejgw comes before ejn Beezeboul. The emphasis is therefore not simply on the fact that Jesus
casts out evil spirits; it is the fact that He did that by the agency of the Spirit of God. Once again,
the presence of the preposition and the qeou as the modifier renders the article unnecessary. The
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use of qeou to modify pneu`ma in this verse is again, a suggestion of the trinity. ejn (“in”) will be
instrumental so that it should be translated “through” or “by,” ejn pneuvmati qeou (“in the Spirit
of God”). When the phrase is used as such - with ejn in the instrumental sense - in the context of
ministry, there is often the suggestion of charismatic or supernatural empowerment.
The phrase, pneuvmati qeou, is duktalw/ qeou (“finger of God”) in the Lukan parallel
(Lk. 11:20). Despite Robert Menzies’264 and James Dunn’s suggestions to the contrary,265 there
seems to be a majority accepting Luke’s “finger of God” as the authentic words of Jesus.266 If the
“Spirit of God” were the original phrase of Jesus, “Luke would probably have kept the phrase
because of his overpowering interest in the Holy Spirit.”267 The question is then, “Why would
Matthew make that change?” Gundry suggests the main reason is that Matthew wanted to
provide “a more exact antithesis to ‘by Beelzebul’ (v. 27).”268 Notwithstanding Menzies’
contention that “a plausible motive for Matthew’s alteration of the text is lacking,”269 Gundry
sees also four other possible reasons for Matthew to make that alteration:
(1) fulfillment of Isa 42:1; (2) a closer parallel with the “kingdom of God” in v. 28b; (3) a
lead into the (pericope on the) blasephemy of the Holy Spirit (vv. 31-32); and (4) a trinitarian
allusion to the Spirit, God, and Jesus (as in 3:16; 28:19).270
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hJ basileiva tou` qeou (“the Kingdom of God”) is used for the first time by Matthew,
probably to parallel pneuvmati qeou (“Spirit of God”). This effort on Matthew's part to opt for hJ
basileiva tou` qeou instead of his usual hJ basileia twn oujranwn (“the Kingdom of heaven”) is
striking when one considers that Matthew uses hJ basileiva tou` qeou only four times (Mt.
12:28; 19:24; 21:31, 43) compared to thirty-three for hJ basileia twn oujranwn. The suggestion
that Matthew did not make the change here from Q’s hJ basileiva tou` qeou to hJ basileia twn
oujranwn because “(he) has hurried over the Q version of Mt. 12:28 without stopping to modify it
as he would normally have done,”271 glosses over the issue and perhaps illustrates how
subjective and inconsistent redaction analysis can be. W. C. Allen explains that it is hJ basileiva
tou` qeou here instead of hJ basileia twn oujranwn because “(Matthew) always uses
hJ basileia twn oujranwn in an eschatological sense, which would here be out of place.”272
hJ basileiva tou` qeou can also be serving as the direct verbal opposite to the reference to the
kingdom of Satan in v. 26.273
e[fqasen is literally, “to come upon.” In the aorist passive, it may also be translated “to
be overtaken” or “to be surprisingly overcome.”274 Of this word, Hagner comments that it:
. . . necessitates the conclusion that the kingdom of God has in some sense actually become
present, a clearer statement than that made by ejggizein, “is near,” of 4:17; 10:7. Admittedly,
this has happened without the fullest effects that one must associate with the kingdom; we
thus have fulfillment but fulfillment short of consummation.275
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Explicit emphasis on the presence of God’s kingdom is rare in the Synoptic Gospels.276
Therefore, for Blomberg, Mt. 12:28 is “arguably the single most important teaching of Jesus on
realized eschatology – the present aspect of the kingdom.”277

Theological Analysis
There seems to be a deliberate effort on Matthew’s part to place before his readers two
clear alternatives: the Kingdom of God represented by Jesus, the Son of David, with the power of
the Spirit of God; and, the kingdom of Satan, represented by Beelzebub and his demons. Up to
this point in Matthew’s Gospel, the contrast has been between the old order (represented by John
the Baptist) and the new order of Jesus. With the passage in Mt. 11:1-19 reporting the affirming
words of Jesus about John, Matthew makes the effort to demonstrate that there is nothing bad
about the old order of John the Baptist. It is just that the new order of Jesus is so much better and
higher, and it is the culmination and fulfillment of the hopes and aspirations of the old order. The
pronouncement of the Son of Man as the Lord of the Sabbath (12:8) and the long quotation from
Isa. 42:1-4 both emphasizes Jesus’ fulfillment of the old order.
However, in the specific passage being considered here, Matthew seems to be moving
away from merely comparing the old and the new orders. The contrast here is now between good
and evil - between God and Satan. These two alternatives being presented to the people are two
opposing alternatives. (The strong contrast between the two alternatives is also in the “subpericope” to be considered next.) Based on the construction of vv. 27 and 28, Hagner says, “The
contrast is an absolute one.”278 Morris puts it just as strongly, “ . . . there is no neutrality.”279
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Despite Hagner’s contention that the main point is Christological: Christ is stronger than
Satan,280 the verbal construction suggests that the emphasis is placed on the role of the Spirit too.
The new order is characterized by works empowered by the Spirit.

Pneu`ma in Teaching of Unpardonable Sin (Matt 12:30-32)
Mt 12:31

Dia; tou`to levgw uJmi`n, pa`sa aJmartiva kai; blasfhmiva ajfeqhvsetai toi`" ajnqrwvpoi", hJ de;
tou` pneuvmato" blasfhmiva oujk ajfeqhvsetai.
Mt 12:32

kai; o}" eja;n ei[ph/ lovgon kata; tou` uiJou` tou` ajnqrwvpou, ajfeqhvsetai aujtw`/: o]" d∆ a]n ei[ph/
kata; tou` pneuvmato" tou` aJgivou, oujk ajfeqhvsetai aujtw`/ ou[te ejn touvtw/ tw`/ aijw`ni ou[te ejn
tw`/ mevllonti.
English Translation
Mt. 12:31 Therefore I say to you (plural), every sin and blasphemy will be forgiven men, but the
blasphemy of the Spirit will not be forgiven.
Mt. 12:32 And whoever speaks a word against the Son of Man, it will be forgiven him; but
whoever speaks against the Holy Spirit, it will not be forgiven him; neither in this age nor in the
coming (age).
Contextual Analysis
This passage is a sub-pericope and actually belongs to the same pericope as the passage
discussed just before this. But, because the significance of Matthew's usage of pneuma is
different here, the passage is considered separately. However, the resolution to the theological
difficulty presented by the pneuma passage here may only be found in a consideration of the
pericope of Mt. 12:22-37 as a whole.
There is no argument against the authenticity of this saying although there are a variety of
views about their exact words and their arrangement, thereby allowing for a variety of
interpretations. The two parallel verses appearing here could possibly have been recensions of
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the same saying. Mt. 12:31 is more general, contrasting all sin and blasphemy in general with
blasphemy against the Spirit; while, v. 32 is more specific, contrasting sin against the Son of
Man with sin against the Holy Spirit. “Blasphemy” in v. 31 is explained as “a word spoken
against” while the “Spirit” becomes even more specific as the “Holy Spirit.”

Verbal Analysis
Dia; tou`to (“Therefore”) is found recently Mt. 12:27. Two concluding comments in
quick succession draw the readers to make comparisons. This phrase therefore identifies the
blasphemy against the Holy Spirit with the accusation of the Pharisees that Jesus healed “by
Beelzebub.” pa`sa aJmartiva kai; blasfhmiva (“every sin and blasphemy”) is exhaustive and
covers every sin and blasphemy.
toi`" ajnqrwvpoi" (“the men”) is the dative object of ajfeqhvsetai (“forgive”). McNeile,
however, suggests that these two words may have been “wrongly connected.” His contention is
drawn from comparing the parallel texts in the Synoptics: Mt. 12:31 has toi`" ajnqrwvpoi" (“the
men”); Mk. 3:28 has toi" uiJoi" twn ajnqrwpwn (“the son of men”); Lk. 12:10 has eij" ton
uiJon] tou ajnqrwpou (“against281 the son of man”), leading him to conclude that the singular
originally stood as in Mark but was altered so that it will not be misunderstood to mean that the
Son of Man (i.e. Christ) would need forgiveness.282 Therefore, for McNeile, tou` uiJou` tou`
ajnqrwvpou in v. 32 would be a generic reference to “man,” that is, to any person.283 Thus, the
contrast for McNeile is between sins against the Holy Spirit and sins against any human person.
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T. W. Manson takes an approach similar to that of McNeile’s. Manson notices that both Mark
and Luke distinguish “son of man” and Jesus. He suggests that Matthew’s substitution of “I” for
“son of man” is probably a later editorial work. However, instead of concluding that generic
“man” is being meant by “son(s) of man” Manson had Jesus meaning the “Remnant” or the “true
Israel” in the original saying.284 Both McNeile’s and Manson’s theories are roundabout means to
allow for “softer” interpretations of this hard saying but these theories are clearly built on
misgivings about the plain meaning of the saying. In fact, Matthew seems to be making an effort
to clarify this plain meaning by bringing together these two verses that seem to have come
through different traditions.
This is the only time in Matthew where the preposition kata (“against”) is used with
pneuma. The entire Gospel of Matthew speaks for and on behalf of the Holy Spirit. kata; is used
here “in a hostile sense” or “after words and expressions that designate hostile speech”.285 ei[ph/
kata;/ (“speaks a word against”) of v. 32 parallels blasfhmiva (“blasphemy”) of v. 31.
Blasphemy is therefore more than simply a word spoken against the Holy Spirit; it is a word
spoken in hostility. There is a willful intention to malign the personhood of the Holy Spirit
despite obvious evidence of his divine power.
Blasphemy against the Holy Spirit is not merely a matter of bad language. It is far more
deadly than that. It is the extremist form of opposition to God. He who blasphemes against
the Holy Spirit has identified himself so completely with the kingdom of evil that for him
evil is good, ugliness beauty, and falsehood truth; and so the workings of the Holy Spirit
appear to him as madness.286
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ejn touvtw/ tw`/ aijw`ni ou[te ejn tw`/ mevllonti was a current expression simply meaning
absoluteness.287 We can follow Plummer in interpreting this as “an emphatic periphrasis for
‘never’.”288 It should not allow for a reverse argument that, except for the blasphemy against the
Holy Spirit, all sins may be forgiven in the age to come. Therefore, any suggestion that this
supports the idea of a purgatory is rejected.289

Theological Analysis
The topic of the “unpardonable sin” of blasphemy against the Holy Spirit has intrigued
many because it seems to go against the grain of the Christian understanding of divine
forgiveness.290 Divine forgiveness is thought to be available to all who are genuinely repentant,
no matter how the gross the sin may be. Indeed, Davies and Allison see “no obvious meaning”
for the verse and “remain stumped” in their exegesis of the verse!291 To reconcile the strong
language of this verse with the language of Christian grace, most commentators make an effort to
“soften” this hard saying of Jesus.
Blomberg, citing support from E. Schweizer, suggests that sin against the Son of Man can
be forgiven because of the ambiguity of Jesus’ identity as the Son of Man; while sin against the
Holy Spirit cannot be forgiven in the context of Matthew 12 because it is a rejection of Jesus
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“when his actions clearly demonstrate the Spirit’s presence.”292 However, Blomberg goes on to a
more pastoral application by concluding that, “Probably blasphemy against the Holy Spirit is
nothing more or less than the unrelenting rejection of his advances;” and that, “professing
believers who fear they have committed the unpardonable sin demonstrate a concern for their
spiritual welfare which proves they have not commtted it.”293
Bruner echoes another common pastoral approach to the issue by suggesting that intent is
the deciding factor to determine if someone has committed the “unpardonable sin”:
In context, in all three Gospels, the sin against the Spirit is not some arbitrary curse of
deity or some foolish remark about either God or the Spirit per se, it is trying to ruin Jesus in
the eyes of others . . . intentionally to speak against the Holy Spirit powerfully at work then
in Jesus and now in the church’s message of Jesus, to question Jesus’ motives or “spirit,” so
that others will not place their trust in him – this is quite another thing, this is quite another
“spirit,” and it will not be forgiven (emphasis all Bruner’s).”294
Keener is of a similar opinion and reiterates that the teaching on the unpardonable sin
should be seen in the context here, referring specifically to the Pharisees who are on the verge of
becoming incapable of repentance. Therefore, for Keener, “the sin is unforgivable only because it
reflects a heart too hard to repent.”295
McNeile follows up his argument that the issue is really the contrast between sin against
man and sin against the Holy Spirit by suggesting that Jesus’ statement here should be seen in the
light of “Jewish phraseology.” McNeile suggests that “in Jewish phraseology serious sin was
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often spoken as unpardonable.”296 He quotes Num. 15:30ff, 1Sam. 3:14 and Isa. 22:14 to support
his proposition. Therefore, for McNeile,
If the Lord spoke as a Jew to Jews, and used a type of expression current in His day, and
derived from the O.T., He meant, and would be understood to mean, no more than that
blasphemy against the Holy Spirit, by whose power He worked, was a terrible sin, - more
terrible than blasphemy against man.297
Gundry tries to resolve the difficulty by assigning the miracles to the Holy Spirit. He
takes the text at face value and suggests that sin against Jesus can be forgiven because Jesus did
not conform to expectations. Sin against the Holy Spirit, on the other hand, cannot be forgiven
because the Holy Spirit had presented himself unmistakably in powerful miracles of healing and
exorcism.298 However, contrary to Gundry, the opponents of Jesus clearly identify the miracles
with Jesus. In fact, their accusation against Jesus rests on the very premise that it was Jesus who
performed the miracles.
In the context about sinning against the Son of Man, we should perhaps note the
implication that even Peter’s denial of Jesus (sin against the Son of Man) could be forgiven. One
should perhaps also ask if Matthew’s construction in v. 32, with the mention of the Son of Man,
could in fact be a suggestion for Peter’s benefit - that his denial of Jesus has indeed been
forgiven. This could be an affirmation of Peter’s apostolic leadership in the church. And, if Peter
were to be seen as representative of the church, then the rest of the disciples who have sinned
against Jesus while he was on earth would have been forgiven too. The warning here is for them
not to take the grace and power of God for granted. The probability of the church taking the
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power of God for granted becomes even more likely, now that the Holy Spirit is also resident in
the Church.
Instead of “softening” this hard saying, we should perhaps interpret the passage from an
overall consideration of Matthew’s perspective on divine forgiveness. The explanatory note to
the Matthean Lord’s Prayer in Mt. 6:14-15 and the Parable of the Unmerciful Servant in Mt.
18:23-35 indicates that Matthew does not always go along with an evangelical understanding of
unconditional divine forgiveness. It does not seem to be beyond Matthew to speak of an
“unpardonable sin.” Therefore, while this passage on the unpardonable sin may not go down
very well with modern day evangelicals, it fits in rather well with Matthean understanding of
divine forgiveness. Playing down the hardness of this passage may in fact go against the overall
strong ethical demands of Matthew.
In the mire of the theological difficulty presented by the issue of the unpardonable sin, it
is important not to miss one of the most valuable contributions to Matthean pneumatology in
these two verses: the Spirit’s distinct personality and divinity are affirmed in these verses. One
can only sin against persons and one can only blaspheme against deities. The Holy Spirit is seen
as distinct from the Son of Man; not merely derived from or dependent on the Son of Man. This
verse may even be echoing Num 15:30ff and suggests a parallel between the Holy Spirit and the
Old Testament Yahweh.299
Chapter 12 has the largest concentration of pneu`ma references: vv. 18, 28, 31 and 32.
These references have to do with the critical role of the Spirit in the authentication of Jesus’
messianic identity, the empowerment for His ministry, and the presence of the Kingdom of God.
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Without the Holy Spirit’s role none of those are possible. Therefore, to deny the role of the Holy
Spirit is the “ultimate” blasphemy; even more serious than blasphemy against the Son of Man.

Pneu`ma upon David (Mt. 22:41-46)
Mt 22:43

levgei aujtoi`": pw`" ou\n Daui;d ejn pneuvmati kalei` aujto;n kuvrion levgwn:
English Translation
Mt. 22:43 He says to them, “How then does David-in-the-Spirit call him lord saying,
Contextual Analysis
Gundry suitably subtitles this passage, “The Besting of the Pharisees by the Son of
God.”300 This passage is perhaps patterned after a rabbinic dialogue and it follows a series of
previous similar dialogues between Jesus and the Pharisees and religious establishment of the
day where they deliberately questioned Jesus with the intention of trapping him (Mt. 12:1; 15:1;
19:3; 21:23; 22:15, 23, 34). They had also demanded from Jesus a “miraculous sign” (Mt. 14:38)
as well as a “heavenly sign” (Mt. 16:1) to prove his authority. These confrontations were getting
more and more frequent in the narrative, leading up to this passage where Jesus took the
initiative and questioned them instead. He asked the question: “What do you think about the
Christ? Whose son is he?” The Pharisees responded with the obvious answer: “The son of
David.” Jesus picked up on their answer and followed it up with a question for them based on a
quotation taken from Psa. 110:1.
The confrontation with the religious establishment in Mt. 22:41-46 seems to have
handled the ultimate question on everyone’s mind. Jesus’ handling of the issue dealt the religious
establishment a final defeat in their running debate with Jesus. Matthew reports that, after this,
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no one dared ask him any more questions (22:46). Instead, Matthew was able to lead on from
here to an entire chapter (Mt. ch. 23) of denunciations of the Pharisees by Jesus.

Verbal Analysis
levgei is in the historic present tense (unlike the Lukan and Markan parallels, which have
this in the past tense) so that Matthew’s narrative becomes more vivid. aujtoi`" refers to the
Pharisees who are representative of the Jewish religious establishment in Matthew’s narrative.
pw`" ou\n (“how then”) indicates that Jesus’ rhetorical question is logically derived from the
Pharisees’ answer that Jesus is the Son of David (22:42b).
Daui;d ejn pneuvmati - The placing of Daui;d right next to ejn pneuvmati “suggests a shift
in meaning from David’s speaking in the Spirit to David being in the Spirit, that is, David is in a
visionary state; perhaps, accentuating the prophetic character of the quotation.”301 The phrase can
be literally translated, “David-in-the-Spirit” to suggest a “heightened prophetic authority.”302
Gundry follows up on a similar vein and suggests that the anarthous phrase reflects apocalyptic
usage (Rev. 1:10; 4:2; 17:3; 21:10; cf. Eze. 11:24; 37:1; Lk. 2:27) where the prophet is often seen
as being in a visionary state.303
kalei` aujto;n kuvrion (“he calls him Lord”) is in the indicative present, as legei earlier in
the same sentence. The Spirit continues to call Jesus Lord. This, in fact, became the litmus test of
the presence of the Holy Spirit for the early church (1 Cor. 12:3).
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Theological Analysis
A spirit-filled David spoke with prophetic authority and declared the Son of David as his
Lord. It is not consequential here that “majority scholarship cannot trace this Psalm (Psa. 110) to
David,”304 because Jesus’ audience and Matthew’s readers were not expected to challenge
Davidic authorship for the said Psalm. Matthew’s construction here, placing the emphasis on the
Spirit’s role in David, implies that both Jesus and the Pharisees are in agreement that a Spiritfilled person would have the authority to speak on behalf of God. The validity of the answer to
this most crucial question of the Messiahship, Sonship and lordship of Jesus depended on the
authority accorded to one who is “in-the-Spirit.” Ultimate authority for authenticating the person
of Jesus Christ as the Messiah, divine Son of God and Lord is the Spirit of God.
The question posed by Jesus in this passage is the most crucial issue of biblical JudeoChristian faith. All the other questions posed by the Pharisees can only be meaningful if Jesus is
the Christ. If Jesus is not the Messiah, He need not be taken seriously and neither do his answers
to the Pharisees’ earlier questions need to be taken seriously. If Jesus is Lord, then his teachings
become all important. If not, no one needs to bother with them. Indeed, this claim of Jesus’
lordshsip is so critical, Harrington sees an understanding of this text as necessary for the
resolution of the difference of opinion between Christians and Jews about the person of Jesus
Christ.305
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The one who has the Spirit will recognize the supreme lordship of Jesus Christ and
submit to Him. Perhaps we can also say that one who demonstrates obedience to Jesus is
displaying evidence of the presence of the Spirit.

Pneu`ma At the Death of Jesus (Mt. 27:45-56)
Mt 27:50

oJ de jIhsou" palin kraxa" fwnh/ megalh/ ajfhken to pneuma.
English Translation
Mt. 27:50 And Jesus, having cried out again in a loud voice, gave up the Spirit.
Contextual Analysis
This verse is part of a pericope that describes Jesus’ last moments on the cross. Matthew’s
and Mark’s accounts are very similar here, except for Matthew’s inclusion of a difficult passage
about the opening of tombs and the resurrection of the saints to life. Both Matthew and Mark do
not include the contents of the last cry of Jesus on the cross. John reports that the last cry on the
cross was, “It is finished” (Jn. 19:30 NIV) while Luke reports that the last cry was: “Father, into
your hands I commit my spirit.” (Lk. 23:46 NIV) Matthew’s report of Jesus’s death as “giving
up the Spirit” is similar to John’s, although John uses a different verb: parevdwken instead of
ajfhken. “Giving up the Spirit” has some similarity also to Luke’s report of Jesus’ last cry on the
cross, and Matthew may even have interpreted the tradition quoted by Luke.
Albright and Mann, prefer instead to see Matthew’s description of the death of Jesus as “a
dramatization of a saying preserved in the Johannine tradition,” leading them to conclude that
Matthew’s report is “in complete agreement wih the Johannine tradition” – even in the
theological presuppositions, i.e., “the gift of the Spirit is bound up with the passion and the
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resurrection.”306 Their main reason for rejecting the possibility of Matthew and Luke sharing a
similar tradition here is that Matthew - unlike Luke - has no account of the exaltation of Jesus
and impartation of the Spirit. Matthew and John share a commonality here in that both do not
have a separate account of the exaltation of Jesus and the impartation of the Spirit.307 However,
despite acknowledging the different constructions describing Jesus’ death in all four Gospels,
Bruner is still able to see a common vein in all of them: “The Gospel writers may be suggesting
in their different ways that when Jesus died he gave the Spirit.”308

Verbal Analysis
palin kraxa" fwnh/ megalh/ (“again having cried out in a loud voice”) indicates that
this last saying on the cross follows the previous saying in Aramaic, “Eloi, Eloi, lama
sabachthani”. kraxa" is Matthean and is perhaps much more dramatic (and “more forceful”309)
than Luke’s fwnhvsa" or Mark’s ajfei;". The Matthean word may suggest that Matthew has
Psalm 22 in mind when describing the death of Jesus, where the same word occurs in vv. 2, 5 and
24 of the LXX.310 Bruner has overextended his interpretation of this last cry of Jesus on the cross
when he suggests that this could be the “oral gospel” or even “the gift of tongues.”311 For Bruner,
the “gift of tongues” is the “Great Voice of Christ” which the church shares in and which is “the
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vehicle of the Spirit.”312 He supports his interpretation with two proof-texts, Gal. 3:2, 5 and Jn.
6:63.
ajfhken to pneuma (“gave up the spirit”) replaces Mark’s and Luke’s ejxepneusen
(“die”). This “has the purpose and result of making Jesus, who is a majestic and authoritative
figure throughout the first gospel, die of his own accord. He does not die with a last gasp, but by
an act of will.”313 Most commentators interpret this phrase in an anthropological sense, so that
pneu`ma is simply the human spirit or the “breath of life.”314 Gen. 35:18 is often referred to for an
anthropological understanding of ajfhken to pneuma.315 However, Gen. 35:18 has yuch
instead of pneu`ma. If Matthew had Gen. 35:18 in mind, he could have used yuch. Apart from
Gen. 35:18, James B. Shelton quotes also 1 Esdras 4:21, Sir. 38:23 and Wis. 16:14 to support his
suggestion that this is an expression used in the LXX for death.316 Sir. 38:23 and Wis. 16:14 use
pneu`ma but their constructions do not have ajfivhmi and thus do not leave the impression that
Matthew may have been influenced by them. Only 1Esdras 4:21 has a construction with
ajfivhmi but, like Genesis, 1Esdras also has yuch instead of pneu`ma. Harrington may therefore
be glossing over the issue when he describes Matthew’s unique construction here as a “(simple)
eloquent understatement.”317
Even within the Matthean narrative itself, the description of Jesus’ death is unique,
because in all of the other descriptions of death in Matthew (e.g. 2:19-20; 9:18, 24; 14:1-5,
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21:39; 22:23-27), there is none that makes any reference to the giving up of the pneu`ma. In fact,
Matthew does not even use the expression suggesting the giving up of the human yuch.
Charette presents a further argument (albeit a weak one) that the substantive to pneuma
itself could be another evidence suggesting that Matthew intends to refer to the divine Spirit.318
However, one must admit that the definite article here – although not always necessary to
indicate that the divine Spirit is being referred to – does not weigh against Charette’s argument;
even if it does not help very much. The strongest evidence for Charette’s argument is perhaps the
uniqueness of Matthew’s construction here when compared to Luke and Mark as well as within
the Matthean narrative itself.

Theological Analysis
Despite Matthew’s seemingly deliberate construction here, Harrington and many others319
do not see any significance in Matthew’s description of Jesus’ death - except perhaps merely
affirming the voluntary nature of Jesus’ sacrifice on the cross. Charette, Albright and Mann, and
Bruner are among the few who choose to see a further theological significance than merely
affirming the voluntary nature of Jesus’ death. If we are to follow the generally nuanced
approach of Matthew’s narrative style, we will have to accept the unusual phrase in Mt. 27:50 to
be more than just a simple description of Jesus’ death. This is where Charette is coming from in
his contention that Matthew intended this text to be read as Jesus willingly giving up the divine
Spirit, and not just the human “breath of life”:
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That Matthew should intentionally choose such an unusual expression when describing the
death of Jesus, and one which calls to mind the Spirit of God, suggests that he is wanting to
affirm, yet in his typically discreet way, that there is something more in view. He does wish
to state through his language that Jesus has indeed died, yet at the same time wishes to
intimate something more. Had Matthew only been interested in announcing the death of
Jesus there would be no need for such an unusual turn of phrase. Rather, he seems intent on
affirming that at the death of Jesus, the same Spirit which had conceived him, which anointed
him at his baprism, which led him into the wilderness to be tempted and which empowered
his ministry is now “released” by him at the very moment that marks the culmination of his
messianic work.320
Once again, we have here a Matthean pneumatology that is akin to the more developed
Johannine understanding of the Spirit. Albright and Mann “conclude that Matthew’s
ajfhken to pneuma is completely in agreement with the Johannine tradition – i.e., the gift of the
Spirit is bound up with the passion and the resurrection.”321 In fact, Albright and Mann imply
that the Spirit was “handed on” to the church as Jesus died on the cross. They blame the “long
liturgical use of the Pentecost narrative of Acts 2 . . . as the ‘birthday’ of the (church)” for
“obscuring the salient fact that the (church) was born in the cross and the resurrection.”322
However, to come to Albright and Mann’s conclusion, one must read John’s language in
Jn. 19:30 (parevdwken to; pneu`ma; “gave over or handed on the S/spirit”) into Matthew. It is
more in keeping with the methodology of this paper to let Matthew’s text speak for itself and
come to a simple conclusion that the Spirit of God is being referred to in the Matthean
description of Jesus’ death. If we were to draw comparisons between the earthquake and the
resurrection of the saints (Mt. 27:51-52) with Ezekiel’s vision in Eze. 37, we may perhaps come
to the conclusion that there is a suggestion of new life here.323 The tearing of the temple veil may
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also depi ct the threshold event of the new replacing the old.324 Charette therefore describes
Jesus’ giving up of the Spirit as the “eschatological moment of regathering, cleansing and new
covenant relationship.”325 The release of the Spirit at the conclusion of the Messianic mission
meant that “the separation of Jesus’ disciples and the Jews is complete,” giving the Matthean
church an understanding of its “peculiar existence . . . separated from the Jewish nation.”326
But, one will need to concede that Matthew makes no use of his fulfillment formula here,
despite having used it freely in the birth narratives. Perhaps, at the late stage in the narrative,
Matthew’s readers would be expected to see the connection between the fulfillment motif
without the direct quotes from the Old Testament. Furthermore, the drama of the passion event
would be diminished if the narrative were to be interrupted by numerous direct quotes. However,
Charette seems to be reading a little too much into the passage when he attempts a suggestion
that Matthew “intends his readers to detect in 27:50 a proleptic allusion to the Pentecost
outpouring of the Spirit.”327 It is perhaps better to simply conclude that the divine Spirit is given
up here in an eschatological moment, corresponding to the end of the Messianic mission that
brought in the new - replacing the old - but no inference need to be made from this passage
whether the Spirit is being handed over to the disciples in the process.
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Pneu`ma in the Trinitarian Baptismal Formula (Matt. 28:18-20)
Mt 28:19

poreuqevnte" ou\n maqhteuvsate pavnta ta; e[qnh, baptivzonte" aujtou;" eij" to; o[noma tou`
patro;" kai; tou` uiJou` kai; tou` aJgivou pneuvmato",
English Translation
Mt. 28:19 As you are going, therefore, disciple all the nations (Gentiles), baptizing them into the
name of the Father and the Son and the Holy Spirit,
Contextual Analysis
This last instance of pneu`ma in Matthew is within the verses commonly known as the
Great Commission. It is also the only post-resurrection mention of the Spirit in Matthew. The
Great Commission passage of Mt. 28:18-20 has three natural divisions: (1) the presentation of
Jesus as the One who has all authority; (2) the commission of Jesus for the disciples to reach all
nations; (3) the promise of Jesus’ own presence with the disciples.328 The introductory passage
leading to the Great Commission begins with v. 16 where the familiar Matthean mountain motif
is perhaps being brought to a climax with the last mention of a mountain.329 The mountain motif
provides the scenic background to the highlights of the disciples’ experiences with Jesus: e.g. the
Sermon on the Mount (5:1ff); the miracles sections (8:1ff; 15:29ff); and the Transfiguration
(17:1ff). Jesus’ investment in the lives of the disciples is now brought to bear upon their
obedience to the Great Commission. Another element of the climactic nature of this passage is its
stress on authority and teaching, which are emphases found in every section of the Gospel.330
The climatic nature of the Great Commission passage in Matthew is also noted by Otto Michel
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when he describes Mt. 28:18-20 as “the key to the understanding of the whole book (emphasis
Michel’s).”331
As Mt. 1:1, with its genesi" reference is an allusion to Gen. 1:1, some may want to see
this final passage of Matthew as an allusion to the last passage of the Hebrew scripture in
2Chron. 36:23. Charette puts quite a lot of emphasis on this in his suggestion that the Church is
the new temple.332 However, it is much more common to see an allusion to Dan. 7:13-14 in this
last passage of Matthew.333 This perhaps is closer to Matthew’s understanding. After all,
Matthew’s narrative had Jesus alluding to Dan. 7:13-14 at his trial in Mt. 26:64.
It is perhaps comforting for Matthew’s readers to note that, despite the Gospel’s high
demands for righteous actions from the disciples, it ends not with another command but with a
promise of Jesus’ continuing presence – even to the end of the new age that has just been
inaugurated at the conclusion of the Messianic mission. ijdou; ejgw; (“behold, I”) highlights and
emphasizes this personal promise of the Messiah. Jesus’ personal promise of His presence closes
the Gospel, in fulfillment of the promise of Immanuel (“God with us”) that was given at His birth
(Mt. 1:23).

Verbal Analysis
Gundry notes that every word of the first part of this verse, poreuqevnte" ou\n
maqhteuvsate pavnta ta; e[qnh (“Going, therefore, disciple all the nations/Gentiles”), belongs to
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Matthew’s list of favored words.334 Gundry notes other Mattheanisms in this verse as well:
patro;" (“Father”), uiJou` (“Son”) and aJgivou pneuvmato" (“Holy Spirit”).335 In fact,
eij" to; o[noma (“into the name”) is a favorite Matthean phrase that is found nowhere else in the
Synoptics. Apart from the indication that this verse is Matthean in character, it is perhaps also
indicative that the main themes of Matthew, which were presented mostly by a creative
arrangement of sources,336 are now being brought by Matthew to their climactic resolution here.
However, the Mattheanisms here do not necessarily amount to a demonstration that Matthew
composed this passage ex-nihilo.337 Hagner has demonstrated that the passage as it stands,
though unique to Matthew, has parallel elements in Luke, John and the longer ending of Mark.338
ou\n (“therefore”) suggests that the text here is dependent on what comes before it. The
Great Commission is dependent on Jesus’ declaration in v. 18 that all authority in heaven and on
earth has been given to him. The various titles attributed to Jesus in Matthew (Son of David, Son
of Man, Son of God, etc.) are now brought together as Jesus is declared as having all authority.
Following v. 18, “all” (pavnta) appears three times in the commission: pavnta ta e[qnh (“all the
nations/Gentiles”); pavnta o{sa ejnteilavmhn uJmi`n (“all things which I have commanded you”);
and, pavsa" ta;" hJmevra" (“all the days”). The all-encompassing nature of the Great
Commission forms a fitting climax to Matthew’s narrative.
maqhteuvsate pavnta ta; e[qnh (“disciple all the nations”) is the only imperative in the
Great Commission passage but because the present participles in the passage, poreuqevnte"
334
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(“going”), baptivzonte" (“baptizing”), and didavskonte" (“teaching”), are all dependent on the
main verb, maqhteuvsate, they are all imperatival in function as well. ta; e[qnh can be translated
“nations” or “Gentiles” but the definite article and our interpretation of the passion narratives
may suggest that the Matthean narrative here is looking forward to a new age with the Gentiles
in view. However, it may also mean “the nations” so that the Community of the new age would
include both the Jews and the Gentiles. An inclusive understanding of ta; e[qnh is more in line
with the immediate context of the all-encompassing nature of the Great Commission.
baptivzonte" aujtou;" eij" to; o[noma is literally “baptizing them into the name.” Citing
Zerwick, Carson notes that Matthew avoids the confusion of eij" and ejn which is common in
Hellenistic Greek.339 In making the distinction between “baptizing in” and “baptizing into,” W.
C. Allen suggests that “baptizing in” is a phrase that merely describes the ceremony itself while
“baptizing into” emphasizes the result of the ceremony.340 However, the distinction would make
it difficult to interpret Mt. 3:11 where John’s baptism is described as a baptism “into repentance.”
In the context of John’s preaching, it is highly unlikely that John’s baptism results in repentance.
It seems more likely that John’s baptism follows repentance. Gundry makes the distinction
between Christian baptism and John’s baptism and further suggests that Matthew may not have
intended for the formula to be simply a ritual utterance:
. . . the formula does not imply utterance of the Trinitarian phrase at the time of baptism.
Instead, “in the the name of” means “with fundamental reference to” and distinguishes
Christian baptism, demanding allegiance to the triune God, from John’s baptism, requiring
only repentance.341
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Apart from the uncertain longer ending of Mark, the element of baptism (baptivzonte")
is found only in the Matthean version of the Great Commission. Even in the Markan version,
baptism is not a part of the commission proper; it is only an expected consequence when the
commission is being fulfilled. A theological understanding for the command here to baptize
would therefore be found in Matthew’s reflection of the baptism of Jesus as well as the Baptist’s
prophecy of Jesus as the Baptizer in the Holy Spirit.
to; o[noma (“the name”) is singular, pointing to the fact that the Father, Son and Holy
Spirit are one. However, patro;" (“Father”), uiJou` (“Son”) and aJgivou pneuvmato" (“Holy
Spirit”), individually have definite articles attached to them; indicating that the three Persons of
the Trinity are distinct. The repeated coordinating conjunction kai; suggests the equal status of
the three Persons of the Trinity, with the order suggesting the historical order in which they come
into the theological consciousness of God’s people. It has however been noted that Eusebius in
his pre-Nicene works regularly quotes Mt. 28:19 in a shorter, non-Trinitarian form that reads:
“Go and make disciples of all nations in my name.”342 This leads some to believe that the
formula is a church liturgy given authenticity by being read back to Jesus’ commission. In all the
other references to Christian baptism in the New Testament, only Jesus’ name was associated
with the rite, suggesting that the Trinitarian343 baptismal formula may not have been authentic.
But, the Trinitarian formula occurs frequently in the New Testament (1Cor. 12:4-6; 2Cor. 13:14;
Eph. 4:4-6; 2Thess. 2:13-14; 1Pet. 1:2; Rev. 1:4-6) so that its authenticity in the Great
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Commission passage is not impossible.344 In fact, it has been noted that there are only a few who
subscribe to the authenticity of the shorter Eusebian form.345
This final passage of Matthew is the first and only time where the modifier aJgivon
(“holy”) appears before pneu`ma (see Appendix II). In the entire Gospel of Mattthew, the
emphasis is always placed on pneu`ma, with the modifier (either an adjective or a
noun/pronoun/substantive in the genitive case) coming after it. The positioning of aJgivon before
pneu`ma is also a rare construction among the other Gospel writers, occurring only two other
times (Lk. 12:10 & 12) in all the Gospels (see Appendix I).

Theological Analysis
Jane Schaberg notes that the climactic final Matthean pericope “is widely considered to
be of central significance theologically and thematically to the entire Gospel of Matthew and the
key to its understanding.”346 The themes in Matthew which Bauer sees as coming to a climax in
the passage are: (1) the authority of Jesus; (2) universalism; (3) the presence of Jesus with His
community.347 Leander E. Keck suggests that it was Otto Michel348 who first demonstrated the
significance of Matt. 28:16-20 for understanding the whole Gospel of Matthew and that “(t)he
literature concerning this passage has become enormous.”349 This climactic feature is heightened
by the fact that Matthew has a unique ending compared to the other Gospels. Among other
things, Keck notices that the Matthean ending is the only one where “Jesus neither promises nor
344
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imparts the Holy Spirit. Instead, the Holy Spirit is confined to a liturgical formula to be used to
mark one’s entering the faith community, thereby replacing the link between Spirit and
missionary with the link between Spirit and convert.”350 Therefore, despite its role not being
overtly defined, the Holy Spirit remains very much in focus in the climax of Matthew’s Gospel.
The rare construction, of having aJgivon before pneu`ma, in this final passage climaxes
Matthew’s narrative development of the divine Spirit. Matthew employs a wide variety of ways
to refer to the divine Spirit: from the simple substantive (e.g., to pneu`ma in Mt. 4:1, 12:13,
22:43 and 27:50), to the regular constructions (e.g. pneuma aJgion in 1:18 and 12:3; pneuma
qeou in 3:16 and 12:28; or even pneuma mou in Mt. 12:18), to the rather cumbersome (e.g.,
pneumato" ejstin aJgiou in Mt. 1:20), and to the elaborate and theologically-laden (e.g.,
pneumati aJgiw/ kai puri and to pneuma tou patro" uJmwn). The climactic nature of this last
passage, together with our observation of Matthew’s highly-nuanced narrative, perhaps suggest
that we should look at the possibility that aJgivou pneu`mato~ here can be interpreted as a
culmination of Matthew’s usage of the word for the divine Spirit. With the qualifier, “holy”
coming before the divine Spirit, the emphasis falls on the word “holy.” We can perhaps suggest
that the culmination of Matthew’s “ethicization” of the Spirit is being put forward here.
The lack of a Lukan-Johannine impartation of the Spirit to the disciples in the conclusion
of Matthew has intrigued a lot of scholars.351 Keck was led to conclude by his perception of the
apparent silence about the Spirit in Matthew’s Gospel that Matthew was more interested in
maintaining the political stability in the church; because, Keck suggests, Matthew had the idea
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that those who relied on the Spirit threatened the stability of the church.352 Keck’s tentative
approach has perhaps missed the point that, in Matthew’s narrative scheme, the inclusion of the
Spirit in the triadic name in this climatic passage already reflects a cumulative understanding of
the availability of the Spirit for Matthew’s charismatic community. Despite noting the uncharismatic, “wholly unecstatic” tone of Matthew’s post-resurrection narrative, Michel concedes
that “the triadic ‘name’ includes a liturgical echo of the gift of the Spirit.”353 Bruner further
suggests that this baptism in the triadic name is “more than initiating ceremonial – it is
sacramental and effectual, it is empowering and connecting.”354 The charismatic nature of
Matthew’s Community is evidenced by the mention of the charismatic gifts in the text (Mt. 7:22)
and Jesus’ demonstration of the presence of the Spirit - and of the Kingdom - through public
exorcisms (Mt. 12:1ff; 22-28). Even though there seems to be some effort in the Matthean
narrative aimed at correcting abuses of false prophets (Mt. 24:4-25), prophecy itself is not
discredited. In fact, the possibility of inspired speech is affirmed in the promise of help from the
the “Spirit of your Father” (Mt. 10:20). Indeed, Michel suggests that ojnoma be understood
charismatically and not liturgically.355
This is the only explicit commission of Jesus Christ for his disciples to baptize. The only
other references to baptism are in Matthew chapter 3. Baptism here should therefore be seen as
having developed from the baptism belonging to John’s order, to become the baptism that now
belongs to Jesus’ new order. John’s baptism was “into repentance” while the baptism here is
“into the name of the Father, and of the Son and of the Holy Spirit.” However, this continuity
352
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between John’s water baptism and Jesus’ Spirit baptism should be tempered by our earlier note
on the Baptist’s prophecy: that the “baptism in the Holy Spirit and fire” belonging to the new
order to be effected by Jesus is effectively different from the baptism in water offered by John
the Baptist. While there is a continuity, there is also a clear discontinuity between what John the
Baptist offers and what Jesus offers. Perhaps, we should ponder the possibility that Matthew may
actually have in mind the “baptism in the Holy Spirit and fire” when he records the Great
Commission episode. The focus here, then, is not on the ritual but on a new theological
understanding for the Christian age.
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VI. THE PLACE OF THE HOLY SPIRIT IN MATTHEW'S THEOLOGY
Admittedly, Matthew does not have pneumatology as the theological theme of his
narrative. However, without Matthew's understanding of the divine Spirit, Matthew’s theological
emphases of Christology, soteriology and ecclesiology cannot stand.356 Although not being
separately enumerated, Matthean pneumatology is woven into the tapestry of Matthew’s overall
theology. Matthew – whether wittingly or unwittingly - associates the Spirit with almost all of his
important theological themes and motifs; e.g., the Messianic Identity (Mt. 1:18-20; 3:16; 12:15);
the Fatherhood of God (Mt. 3:16; 10:20); the Kingdom of Heaven/God and the new
eschatological age (Mt. 12:28; 12:31-32; 27:50; 28:19); the prophetic inspiration and authority of
the Scripture (22:43); the Trinitarian Godhead (Mt. 1:18-20; 3:16; 10:20; 28:19); the universal
mission of the church to the nations/Gentiles (Mt. 28:19); etc. To conclude this word study
exercise, the following are some further reflections based on the theological analyses of the
pneu`ma texts in Matthew.

The Holy Spirit and Matthean Messianic Christology

The core of Matthean pneumatology is Christological. This is perhaps inevitable when
we consider that anchoring Matthew’s narrative is the historical event of Christ, beginning from
His birth to His death and resurrection. Matthew’s Gospel began with Christ and concluded with
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Christ. In Matthew’s scheme of authenticating Jesus as the Messiah (or, “Christ”) of the Old
Testament, the Holy Spirit plays a key role.
We may say in summary that the Holy Spirit is the conceiving (Mt. 1), enduing (Mt. 3),
defending (Mt. 10), and exorcising (Mt. 12) power of Jesus in the world. The Spirit's office is
to help and to honor Jesus: first by bringing Jesus into the world, and then by defending his
messianic (and necessarily modest) cause in the world.357
Matthew’s use of Old Testament prophetic material to validate Jesus’ messiahship is wellknown. But, Matthew does more than provide a list of fulfilled Old Testament prophecies in the
life of Christ. Blaine Charette argues that the references to the Holy Spirit in Matthew were
intentionally used to reflect a theology that is “deeply rooted in the eschatological hopes found in
Israel’s prophets . . . constantly reflective of this Old Testament expectation.”358 Matthean
eschatology is therefore focused on the Messianic age. While the fulfillment quotations trace the
continuity of this new age with Old Testament prophecies and expectations, the Spirit’s radical
work in authenticating the Messiah demonstrates the discontinuity between the new and the old.
In Matthew, the Spirit that authenticates the Messiah also brings in this new, Messianic
eschatological age. Unlike in Luke, the Spirit does not come upon the John the Baptist in
Matthew. There seems to be a clear distinction between the old order represented by John and the
new Messianic order. The contrast made between John the Baptist and Jesus (Mt. 3:13-16)
suggests this clear distinction.
The new Messianic age is the age of the Spirit as well. This age of the Messiah and of the
Spirit has “already come” (e[fqasen in Mt. 12:28) because the Holy Spirit is already at work,
evidenced by the exorcisms performed by Jesus. The same Spirit that empowers Jesus is upon
357
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those who are His disciples and who share in His Sonship with God as the Heavenly Father (Mt.
10:20). The Trinitarian baptismal formula culminates this understanding in Matthew that Jesus
and His disciples belong to a new eschatological age.
Indeed, there seems to have been a deliberate development of the Spirit’s relationship
with Jesus in Matthew’s Gospel, particularly in the events of Jesus’ life where his messiahship is
being defined. These events include His birth (Mt. 1:18-20), baptism (Mt. 3:16), temptation (Mt.
4:1), inauguration (Mt. 12:18), and victory over the Enemy (Mt. 12:28). Matthew’s
pnuematological intent is evident when Mt. 12:28 is compared with the parallel verse of Lk.
11:20 where Matthew has “Spirit of God” instead of “finger of God.” Jesus had more than the
power or presence of God. Matthew clearly has the intention to demonstrate that Jesus has the
anointing of the Holy Spirit, qualifying Him to be the Messiah.
The role of the Holy Spirit in authenticating Jesus’ messiahship is also seen in the
passage of Mt. 22:41-46. While Luke left out the Holy Spirit’s role in this pericope, Matthew
follows Mark in highlighting the Holy Spirit’s role. Matthew is consistent with his understanding
of the relationship between the Spirit and the Messiah. This passage also carries the messiahship
of Jesus beyond that of the Old Testament Davidic scion. Jesus is the Son of David and more. He
is also the Lord of David. The same Spirit that authenticates the Son of David also authenticates
the Lord of David.
In tracing the Spirit-authentication of Jesus’ messiahship, Matthew’s pneumatology can
also be seen to develop through the book. Matthew takes the Jewish understanding of the spirit
further so that from being an empowerment of the Messiah, the Holy Spirit became the Father’s
Spirit (Mt. 10:20) and later to become a “blasphemable” (and thus, divine) Personality (Mt.
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12:31-32), climaxing in Mt. 28:19 where he becomes an equal member of the divine Trinitarian
Godhead. The authenticator of the Messiah became ultimately self-authenticating.

The Holy Spirit and Matthean Trinitarian Theology

Matthean theology is Trinitarian, from beginning to the end. Right from the early stages
of the Matthean narratives where the story of the birth of the Messiah is being told (Mt. 1:18-21),
we find an incipient Trinitarianism. In the birth of Christ, we find by implication Jesus’ divine
Sonship and God’s Fatherhood. The role of the Holy Spirit is also highlighted in the birth
narrative. One can perhaps understand if Matthew’s Jewish agenda should cause him to be
cautious and discreet about a Trinitarian God. The Jews, with their strict monotheism, would
undoubtedly have found this difficult to grasp. Or, perhaps as Green suggests, this is “unselfconsciously Trinitarian”359 and Matthew may have only implied the Trinity unwittingly in the
birth narratives. But, doubts about Matthew’s consciousness of the Trinitarian Godhead should
be settled with the use of the triadic name in Mt. 28:19. In the climactic passage, what was only
incipient and implied becomes full-blown and confessional.
In between Mt. 1:18-20 and Mt. 28:19, we find further intimations to the Trinitarian
Godhead. In the baptism of Jesus (Mt. 3:16-17), the pronouncement from heaven had the voice
of the Father who addressed Jesus as His beloved Son, and the Holy Spirit as a dove coming
down from heaven accompanied that voice. In the commissioning of the Twelve to preach to the
lost sheep of Israel (Mt. ch. 10), we find the unique Matthean reference to the Holy Spirit as the
“Spirit of your Father.” (Mt. 10:20) This reference is a promise by the divine Son of God that the
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Father will send the Holy Spirit. In both 3:16-17 and 10:20, we find all three members of the
Trinity mentioned together.
Matthew’s inclusion of the Holy Spirit into the Trinitarian Godhead reveals the Holy
Spirit to be more than the Old Testament idea of the Spirit as a mere functionary for Yahweh.
This inclusion of the Holy Spirit into the Godhead is not a modalistic understanding of the
Godhead but simply the progressive nature of revelation. The person of the Holy Spirit has been
progressively revealed through Scripture until he is clearly declared in Matthew as a member of
the Trinity. As an equal member of the Trinity the Holy Spirit is God revealed – as much as the
Son and the Father are also God revealed.
As Pentecostals, often laying claim to having the “Full Gospel,” we will do well to read
Matthew and see the importance of this Trinitarian understanding of the Godhead. The Full
Gospel is Trinitarian:
Do not think that all these displays are of the Spirit alone; the Father is there, the Son is there,
and the Holy Spirit is there. Whenever God has come to anyone, the whole Godhead is
manifested therein; it is the dynamic of the Godhead; the things of the Spirit are displayed in
His sovereign working. This (Pentecostal) movement must be saved from saying that there is
never any Spirit until there is Pentecostal fullness, and also after we get Pentecost, from
saying it is the Spirit only. It is God! The Father, the Son and the Holy Spirit.360
The Holy Spirit and Matthean Ecclesiology

The church today draws from the life, ministry, death and resurrection of Jesus. Matthew
reports Jesus’ declaration: “I will build my church . . .”(Matt. 16:18). With the ascension of
Jesus, the church needed some way to understand its identity and its raison d’etre. John P. Meier
suggests that the connection between Jesus’ ministry and the church’s ministry is Jesus’ teaching
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on morality. He identifies Jesus in Matthew as “the teacher of Christian morality” (emphasis
Meier’s)361 and that the “nexus between Christ and church is the foundation on which Matthew
builds his presentation of Christian morality.”362
It is certainly true that Jesus’ teaching on morality should guide Matthew’s charismatic
community and in fact should form a part of the Christian message. Charles Holman makes a
similar point that the Great Commission command to teach everything that Jesus has
commanded (Mt. 28:20) refers to all of Jesus’ teachings as found in Matthew’s Gospel.363 And,
this would certainly include the moral teachings of Jesus, e.g. the Sermon on the Mount. In fact,
Holman’s argument is that Matthew’s interest on the moral teachings of Jesus is motivated by a
moral laxity in his charismatic community.364 Both Meier and Holman are right in their
assertions that the message of the church includes the moral teachings of Jesus.
However, it is unfortunate that Meier misses the significance of the Spirit in Matthew’s
climactic final pericope. The same Spirit that played such a critical role in authenticating Christ
as the teacher of Christian morality continues to work in the convert because he is baptized into
the name of the Father, Son and the Spirit (Mt. 28:20). The only way the convert can live up to
Jesus’ morality is to have the same Spirit that was upon Jesus. The transition between the Jesus
tradition and the church is the focus of the climactic final Matthean pericope of Mt. 28:16-20.
The Trinitarian formula, has only one name but includes together the Father, the Son and the
Holy Spirit. The Father is the radicalized continuity of the Old Testament Yahweh. The Son’s
presence will continue in the new church. How will this continuity between the Old and New
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Testaments, and between the Jesus tradition and the church, be effected? It is the Holy Spirit who
will be the nexus, not merely a set of moral principles. In Matthew, the Spirit does not leave its
rootedness in Jesus’ life and ministry. Unlike the Lukan and Johannine perspectives, the picture
in Matthew is not one of the impartation and transfer of the Spirit. Matthew’s picture of the
nexus between the Jesus tradition and the Matthean community does not in any way imply the
Spirit moving its abode from that of Jesus to the believers. It is when the same Spirit who has
authenticated the Messianic identity of Jesus is recognized in the Matthean community, that the
Jew-Gentile tension is resolved into a universal church and the transition from the Jesus tradition
to the new church becomes complete.
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VII.

CONCLUSION: “THE MATTHEAN PENTECOSTAL SPIRIT”

As a Pentecostal reading Matthew, the question that may come to mind is, “Does
Matthew have any notion of a Pentecostal Spirit?” Perhaps, we should begin by asking,
“What/Who is meant by the Pentecostal Spirit?” If, by Pentecostal Spirit, we mean only the
Lukan presentation of the divine Spirit, then it is rather unfair to expect that Matthew should
have the same presentation. But, if the Pentecostal Spirit is simply the Holy Spirit that God has
invested into the church, to empower it to speak prophetically on His behalf and thus fulfill His
Great Commission, then Matthew’s presentation is Pentecostal. While glossolalia remains the
most distinctive (and therefore, the most controversial) characteristic of the Pentecostal
outpouring of the Spirit, the essence of the Pentecostal Spirit goes beyond merely speaking in
tongues. Two of the most fundamental elements that characterize the Pentecostal Spirit are
perhaps prophecy and missions. Together, they perhaps form the bases for understanding the
essence of the Pentecostal Spirit. We will find in Matthew these same elements, and more.
Robert Menzies has argued that the Lukan Pentecostal Spirit is “nonosteriological,” with
no direct ethical impact on the individual believer.365 For Menzies, the Pentecostal Spirit is
presented in Luke as primarily a Prophetic Spirit.366 Along a similar vein, Roger Stronstad
suggests that the Reformers may have missed the mark somewhat when they developed the
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doctrine of the priesthood of believers instead of a “prophethood of believers.”367 We can
perhaps follow up on Menzies and Stronstad and speak of the modern Pentecostal/Charismatic
movement as an eschatological prophetism.
Matthew, while keen on checking the abuses of prophecy, never discredits prophecy.
Instead, we find Matthew affirming the Spirit’s role in prophecy by attributing prophetic
authority to a David who is “in-the-Spirit” (Mt. 22:43) and by recognizing the empowerment for
disciples for inspired speech as coming from the Spirit of their heavenly Father (Mt. 10:20). But,
for Matthew, genuine prophets exhibit more than just inspired speech. They are also to do the
will of the Father (Mt. 7:21) because it is the Father’s Spirit that has given them that prophetic
empowerment (Mt. 10:20; 22:43). Therefore, Matthew is keen on preserving the teachings of
Jesus and requiring that new members of the Spirit community obey all the teachings of Jesus
(Mt. 28:18-20).
Quoting the famous missiologist, Roland Allen, Menzies also notes that this Prophetic
Spirit is missiological in its purpose, describing the Lukan presentation of the Spirit as “the Spirit
for others.”368 John Michael Penney displays a similar missiological understanding of the Lukan
Pentecostal Spirit in his book, The Missionary Emphasis of Lukan Pneumatology,
. . . Luke gives a particular emphasis to this pneumatology, a missionary emphasis so marked
that it can only reflect an intention to encourage his readers to expect the Holy Spirit to be
actively empowering their witness. The Holy Spirit inaugurates, directs and empowers
mission.369
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Matthew’s Spirit is present in both the Commission to the Twelve (Mt. 10:20) and the
Great Commision (Mt. 28:18-20). It has also been noted in this paper that the twin themes of the
Spirit and the nations/Gentiles are programmatic, both themes appearing together in Mt. 12:1521 and Mt. 28:18-20. Matthew has a universalistic theology that views the new Messianic age as
inclusive of the Gentiles. And, this universalistic theology has been invested with the Spirit of
God. Matthew clearly has a missionary agenda and sees the Spirit as a part of that agenda.
Beyond the usual Pentecostal categories of prophecy and missions, we find in Matthew a
balanced, attenuating pneumatology rooted in his understanding of the Trinitarian Godhead. The
new Messianic age of the Gentile church is expected to have both the Spirit and the teachings of
Jesus. The empowerment that becomes available from the Spirit for every member of the church
does not negate the moral requirements of Jesus’ teachings. However, these moral requirements
are no longer binding as legal statutes. Instead, they take on a relational dimension. As children
invested with the Spirit of the Heavenly Father, it is naturally expected of them to follow the
example of the Messianic Son of God in obeying all things.
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EPILOGUE
Matthew’s pneumatology should be of special interest to Pentecostals today. Pentecostals
have today gone beyond the polemics of their founding fathers, who had sought mainly to argue
for a biblical theology for the Pentecostal experience. John Christopher Thomas suggests that
Pentecostal scholarship has gone through at least three generations of theological scholarship,
with the fourth generation today expected to “construct Pentecostal theological paradigms from
the ground up.” 370 To do that, Matthew (for that matter, any other book of the Bible) must be
allowed a rightful place alongside the Lukan, Johannine and Pauline corpuses. There is enough
material on the Holy Spirit from Matthew to warrant its place in a Pentecostal theological
paradigm. Pentecostal theology and praxis will be enriched by Matthew’s contribution.
Furthermore, Matthew stands as a critical bridge between the Testaments; between the
Messianic-Jesus tradition and the ejkklhsia. Indeed, one will be hard-pressed to find a coherent
biblical pneumatology that will include both Old and New Testaments if Matthew were to be left
out.
Pentecostals need not be so apologetic about Matthew’s seeming lack of relevance to
Pentecostals today. There is also no need to speak of a Matthean pneumatology built upon
inferences and “arguments from silence.” There are good and substantial reasons why
Pentecostals can find Matthew meaningful to them.
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APPENDIX I371
Distribution of pneu`ma in the Gospels

There are 102 occurrences of pneu`ma in 94 verses in the four Gospels.
Occurrences in Matthew - 19 occurrences in 19 verses (from a total of 18,305 words)372
Literal English
The verse in Greek; pneuma phrase in bold & underlined
Reference translation for
pneu`ma
18
Tou` de; jIhsou` Cristou` hJ gevnesi" ou{tw" h\n. mnhsteuqeivsh" th`" mhtro;" aujtou` Mariva"
1:18
Holy Spirit
tw`/ jIwshvf, pri;n h] sunelqei`n aujtou;" euJrevqh ejn gastri; e[cousa ejk pneuvmato" aJgivou.
20
tau`ta de; aujtou` ejnqumhqevnto" ijdou; a[ggelo" kurivou kat∆ o[nar ejfavnh aujtw`/ levgwn:
1:20
Spirit which is holy
jIwsh;f uiJo;" Dauivd, mh; fobhqh`/" paralabei`n Marivan th;n gunai`ka sou: to; ga;r ejn aujth`/
gennhqe;n ejk pneuvmato" ejstin aJgivou.
11
jEgw; me;n uJma`" baptivzw ejn u{dati eij" metavnoian, oJ de; ojpivsw mou ejrcovmeno"
3:11
Holy Spirit
ijscurovtero" mouv ejstin, ou| oujk eijmi; iJkano;" ta; uJpodhvmata bastavsai: aujto;" uJma`"
baptivsei ejn pneuvmati aJgivw/ kai; puriv:
16
baptisqei;" de; oJ jIhsou`" eujqu;" ajnevbh ajpo; tou` u{dato": kai; ijdou; hjnewv/cqhsan ªaujtw`/º oiJ
3:16
(The) Spirit of God oujranoiv, kai; ei\den ªto;º pneu`ma ªtou`º qeou` katabai`non wJsei; peristera;n ªkai;º ejrcovmenon
ejp∆ aujtovn:
371
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4:1

The Spirit

5:3

The spirit

8:16

The spirits

10:1

Unclean spirits

10:20
12:18

The Spirit of your
Father
My (Yahweh’s)
Spirit

12:28

Spirit of God

12:31

The Spirit

12:32

The Holy Spirit

12:43

The unclean spirits

12:45

Evil spirits

22:43

Spirit

26:41

The spirit

27:50

The spirit/Spirit

28:19

The Holy Spirit

Tovte oJ jIhsou`" ajnhvcqh eij" th;n e[rhmon uJpo; tou` pneuvmato" peirasqh`nai uJpo; tou`
diabovlou.
3
Makavrioi oiJ ptwcoi; tw`/ pneuvmati,
o{ti aujtw`n ejstin hJ basileiva tw`n oujranw`n.
16
jOyiva" de; Genomevnh" proshvnegkan aujtw`/ daimonizomevnou" pollouv": kai; ejxevbalen ta;
pneuvmata lovgw/ kai; pavnta" tou;" kakw`" e[conta" ejqeravpeusen,
Kai; proskalesavmeno" tou;" dwvdeka maqhta;" aujtou` e[dwken aujtoi`" ejxousivan pneumavtwn
ajkaqavrtwn w{ste ejkbavllein aujta; kai; qerapeuvein pa`san novson kai; pa`san malakivan.
20

ouj ga;r uJmei`" ejste oiJ lalou`nte" ajlla; to; pneu`ma tou` patro;" uJmw`n to; lalou`n ejn uJmi`n.

18

ijdou; oJ pai`" mou o}n hJ/revtisa, oJ ajgaphtov" mou eij" o}n eujdovkhsen hJ yuchv mou: qhvsw to;
pneu`ma mou ejp∆ aujtovn, kai; krivsin toi`" e[qnesin ajpaggelei`.
28
eij de; ejn pneuvmati qeou` ejgw; ejkbavllw ta; daimovnia, a[ra e[fqasen ejf∆ uJma`" hJ basileiva
tou` qeou`.
31
Dia; tou`to levgw uJmi`n, pa`sa aJmartiva kai; blasfhmiva ajfeqhvsetai toi`" ajnqrwvpoi", hJ de;
tou` pneuvmato" blasfhmiva oujk ajfeqhvsetai.
32
kai; o}" eja;n ei[ph/ lovgon kata; tou` uiJou` tou` ajnqrwvpou, ajfeqhvsetai aujtw`/: o}" d∆ a]n ei[ph/
kata; tou` pneuvmato" tou` aJgivou, oujk ajfeqhvsetai aujtw`/ ou[te ejn touvtw/ tw`/ aijw`ni ou[te ejn
tw`/ mevllonti.
43
{Otan de; to; ajkavqarton pneu`ma ejxevlqh/ ajpo; tou` ajnqrwvpou, dievrcetai di∆ ajnuvdrwn
tovpwn zhtou`n ajnavpausin kai; oujc euJrivskei.
45
tovte poreuvetai kai; paralambavnei meq∆ eJautou` eJpta; e{tera pneuvmata ponhrovtera
eJautou` kai; eijselqovnta katoikei` ejkei`: kai; givnetai ta; e[scata tou` ajnqrwvpou ejkeivnou
ceivrona tw`n prwvtwn. ou{tw" e[stai kai; th`/ genea`/ tauvth/ th`/ ponhra`/.
43
levgei aujtoi`": pw`" ou\n Daui;d ejn pneuvmati kalei` aujto;n kuvrion levgwn:
41
grhgorei`te kai; proseuvcesqe, i{na mh; eijsevlqhte eij" peirasmovn: to; me;n pneu`ma
provqumon hJ de; sa;rx ajsqenhv".
50
oJ de; jIhsou`" pavlin kravxa" fwnh`/ megavlh/ ajfh`ken to; pneu`ma.
19
poreuqevnte" ou\n maqhteuvsate pavnta ta; e[qnh, baptivzonte" aujtou;" eij" to; o[noma tou`
patro;" kai; tou` uiJou` kai; tou` aJgivou pneuvmato",
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Mark – 23 occurrences in 22 verses (from a total of 11,242 words)
8
ejgw; ejbavptisa uJma`" u{dati, aujto;" de; baptivsei uJma`" ej n pneuvmati aJgivw./
1:8
Holy Spirit
10
kai; eujqu;" ajnabaivnwn ejk tou` u{dato" ei\den scizomevnou" tou;" oujranou;" kai; to; pneu`ma
1:10
The Spirit
wJ" peristera;n katabai`non eij" aujtovn: 11kai; fwnh; ejgevneto ejk tw`n oujranw`n: su; ei\ oJ uiJov"
mou oJ ajgaphtov", ejn soi; eujdovkhsa.
12
1:12
The Spirit
Kai; eujqu;" to; pneu`ma aujto;n ejkbavllei eij" th;n e[rhmon.
23
1:23
Unclean spirit
Kai; eujqu;" h\n ejn th`/ sunagwgh`/ aujtw`n a[nqrwpo" ejn pneuvmati ajkaqavrtw/ kai; ajnevkraxen
26
kai; sparavxan aujto;n to; pneu`ma to; ajkavqarton kai; fwnh`san fwnh`/ megavlh/ ejxh`lqen ejx
1:26
The unclean spirit
aujtou`.
27
kai; ejqambhvqhsan a{pante" w{ste suzhtei`n pro;" eJautou;" lev gonta": tiv ejstin tou`to…
1:27
The unclean spirits didach; kainh; kat∆ ejxousivan: kai; toi`" pneuvmasi toi`" ajkaqavrtoi" ejpitavssei, kai;
uJpakouvousin aujtw`/.
8
His (Jesus’)
kai; eujqu;" ejpignou;" oJ jIhsou`" tw`/ pneuvmati aujtou` o{ti ou{tw" dialogivzontai ejn eJautoi`"
2:8
levgei aujtoi`": tiv tau`ta dialogivzesqe ejn tai`" kardivai" uJmw`n…
spirit/Spirit
11
kai; ta; pneuvmata ta; ajkavqarta, o{tan aujto;n ejqewvroun, prosevpipton aujtw`/ kai; e[krazon
3:11
The unclean spirits
levgonte" o{ti su; ei\ oJ uiJo;" tou` qeou`.
29
o}" d∆ a]n blasfhmhvsh/ eij" to; pneu`ma to; a{gion, oujk e[cei a[fesin eij" to;n aijw`na, ajlla;
3:29
The Holy Spirit
e[noco" ejstin aijwnivou aJmarthvmato".
30
3:30
Unclean spirit
o{ti e[legon: pneu`ma ajkavqarton e[cei.
2
kai; ejxelqovnto" aujtou` ejk tou` ploivou eujqu;" uJphvnthsen aujtw`/ ejk tw`n mnhmeivwn a[nqrwpo"
5:2
Unclean spirit
ejn pneuvmati ajkaqavrtw/,
8
5:8
The unclean spirit
e[legen ga;r aujtw`/: e[xelqe to; pneu`ma to; ajkavqarton ejk tou` ajnqrwvpou.
13
kai; ejpevtreyen aujtoi`". kai; ejxelqovnta ta; pneuvmata ta; ajkavqarta eijsh`lqon eij" tou;"
5:13
The unclean spirits coivrou", kai; w{rmhsen hJ ajgevlh kata; tou` krhmnou` eij" th;n qavlassan, wJ" discivlioi, kai;
ejpnivgonto ejn th`/ qalavssh/.
7
Kai; proskalei`tai tou;" dwvdeka kai; h[rxato aujtou;" ajpostevllein duvo duvo kai; ejdivdou
6:7
The unclean spirits
aujtoi`" ejxousivan tw`n pneumavtwn tw`n ajkaqavrtwn,
25
ajll∆ eujqu;" ajkouvsasa gunh; peri; aujtou`, h|" ei\cen to; qugavtrion aujth`" pneu`ma
7:25
An unclean spirit
ajkavqarton, ejlqou`sa prosevpesen pro;" tou;" povda" aujtou`:
12
kai; ajnastenavxa" tw`/ pneuvmati aujtou` levgei: tiv hJ genea; au{th zhtei` shmei`on… ajmh;n
8:12
His (Jesus’) spirit
levgw uJmi`n, eij doqhvsetai th`/ genea`/ tauvth/ shmei`on.
17
kai; ajpekrivqh aujtw`/ ei|" ejk tou` o[clou: didavskale, h[negka to;n uiJovn mou pro;" sev, e[conta
9:17
Speechless spirit
pneu`ma a[lalon:
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9:20

The spirit

9:25

The unclean spirit
The speechless and
deaf spirit

12:36

The Holy Spirit

13:11

The Holy Spirit

14:38

The spirit

20

kai; h[negkan aujto;n pro;" aujtovn. kai; ijdw;n aujto;n to; pneu`ma eujqu;" sunespavraxen aujtovn,
kai; pesw;n ejpi; th`" gh`" ejkuliveto ajfrivzwn.
25
ijdw;n de; oJ jIhsou`" o{ti ejpisuntrevcei o[clo", ejpetivmhsen tw`/ pneuvmati tw`/ ajkaqavrtw/
levgwn aujtw`/: to; a[lalon kai; kwfo;n pneu`ma, ejgw; ejpitavssw soi, e[xelqe ejx aujtou` kai;
mhkevti eijsevlqh/" eij" aujtovn.
36
aujto;" Daui;d ei\pen ejn tw`/ pneuvmati tw`/ aJgivw:/
ei\pen kuvrio" tw`/ kurivw/ mou:
kavqou ejk dexiw`n mou,
e{w" a]n qw` tou;" ejcqrouv" sou uJpokavtw tw`n podw`n sou.
11
kai; o{tan a[gwsin uJma`" paradidovnte", mh; promerimna`te tiv lalhvshte, ajll∆ o} eja;n doqh`/
uJmi`n ejn ejkeivnh/ th`/ w{ra/ tou`to lalei`te: ouj gavr ejste uJmei`" oiJ lalou`nte" ajlla; to; pneu`ma
to; a{gion.
38
grhgorei`te kai; proseuvcesqe, i{na mh; e[lqhte eij" peirasmovn: to; me;n pneu`ma provqumon
hJ de; sa;rx ajsqenhv".

Luke – 36 occurrences in 35 verses (from a total of 19,428 words)
15
e[stai ga;r mevga" ejnwvpion ªtou`º kurivou, kai; oi\non kai; sivkera ouj mh; pivh/, kai;
1:15
Holy Spirit
Pneuvmato" aJgivou plhsqhvsetai e[ti ejk koiliva" mhtro;" aujtou`,
17
kai; aujto;" proeleuvsetai ejnwvpion aujtou` ejn pneuvmati kai; dunavmei jHlivou, ejpistrevyai
1:17
Elijah’s spirit
kardiva" patevrwn ejpi; tevkna kai; ajpeiqei`" ejn fronhvsei dikaivwn, eJtoimavsai kurivw/ lao;n
kateskeuasmevnon.
35
kai; ajpokriqei;" oJ a[ggelo" ei\pen aujth`/: pneu`ma a{gion ejpeleuvsetai ejpi; se; kai; duvnami"
1:35
Holy Spirit
uJyivstou ejpiskiavsei soi: dio; kai; to; gennwvmenon a{gion klhqhvsetai uiJo;" qeou`.
41
kai; ejgevneto wJ" h[kousen to;n ajspasmo;n th`" Mariva" hJ jE lisavbet, ejskivrthsen to;
1:41
Holy Spirit
brevfo" ejn th`/ koiliva/ aujth`", kai; ejplhvsqh pneuvmato" aJgivou hJ jElisavbet,
1:47
My (Mary’s) spirit 47kai; hjgallivasen to; pneu`ma mou ejpi; tw`/ qew`/ tw`/ swth`ri mou,
67
1:67
Holy Spirit
Kai; Zacariva" oJ path;r aujtou` ejplhvsqh pneuvmato" aJgivou kai; ejprofhvteusen levgwn:
80
To; de; paidivon hjuvxanen kai; ejkrataiou`to pneuvmati, kai; h\n ejn tai`" ejrhvmoi" e{w" hJmevra"
1:80
Spirit/spirit
ajnadeivxew" aujtou` pro;" to;n jIsrahvl.
25
Kai; ijdou; a[nqrwpo" h\n ejn jIerousalh;m w|/ o[noma Sumew;n kai; oJ a[nqrwpo" ou|to" divkaio"
2:25
Holy Spirit
kai; Eujlabh;" prosdecovmeno" paravklhsin tou` jIsrahvl, kai; pneu`ma h\n a{gion ejp∆ aujtovn:
26
kai; h\n aujtw`/ kecrhmatismevnon uJpo; tou` pneuvmato" tou` aJgivou mh; ijdei`n qavnaton pri;n
2:26
The Holy Spirit
ªh]º a]n i[dh/ to;n cristo;n kurivou.
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2:27

The Spirit

3:16

Holy Spirit

3:22

The Holy Spirit

4:1

Holy Spirit
The Spirit

4:14

The Spirit

4:18

Spirit

4:33

Unclean spirit of a
demon

4:36

The unclean spirits

6:18

Unclean spirits

7:21

Evil spirits

8:2

Evil spirits

8:29

The unclean spirit

8:55

Her (girl’s) spirit

9:39

A spirit

27

kai; h\lqen ejn tw`/ pneuvmati eij" to; iJerovn: kai; ejn tw`/ eijsagagei`n tou;" gonei`" to; paidivon
jIhsou`n tou` poih`sai aujtou;" kata; to; eijqismevnon tou` novmou peri; aujtou`
16
ajpekrivnato levgwn pa`sin oJ jIwavnnh": ejgw; me;n u{dati baptivzw uJma`": e[rcetai de; oJ
ijscurovtero" mou, ou| oujk eijmi; iJkano;" lu`sai to;n iJmavnta tw`n uJpodhmavtwn aujtou`: aujto;"
uJma`" baptivsei ejn pneuvmati aJgivw/ kai; puriv:
22
kai; katabh`nai to; pneu`ma to; a{gion swmatikw`/ ei[dei wJ" peristera;n ejp∆ aujtovn, kai;
fwnh;n ejx oujranou` genevsqai: su; ei\ oJ uiJov" mou oJ ajgaphtov", ejn soi; eujdovkhsa.
jIhsou`" de; plhvrh" pneuvmato" aJgivou uJpevstreyen ajpo; tou` jIordavnou kai; h[geto ejn tw/̀
pneuvmati ejn th`/ ejrhvmw/
14
Kai; uJpevstreyen oJ jIhsou`" ejn th`/ dunavmei tou` pneuvmato" eij" th;n Galilaivan. kai; fhvmh
ejxh`lqen kaq∆ o{lh" th`" pericwvrou peri; aujtou`.
18
pneu`ma kurivou ejp∆ ejme;
ou| ei{neken e[crisen me
eujaggelivsasqai ptwcoi`",
ajpevstalken me, khruvxai aijcmalwvtoi" a[fesin
kai; tufloi`" ajnavbleyin,
ajpostei`lai teqrausmevnou" ejn ajfevsei,
33
Kai; Ejn th`/ sunagwgh`/ h\n a[nqrwpo" e[cwn pneu`ma daimonivou ajkaqavrtou kai; ajnevkraxen
fwnh`/ megavlh/:
36
kai; ejgevneto qavmbo" ejpi; pavnta" kai; sunelavloun pro;" ajl lhvlou" levgonte": tiv" oJ lovgo"
ou|to" o{ti ejn ejxousiva/ kai; dunavmei ejpitavssei toi`" ajkaqavrtoi" pneuvmasin kai;
ejxevrcontai…
18
oi} h\lqon ajkou`sai aujtou` kai; ijaqh`nai ajpo; tw`n novswn aujtw`n: kai; oiJ ejnoclouvmenoi ajpo;
pneumavtwn ajkaqavrtwn ejqerapeuvonto,
21
ejn ejkeivnh/ th`/ w{ra/ ejqeravpeusen pollou;" ajpo; novswn kai; mastivgwn kai; pneumavtwn
ponhrw`n kai; tufloi`" polloi`" ejcarivsato blevpein.
2
kai; gunai`ke" tine" ai} h\san teqerapeumevnai ajpo; pneumavtwn ponhrw`n kai; ajsqeneiw`n,
Mariva hJ kaloumevnh Magdalhnhv, ajf∆ h|" daimovnia eJpta; ejxelhluvqei,
29
parhvggeilen ga;r tw`/ pneuvmati tw`/ ajkaqavrtw/ ejxelqei`n ajpo; tou` ajnqrwvpou. polloi`" ga;r
crovnoi" sunhrpavkei aujto;n kai; ejdesmeuveto aJluvsesin kai; pevdai" fulassovmeno" kai;
diarrhvsswn ta; desma; hjlauvneto uJpo; tou` daimonivou eij" ta;" ejrhvmou".
55
kai; ejpevstreyen to; pneu`ma aujth`" kai; ajnevsth paracrh`ma kai; dievtaxen aujth`/ doqh`nai
fagei`n.
39
kai; ijdou; pneu`ma lambavnei aujto;n kai; ejxaivfnh" kravzei kai; sparavssei aujt o;n meta;
ajfrou` kai; movgi" ajpocwrei` ajp∆ aujtou` suntri`bon aujtovn:
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42

9:42

The unclean spirit

10:20

The spirits

10:21

The Holy Spirit

11:13

Holy Spirit

11:24

The unclean spirit

11:26

Evil spirits

12:10

The Holy Spirit

12:12

The Holy Spirit

13:11

Spirit of infirmity

24:37

My (Jesus’)
Spirit/spirit
Ghost/spirit

24:39

Ghost/spirit

23:46

e[ti de; prosercomevnou aujtou` e[rrhxen aujto;n to; daimovnion kai; sunespavraxen:
ejpetivmhsen de; oJ jIhsou`" tw`/ pneuvmati tw`/ ajkaqavrtw/ kai; ijavsato to;n pai`da kai; ajpevdwken
aujto;n tw`/ patri; aujtou`.
20
plh;n ejn touvtw/ mh; caivrete o{ti ta; pneuvmata uJmi`n uJpotavssetai, caivrete de; o{ti ta;
ojnovmata uJmw`n ejggevgraptai ejn toi`" oujranoi`".
21
jEn aujth`/ th`/ w{ra/ hjgalliavsato ªejnº tw`/ pneuvmati tw`/ aJgivw/ kai; ei\pen: ejxomologou`mai
soi, pavter, kuvrie tou` oujranou` kai; th`" gh`", o{ti ajpevkruya" tau`ta ajpo; sofw`n kai;
sunetw`n kai; ajpekavluya" aujta; nhpivoi": nai; oJ pathvr, o{t i ou{tw" eujdokiva ejgevneto
e[mprosqen sou.
13
eij ou\n uJmei`" ponhroi; uJpavrconte" oi[date dovmata ajgaqa; didovnai toi`" tevknoi" uJmw`n,
povsw/ ma`llon oJ path;r ªoJº ejx oujranou` dwvsei pneu`ma a{gion toi`" aijtou`sin aujtovn.
24
{Otan to; ajkavqarton pneu`ma ejxevlqh/ ajpo; tou` ajnqrwvpou, dievrcetai di∆ ajnuvdrwn tovp wn
zhtou`n ajnavpausin kai; mh; euJrivskon: ªtovteº levgei: uJpostrevyw eij" to;n oi\kon mou o{qen
ejxh`lqon:
26
tovte poreuvetai kai; paralambavnei e{tera pneuvmata ponhrovtera eJautou` eJpta; kai;
eijselqovnta katoikei` ejkei`: kai; givnetai ta; e[scata tou` ajnqrwvpou ejkeivnou ceivrona tw`n
prwvtwn.
10
Kai; Pa`" o}" ejrei` lovgon eij" to;n uiJo;n tou` ajnqrwvpou, ajfeqhvsetai aujtw`/: tw`/ de; eij" to;
a{gion pneu`ma blasfhmhvsanti oujk ajfeqhvsetai.
12
to; ga;r a{gion pneu`ma didavxei uJma`" ejn aujth`/ th`/ w{ra/ a} dei` eijpei`n.
11
kai; ijdou; gunh; pneu`ma e[cousa ajsqeneiva" e[th dekaoktw; kai; h\n sugkuvptousa kai; mh;
dunamevnh ajnakuvyai eij" to; pantelev".
46
kai; fwnhvsa" fwnh`/ megavlh/ oJ jIhsou`" ei\pen: pavter, eij" cei`ra" sou parativqemai to;
pneu`ma mou. tou`to de; eijpw;n ejxevpneusen.
37
ptohqevnte" de; kai; e[mfoboi genovmenoi ejdovkoun pneu`ma qewrei`n.
39
i[dete ta;" cei`ra" mou kai; tou;" povda" mou o{ti ejgwv eijmi aujtov": yhlafhvsate me kai;
i[dete, o{ti pneu`ma savrka kai; ojsteva oujk e[cei kaqw;" ejme; qewrei`te e[conta.

John – 24 Occurrences in 18 verses (from a total of 16,150 words)
32
Kai; ejmartuvrhsen jIwavnnh" levgwn o{ti teqevamai to; pneu`ma katabai`non wJ" peristera;n
1:32
The Spirit
ejx oujranou` kai; e[meinen ejp∆ aujtovn.
33
kagw; oujk h[/dein aujtovn, ajll∆ oJ pevmya" me baptivzein ejn u{dati ejkei`no" moi ei\pen: ejf∆ o}n
The Spirit
1:33
a]n i[dh/" to; pneu`ma katabai`non kai; mevnon ejp∆ aujtovn, ou|to" ejstin oJ baptivzwn ejn
Holy Spirit
pneuvmati aJgivw./
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3:5
3:6
3:8

Spirit
The Spirit
Spirit/spirit
The Spirit/wind
The Spirit

3:34

The Spirit

4:23

Spirit/spirit

4:24
6:63
7:39

Spirit of God
Spirit/spirit
The Spirit/spirit
spirit
The Spirit
Spirit

11:33

The Spirit/spirit

13:21

The Spirit/spirit

14:17

The Spirit of Truth

14:26

The Holy Spirit

15:26

The Spirit of Truth

16:13

The Spirit of Truth

19:30

The Spirit

20:22

Holy Spirit

5

ajpekrivqh jIhsou`": ajmh;n ajmh;n levgw soi, eja;n mhv ti" gennhqh`/ ejx u{dato" kai; pneuvmato",
ouj duvnatai eijselqei`n eij" th;n basileivan tou` qeou`.
6
to; gegennhmevnon ejk th`" sarko;" savrx ejstin, kai; to; gegennhmevnon ejk tou` pneuvmato"
pneu`ma ejstin.
8
to; pneu`ma o{pou qevlei pnei` kai; th;n fwnh;n aujtou` ajkouvei", ajll∆ oujk oi\da" povqen e[rcetai
kai; pou` uJpavgei: ou{tw" ejsti;n pa`" oJ gegennhmevno" ejk tou` pneuvmato".
34
o}n ga;r ajpevsteilen oJ qeo;" ta; rJhvmata tou` qeou` lalei`, ouj ga;r ejk mevtrou divdwsin to;
pneu`ma.
23
ajlla; e[rcetai w{ra kai; nu`n ejstin, o{te oiJ ajlhqinoi; proskunhtai; proskunhvsousin tw`/
patri; ejn pneuvmati kai; ajlhqeiva/: kai; ga;r oJ path;r toiouvtou" zhtei` tou;" proskunou`nta"
aujtovn.
24
pneu`ma oJ qeov", kai; tou;" proskunou`nta" aujto;n ejn pneuvmati kai; ajlhqeiva/ dei`
proskunei`n.
63
to; pneu`ma ejstin to; zw/opoiou`n, hJ sa;rx oujk wjfelei` oujdevn: ta; rJhvmata a} ejgw; lelavlhka
uJmi`n pneu`ma ejstin kai; zwhv ejstin.
39
tou`to de; ei\pen peri; tou` pneuvmato" o} e[mellon lambavnein oiJ pisteuvsante" eij" aujtovn:
ou[pw ga;r h\n pneu`ma, o{ti jIhsou`" oujdevpw ejdoxavsqh.
33
jIhsou`" ou\n wJ" ei\den aujth;n klaivousan kai; tou;" sunelqovnta" aujth`/ jIoudaivou"
klaivonta", ejnebrimhvsato tw`/ pneuvmati kai; ejtavraxen eJauto;n
21
Tau`ta eijpw;n ªoJº jIhsou`" ejtaravcqh tw`/ pneuvmati kai; ejmartuvrhsen kai; ei\pen: ajmh;n
ajmh;n levgw uJmi`n o{ti ei|" ejx uJmw`n paradwvsei me.
17
to; pneu`ma th`" ajlhqeiva", o} oJ kovsmo" ouj duvnatai labei`n, o{ti ouj qewrei` aujto; oujde;
ginwvskei: uJmei`" ginwvskete aujtov, o{ti par∆ uJmi`n mevnei kai; ejn uJmi`n e[stai.
26
oJ de; paravklhto", to; pneu`ma to; a{gion, o} pevmyei oJ path;r ejn tw`/ ojnovmati mou, ejkei`no"
uJma`" didavxei pavnta kai; uJpomnhvsei uJma`" pavnta a} ei\pon uJmi`n ªejgwvº.
26
{Otan e[lqh/ oJ paravklhto" o}n ejgw; pevmyw uJmi`n para; tou` patrov", to; pneu`ma th`"
ajlhqeiva" o} para; tou` patro;" ejkporeuvetai, ejkei`no" marturhvsei peri; ejmou`:
13
o{tan de; e[lqh/ ejkei`no", to; pneu`ma th`" ajlhqeiva", oJdhghvsei uJma`" ejn th`/ ajlhqeiva/ pavsh/:
ouj ga;r lalhvsei ajf∆ eJautou`, ajll∆ o{sa ajkouvsei lalhvsei kai; ta; ejrcovmena ajnaggelei` uJmi`n.
30
o{te ou\n e[laben to; o[xo" ªoJº jIhsou`" ei\pen: tetevlestai, kai; klivna" th;n kefalh;n
parevdwken to; pneu`ma.
22
kai; tou`to eijpw;n ejnefuvshsen kai; levgei aujtoi`": lavbete pneu`ma a{gion:
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APPENDIX II
Overview of Syntax & Translation of Matthean Usage of Pneu`ma for the Divine Spirit

TEXT

CONTEXT
ejk pneumato"
aJgiou
ejk pneumato"
ejstin aJgiou
ejn pneumati
aJgiw/ kai puri
(to) pneuma
(tou) qeou
uJpo tou
pneumato"

1

1:18

2

1:20

3

3:11

4

3:16

5

4:1

6

10:20

to pneuma tou
patro" uJmwn

7

12:18

to pneuma mou

8

12:28

ejn pneumati
qeou

9

12:31

Tou pneumato"

10 12:32
11 22:43

kata tou
pneumato" tou
aJgiou
ejn pneumati

12 27:50

to pneuma

13 28:19

Tou aJgiou
pneumato"

PERICOPE
Holy Spirit in the
Birth Narratives
Holy Spirit in the
Birth Narratives
Holy Spirit in the
Baptist’s Prophecy
Spirit of God in the
Baptism of Jesus
Holy Spirit in the
Temptation of
Jesus
Promise of help
from the “Spirit of
your Father”
Spirit on Jesus Is a
Messianic
Fulfillment
Driving out
Demons by the
Spirit of God
Blasphemy of the
Holy Spirit
Blasphemy Against
the Holy Spirit
David in the
prophetic Spirit
The Spirit at the
death of Jesus
The Holy Spirit in
the Trinitarian
Baptismal Formula
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CASE
SYNTAX
Genitive with
preposition ejk
Genitive with
preposition ejk
Locative-dative
Nominative
Subject
Genitive of
Agency with
preposition uJpo
Nominative
Subject

LITERAL
TRANSLATION
from (through) the
Holy Spirit
from (through) the
Spirit that is holy
in the Holy Spirit
and fire
the Spirit of God
by the Holy Spirit
the Spirit of your
Father

Accusative
Direct Object

my (YHWH’s)
Spirit

Instrumental

with the Spirit of
God

Objective
Genitive
Genitive with
the preposition
kata
Locative dative

of the Spirit
against the Holy
Spirit
in the Spirit

Accusative
Direct Object

the Spirit

Genitive of
possession

(of) the Holy Spirit
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